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PREFACE
In March 1972, the Naval Undersea Center (NUC). San Diego. Calif. in cooperation with the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Tiburon, Calif. published a photographic field guideThe Whales, Dolphins
and Porpoises of the Eastern North Pacific. A Guide to Their larntificaation in the Water. by S. Leatherwood.
WE Evans, and D.W. Rice INUC TP 282). This guide was designed to assist the layman in identifying the

cetaceans he encountered in that area and was intended for use in two ongoing whale observer progams.
Nom's Whale Watch and NMFS's Platforms of Opportunity. The rationale of these programs was that since
oceanographers, commercial and sport fishermen, naval personnel, commercial seamen, pleasure boaters, and
coastal aircraft pilots together canvas large areas of the oceans which scientists specializing in whales
(cetologists) have time and funds to survey only occasionally, training those persons in species identification
and asking them to report their sighting_s back to central data centers could help scientists more clearly
understand 'distribution, migration, and seasonal variations in abundance of cetacean species. For such a
program to work, a usable field guide is a requisite. Because the many publications on the whales,-dolphins, and

porpoises of this region were either too technical in content or too limited in geographical area or species
covered to be of use in field identification, and because conventional scientific or taxonomic voupings of the
animals are often not helpful in field identification, the photographic field guide took a different approach.
Instead of being placed into their scientific groups, species were grouped together on the basis of similarities in

appearance during the brief encounters typical at sea. Photographs of the animals in their natural

environment, supplemented by drawings and descriptions or tables distinguishing the most similar species.
formed the core of the guide.
Despite deficiencies in the first effort and the inherent difficulties of positively identifying many of the
cetacean species at sea, the results obtained from the programs have been encouraging. Many seafarers who
had previously looked with disinterest or ignorance on the animals they encountered became good Critical
observers and found pleasure in the contribution they were making_ . The potential for the expansion of such
observer programs is'. enormous.
Because of these initial successes and the large number of requests for packets from persons working at
sea off the Atlantic coast of North America, this guide was planned Many of the errors and deficiencies of the
Pacific Guide have been corrected, and the discussions of the ranges of many of the species have been expanded
with copsiderations of the major oceanographic factors affecting their distribution and movements. While the
present volume, like the Pacific Guide, is intended as an aid to the identification of living animals at sea, new
materials have been provided to aid in the identification and reporting of stranded specimens, a major source t?,
dra.,ta and study material for museums. This new dimension is expected to assist the U.S. National Museum,
various regional museums, and other researchers actively collecting cetacean materials for display and study
in the implementation of their stranded animal salvage programs. Through a cooperativeeffort of this kind, the
best possible use can be made of all materials that become available.-

As a part of continuing research, this guide will be revised whenever passible. Suggestions for its

improvement will at all times be welcome,

Funds for the preparation of this guide were provided by a grant to Stephen Leatherwood from the Platforms
of Opportimity Program, National Marine Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Tiburon, Calif., Paul Sund, Coordinator.
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ABSTRACT
This fit.guide

esign edt opermitobserverstoidentifythecetaceans (whales,dQlph ins. and porpoises Y

they see in the western North Atlantic, including the Caribbean Sea, ,thVgig of Mexico, and the coastal
waters of the United States and Canada. The animals described'are groitied not.by scientific relationships but
by similarities in appearance in the field. Photographs of the animals in then-natural environment are the mein

aids to identification.

A dichotomized key is provided to aid in identification of stranded cetaceans and appendices describe how
and to whom to report data on live and dead cetaceans.
-

INTRODUCTION
All whales, dolphins, and porpoises belong to an order or
major scientific group eallOpe.Cetacea by scientists. They
ar all mammals (air breathing animals Which have hair in at
least-some stage of their development, maintain a constant
temperature, bear their youngn_Live, and nurse them for

hile) which have uncle-Fp* extensive changes in body
form (anatorttyliaticcfunctien (physiology) to cope with a life
. spent entirelylia-hwater. The breathing aperture(s), called
a blowhole or blowholes, has (have) migrated to the top of th&_

head to facilitate breathing while swimming: the forward
appendages have become flippers: thehind appendages have
nearly disappeared, they remain only as small traces of bone

deeply itt bedded in the muscles. Propulsion is provided by
fibrous, horizontally flattened tail,tukes.
*.cientists recognize two suborders of living cetaceans: the
whalebone whales, suborder 1V1Ysticeti, and the toothed
whales, suborder Odontoceti. Theftwo groups are separated
in the following ways:

BALEEN OR WHALEBONE WHALES. These animals are
called whalebone whales because when fully formed instead
of teeth they have up to .800 or more plates of baleen or

whalebone depending from the roof of the mouth. They use

thse plates to strain their food, which consists of "krill"
'Biomedical Division, Utidersea Sciences Department, Naval
Undersea Center, San Diego. CA' 92132_
'Biocommunication and Marine Mammal Research Facility,
C. V. Whitney Marine Research Laboratory of the University of Florida.

St, Augustine, FL 32084.

(primarily small rustaceans) and/or small schooling fish; by
taking water into the mouth and forcing it out through the
overlapping fringes of the baleen plates. Baleen whales are
externally distinguishable from toothed .whales by having
paired blowholes_ There are eight species of baleen whales in

the western North Atlantic, ranging in size from the minke
whaleljust bver 30 feet [about 9.1 mir to the blue whale (85
feet [25.9 ml).
TOOTHED WHALES. Unlike the baleen whales, the toothed
whales do have teeth after Birth. The teeth vary in number
from 2 to over 250, though they may sometimes be concealed

beneath the gum. In addition, toothed whales have only a
single blowhole. This group includes the animals commonly
called dolphin or porpoise as well as some commonly called
whales (for example, the sperm whale). There are currently
bout 30 species of toothed whales known from the western

North Atlantic, ranging in maximum acrult size from the
common or harbor porpoise, which is approximately 5 feet
(1.5 m) long, up to the sperm whale which reaches a length of
68 feet (20.7 m). Several other species which are expected to

be found ire this region, though they have not yet been
reported, are also included in this guide.

CLASSIFICATION OF CETAC_EVS
In addition to -the two suborders (Mystice
and
Odontoceti), the cetacean order contains numerous fa
genera, and species. Each of these groupings represents a
progressively more specialized division of the animals into

categories on the basis of similarities in their skulls,

'Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode island.
K

RI MM.

s Hole Oceanogra lc InstitutionHole. MA 02543 and
Museum of Comparative
agy, Harvard Universiea, Cambridge, MA
02138.

'Throughout this guide. measurements are given fmst in feet or
inches. followed in parentheses by their e- uivalents in meters
or
centimeters. It is recognized that field estimats cannot be as precise as
most of the conversions used

Figure 1.The area

North Atlentie, team L.A. 15°N65°N.

postcranial skeletons, and external characteristics. The
discipline which concerns itself with naming an animal and
assigning it to its appropriate scientific category is known as
taxonomy. An -exatKple of the Classification of a cetacean
species is shown in the following:,
SCIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE
ATLANTIC BOULENOSED DOLPHIN
Kingdom:
Phylum:

Anima lia

all animals

Chordata

having at some stage a notochord, the precursor of the

Subphylum:

Yertebrata

Class:

Mamrnalia

Order:

Cetacea

Suborder:

Odontoceti

backbone
animals with .. backbones
fishes, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals
animals that suckle their
young
carnivorous, wholly aquatic
mammals: whale's, including
dolphins and porPoises
toothed whales as distinguished from My_ sticeti, the
baleen whales

Family:
Genus:
Species:

Delphinidae
Tursiops

trunzatus

dolphins
bottlenosed dolphins
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

Modern taxonomy had its origin with the Swedish
naturalist Linnaeus, whose tenth edition of the Systema
Nature in 1758 forms the official starting point. Followin
Linnaeus, modern scientific names consist of two words,
generic name, which has an initial capital, and a spe4kies name,

which rarely clod, occasiohafiy in botany (some species
names deriving from a person's name are capitalized). Both
names are usually of Latin origin (sometimes Greek) and are

italicized or underlined. These scientific names are of
particular importance because, although common names of
species often are different in different countries or even in
different regions of the same country, the scientific name

remains the same. For example, the right whale is uni,versally known as Eubakeno glacialis though its common
names include black right whale, nordcaper, sletbag, Biscay
whale, and Biscayan right whale.
Although classification of many species is still in a state of

flux, the classification of western North Atlantic cetaceans
followed in this guide is as follows:

Page of
synoptic account
of the species

Order Cetacra

Suborder MystieetiBaleen whales
Family BalaenopteridaelRorquals
Balaenoptera ac-u taros trata
Balaenoptera physalus
Balaenoptera muse-ulus
Balaenoptera borealis
Balaenoptera edeni
Me gaptena novae ang hae.

Family BalaenidaeBight whales
Balaenamystiee tus
EubalaTna filar ral =s

Suborder Odontoceti Toothed whales
Family Ziphiidae
Me soplodon bide ns
Me soplodon dens iros tris

(Lindaeus 1758)
(Linnaeus 1758)
Lesson 1828
Anderson 1879

Minke whale
Fin whale
Blue whale
Sei whale
Bryde's whale

(Borowski 1781)

Humpback whale

32
37
40

Linnaeus 1758
(Borowski 1781)

Bowhead whale
Right whale

49
52

(Sowerby 1804)
(Blainville in
Desmarest 1817)

North Sea beaked whale
Dense-beaked whale

82
80

Lacepede 1804

63
26

dorsal fin

blowholes

baleen or
whalebone

umbilicus
(navel)
Figure

b

Mesoplodon europae us
Mesoplodon minis
Ziphius catriros t ris
Hyperoodon ampu.11atus

a whale humpback showing the main

trs the

-ervais 1855)
True 1913
G. Ctivier 1823
(Forster 1770)

Antillean beaked whale
True's beaked whale
Goose beaked whale
Northern bottlenosed-whale

Kogia bre 'triceps

Linnaeus 1758
IBlainville 1838)

Kogia simus
Family Monodontidae

en 1866)

Sperm whale
Pygmy spgrm whale
Dwarf sperm whale

Family Physeteridae
Physeter catodo n

MOriodon monoceros

Detphinapterus It ucas
Family Stenidae
Steno bredane nsis
Sotalia attianensis
Family D6lphinidae
Pe po no cephala e c a

Fere sa at te nuata
Pseudorca crass ide
G labice photo me lae na

Globicephala macro rhy nch us
Oreinus area

Logenorhignehus alb r
La genorh ynchu s acut u.s

rigenodrlrihi,c hosei
no-slops t runcat us
Gram pus g rise us
Ste nella Ion giros t ris
Stenella /iron tot is
Ste nella roe r-uleuolhn

;tenet /a plogoulan
Delphi,/ US II 1 ph1S

mS

78
77
70
67
57
144
148

Linnaeus 1758
(Pallas 1776)

Narwhal
Beluga

102

(G, Cuvier in Lesson 1828
(p.-J. van Beneden 1864)

Rough-toothed dolphin
Guiana dolphin

135
132

(Gray 1816)
Gray 1874
(Owen 1846)
(Tral111809)
Gray 1846
( Linnaeus 1758)
Gray 1846
(Gray 1828)

142
138

Meyen 1833)
(Cope 1866)
Linnaeus 1758

Many-toothed blackfish
Pygmy killerThale
False killer whale
Atlantic picot whale
Short-finned pilot whale
Killer whale
White=
dolphin
Atlan e white-sided dolphin
Fraser's dolphin
Bottlenosed dolphin
Grampus
Spinner dolphin
Bridled dolphin
Striped dolphin
Spotted dolphin
Saddleback dolphin

108
113
104
116

(Linnaeus 1758)

Harbor porpoise

150

Fraser 1956
(Montagu 1821)
G. Cuvier 1812)
Gray 1828
(G. Cuvier 1829) .

99

-

88
91

94
84

126
123
120
128

96
110

Family Ph ciery nidae
Phnu'ni'nei phireoe rat

This tentative c Iassiiici Lion follows an unpublished list by
W,E. Schevill and E. 1. Mitchell currently under 1:evie%,..-The

kCentific names are fol

d by the name of the individual
,ho named the species' and t he year of naming, and then by

family Delphinidae dolphins and members of the family
Phocoenidae porpoises. The evidence supporfingany one of
these positions is confusing at best and no usage of terms

appears to be without problems. We see .no wholly
satisfactory resolution to the problem at this time. Fortin
these reasons, we have little desire to defend our decision to
follow the last of these practices in this guide, referring to all
members of the family Delphinidae for which the term

dolphin or porpoise appears in the common name as dolphins,
and to the one member of the family rhocoenidae represented

in the western North Atlantic, Phocoena ihopena, as the

harbor porpoise/ Although all cetaceans may b regarded as

whales, the teim "whale" most commonly applies to the

larger animals. For all species treated, other common names
by which 'they may be known are also listed.
Detailed treatment of the relative merits of the various
terminologies is inappropriate Eree. Furthermore, it is our
opinion that the usage of the. terms ii4lphin, porpoise, and
whale as part of the common nines of taceans is largely a
matter of personal.preference.

ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDE
The differences between baleen and toothed whales are
easy enough 'to see in animals washed up on the beach or
maintained in a tank at a zoo or aquarium. But since an animal
at sea can seldom be examined that closely, its most obvioUs

Figure 4. --A tin whale is the North Atlantic with the paired blowhole*

open (hulk reaph-atioo..The paired blowholes digtinglAgh thie animal es *

Want whale. (Phew by W. A. Watkins.)

the common name most often used in the western orth
Atlantic.' It may be noted that some of thp author are in
parentheses. This indicates that though the gpecies ame has
remained the same since the date of naming the s cies has

since been a ssigne0 to another genus. Beca,useth pecie.s aro '
not arranged in ta4omic order in this field-guide, the page
of the synoptic accourirdt each is provided in the column to the

right.

,

DOLPHIN OR PORPOISE
There is still considerable controversy over the correct
usage of the terms-d olphin and porpoise As mentioned in the
preceding section, ommon names of a ity species may vary
from locale to locale and even from individual to indiviaual.
Some persons argue for the use of the term porpoise for all
small cetaceansinsist orithe.,,term deltphin, ttill
others either randomly use the terms or call members of the
'Most common names are based on some characteristic of the species
(e.g., spotted dolphin, striped dolphin, rough-toothed
dolphinl; others
are the name- of authors of the species (e.g:. True'steaked whale) or of
habitats or m
habitats which they inhabit le.g., North Sea beaked
whale and barbo
poise): the origins of some common names, however,
are less obvious
, dense-beaked whale), and of less use' in field
references.

characteristics
be its overall size, the presence or
k of a dorsal
absece
fin', its prominent coloration or markings,
'may
its general behavior, or its swimmin4, blowing, and diving
characteristics. For that reason, regardless of their scientific
relationships, all the whales, dolphins, and the one-porpoise
covered in the main text of this guide are divided into three
groups. Those over 40 feet (12.2 m) long are discussed in the
section on prge Whales, those from 13 to 40 feet (CO to 12.2
ml in the 'Medium-Sized Whale, and those less than 13 feet
(4.9 m) in the Small Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoise (with
a
dorsal fin). There are no small whales, dolphins. or porpoises in this regio without a dorsal fin. Each section is

_further divided unto Base animals with a dorsal fir} and those

without. From that point, animals likely to be confused in
the field are grouped together and the important differ-

ences between them are discussed.
The synoptic accounts of the species are followed by five
appendices: Appendix A discusses and illustrates man-made
d appliefi tags and natural markings on cetaceans and their

importance in studies of natural history. Appendix H
discusses the data which are most important to record in
observations of cetaceans at sea. gives examples, and
provides blank sighting forms. Appendix C discusses possible

cautles of cetacean strandings and the manner in which

stranded animals should be handled 4nd adds a key and tables
to aid in identifying stranded cetaceans.
Appendix D
provides guidelines for collecting.data Qa stranded cetaceans

and provides forms and specific instructions for taking
standard measurements. Appendix E lists institutions
to be

contacted in the event of a- cetacean stranding or for
information.

A bibliography of useful-refer-Aces on cetaceans in
general and eetaveans of this region in particular and a
directory to species accounts are inch-111(d.
4

A

k whals'lying on
A hunt
Figure
its left side on the deck of Canadian

.

whaling station. Note the fringes of
haleersuspended from the roof of the
mouth. (Photo by J. G. MeacL).

6

This guide will probably work hest if, in advance of
attemptirtg to use the ,key in the field, the reader will
familiarize himself with the general outline, with'characters
or behaviors to note, and with the locations of the various
species accounts. It will:Also help if he schools himself to ask a

series of questions about the animalts) he sees at the time of
the encounter rather than depending on his recall at a later
time (see p4 160). As we have emphasized several_ times in
this guide, positive identification of cetaceans at sea can
only occasionally he made on the basis of a single character-

istic, Therefore, the greater the amount of pertinent evi.

di'nce an observer obtains, the greater the likelihood he can
make a reliable identification.

To Identify Stranded Animals

Figure 7. The open mouth of an Attitude hotdenoried dolphin
from the
northeastern Gulf of Mexico. All toothed whales have teeth, which ore
used pririly for graspkig rather than for chewing. The number varies
from 2 to over 250, though they are buried beneath the gums in feMales
and Miniature arduials of several species, take peruliar_form in one
(narwhal), ant are extensively worn in +Ahem Whole by a K. Caldwell)

HOW TO USE THE GUIDE
To Identify Animals at/Sea

Stranded animals can best he identified by referring to
Appendix C and its associated tables, making a preliminary
determination and then consulting the species accounts in the
main body of the hook for verification of the-identlfication. As

noted in that appendix, if the animal is recently stranded,
identification can be made using any of the externally visible
characteristics described for the living species at sea. But
even if the animal is in an advanced stage of decomposition, it
can -usually be identified by referring to the key and to the
numbers and descriptions of baleen plates, for all baleen
whales, and the numbers and relative lergths of ventral
grooves, for all balaenoptorine whales (Table 1), or to the
tables on the numbers and descriptions of teeth, for toothed
whales (Table 21.

The three major sections of the guide (i.e., largc, medium,

and small whales)' are preceded by a directory to species
accounts, which

is
summary of the most obvious
characteristics of each species and in which summary
as

statements about each characteristic are arranged in parallel
order. To use the guide to identify living,aninials observed at
sea, a person or persons should;
.

1. First estimate the animals slf.e and deter
her
or not it has a dorsal fin.
Note also any distinctive features of body shape and
coloration and observe its general behavior, including
swimming, blowing, and diving characteristics, It should be
noted that coloration may vary somewhat at sea, depending
on light conditions and water clarity. For example, animals
which appear dark gray or black at the SUrfact;`or whop dead
may appear brown:in good light or when submerged. slaking

as brief sketch at this point in.ky nd in id iifying the animal m-

in later recalling its distinctive t-a'tai .:
3, I 'sulk. the directory, locate the
iinimat probably belongs,

ion to which the

.1, Then, for more detailed information, om,ult the section
indicated. There vou will find a more complete
eel
the a IllTilarN range, side, and distinctive charactremcs_ In
addition, you will find a brief discussion distingui,hing it from
animals with which it is likely to he ciint-m-0 in the held.

Figure

-Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin mother and calf from northeastern Florida. Note the single open blowhole, a characteristic that
marks these animals as toothed whales. trhoto courtesy of Moinelnuit

of Ran:dm)

To Record and Report Information
As discussed in the preface, though learning to identify
the whales, dolphins, and porpoises one sees may be exciting

in itself, many persons may want
to participate in the
accumulation of data on these interesting animals by

routinely reporting their observations to scientists who are

actively.- studying them and who can make immediate use of

the infornition, The following may help these persons:

Suggestions for making and recording observations'alf
cetaceans at seas and sample data forms are included in
Appendix C.- Similar suggestions for taking and recording

data on stranded cetaceans are included in Appendix' D. For

both -types of data, blank data forms located after the

appendices may be photocopied i4 hulk for use in the field,
Completed data fames -and all associated information for
sightings at sea should 1) forwarded to the Plittforms of
upport unity Program, National Marine Fisheries -Service,
Tiburon, CA 9-1920, or to one of the authors of this guide.
From there, they will lip made available to scientists active
Iv studying. the cetaceans of given species or geographical
ifilctid chit i Iorms and all 4ssociated indccrntsction for
ions fit' stranded cetaceans should be forwarded to
the Division of Mammals, 11.S.. National Museum,
Washington, 11C 201560, to one of the authorS of this guide,
,ir tc> one of the regional laboratories listed in Appendix F.
The,:e persons have in turn, been encouraged to keep a free
tiokt or information among therm
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LARGE WHALES
1.40

85 feet (12=26 ml maximum overfill length!

With a Dorsal Pin
All five species of large whales with a dorsal fin belong to

the same major baleen whale group, the balaenopterid

ary iron] one encounter to the next, based on the activities in
which the animal is engaged, whales in this group may be

whales or rorquals. All are characterized by the presence of a
series of ventral grooves, usually visible on stranded
specimens and the length and number of which are diagnostic
to species. In addition, all species, with the exception of the
humpback whale, have at least one distinctive (though often
not prominent) ridge along the head from just in front of the
blowhole to near the tip of the snout. (The humpback whale,

distinguished from each other on the basis of differences in, 1)
the size, shape, and position of the dorsal fin and the timing of
its appearance on the surface relative to the animal's blow (in

on the other hand, is distinguished by numerous knobs,

which is exposed as the animal sounds; 3) sometimes the blow
rate ;and movement patterns; and 4) the shape and color of the'
head.

some of which are located along the line of the head ridge,

with others scattered on the top of the head.) In Bryde:s
whale, the single head ridge characteristic of the other ri?r=
gnats is supplemented by two auxiliary ridges, one on each
side of the main ridge
At sea, these whales often appear very-Similar and must
be examined carefully before they can he reliably identified.
In general, though the characteristics of behavior may

\

general, the larger the whale, the smaller the dorsal finthe
further hack its positioraand the later its appearance on the
surface after the animal's blow); 2) the height of body in the
area of the dorsal fin, relative to the size of the dorsal fin,

Despite variability in behavior by members of the same
species from one encounter to the next, an observer can
greatly increase the reliability of his identification by forming

the habit of working systmatically through a set of
characteristics for the species rather than depending on any
single characteristic.

Body very large, up to 85 feet (25. 9 m) long.
Body basically bluish with mottlings of grayish white.
Baleen all black.
Head broad and nearly U-shaped, viewed from above.
Head flat in front of blowhole, viewed from side.
Dorsal fin small (to 13 inches 133 cm l). triangular to moderately
falcate, in the last one-third of hack.

Distribution primarily from temperate seas to pack ice; rt

Blue whale
Bake flop t ra musculus
p. 19

in

tropics.

Distribution more northerly during summer.
Flukes occasionally raised slightly on long dive.
Body large, up to 79 feet (24 m) long.
Body mostly dark gray or brownish gray; tmdersides of flukes and
flippers and belly white; grayish-white chevron frequently on
hack behind head.
Right lower lip white; _right upper lip sometimes white; left lip dark.
Head V-shaped, viewed from above.
Right front one-third to one-fifth of baleen plates, yellowish wbite.
Other baleen bluish gray with yellowish-white stripes,.
Dorsal fin to' 4 inches (61 cm), slightly more than one-third forward
from tail; forms angle of less than 40' with hack.
Distribution
extensive but not very common near pack ice and in
.\
Ns
tropics.
se
istribution more northerly during slimmer.
Flukes not raised on dive.

Fin whale
Battle nopterahhysalus
p.26

Sei whale

Body up to 62 feet (19 rn) long.

Body appears shiny: ,,dark gray on hack, often with ovoid
grayish-white scars; white on front of belly; undersides of

Balaen oidera borea11.5

p.32

flippers and flukes dark.

'These figures are all near max um sizes recorded for the North Atlantic. For all species which have historically been ex
ploited by whaleliSheries present maximum sizes may be significantly less than these figures.
It should also he note d that differences in methods Of m

:urements often account for diserepanci

in reported lengths.

Figure &A.Swimming, blowing, and diving characteristics of blue, fin, ei, nd firyde's whales.

Baleen grayish ur ash black with fine, light-gray bristles.
Dorsal fin to 24 inches (61 cm)- strongly falcate, well more than one-

third forward from tail; forms angle of more than 40n with
back.

Distribution extensive; are not very common in cold waters and
may have a greater tendency than fm whales to enter tromcal waters.
Distribution more northerly in summer.
Flukes not raised on dive.
Body up to 46 feet (14 m) long.
BOdy dark gray overall.
Head has series of three ridges from area of blowhole to snout.
Baleen slate gray with coarse dark bristles.
Dorsal fin to 18 inches (45.7 err),l falcate, well more than one=thirt4.,_

forward from tail, often irregularly worn on rear margin:
Distribution primarily tropical and southern temperate.
Flukes not raised on dive.

Bryde's whale
Badenoptera edeni
p,37

re b. Swinn-Wng, blowing, and dMng har cterimticm of humpback, bowhead, right, and sperm whales.

'Body up to 53 feet (16.2 m). long.
Body dark gray with irre6lar white area on belly; -flippers wtiteunderside of flukes oftn has varying amounts of white.
Head in front r$4hlowhole flat and covered with knobs.

Humpback whale

fegaptentnovatangliac
p.40

Baleen dark gray- 17-1) black with olive-black bristles.

Dorsal fin small, q- iteAvariable in shape, usually hooked; located
on a step or hulip, in last one-third of back.
Flippers very longi(to nearly one-third of body length), white, and
scalloped on leading edge.
Distribution at lent New England to Iceland and Greenland -dpring
summer.
Distripution to shallow tropical banks, winter and spring.
Flukes often scalloped on trailing edges and sometimes raised on
dive.

NOTE: Because of its small adult size, usually less than-30 feet (9.1m),*other member of the rorqual family,

the minke whale,- is included with the medium-sized whales in this guide. Features by which it may It
distinguished from all other rorquals are discussed in the species account.
.

Further, inasmuch as the dorsal fin of the humpback whale is highly variable in shape, positive identification
may require referemle to the sperm whale (p. 57), which, though the sperm whale ha
en classified with
species without dorsal fin, has a rather distinct dorsal hump, particularly noticeable whtie animal arches
the back ,and tail to begin a long dive.

'-

(12-2:0 ml maximum overall length!

Without a Dorsal Fin
'There are three species of large whales without a dorsal
fin in the western North Atlantic Ocean. Two of these, the

blowholes assumes a very wide V-shape with two distinct
columns, which may be seen when the animals are viewed
front or hack. Though this character may be visible
under ideal conditions in many of the other baleen whales
..'species well, it is exaggerated and uniformly distinct in the
bow head and right whales and may he used as one of the

howhead or Greenland whale, and its more widely distributed

close relative the right whale, are baleen whales. The third,

the sperm whale, is a toothed whale. The first two have
relatively smot-dh backs without even a trace of a dorsal fin.

The sperm whale has a humplike low, thick, dorsal ridge,
which, from certain views, particularly when the affirm I is
humping up to begin a dive, may he clearly visible and l

primary key character", In the spermi whale, the blow
emanates from a blowhole which is displaced to the left of the

head near the front and projects obliquely forward to the

like a fin. But because the profile of that hump and the

animal's left, This blow seen under ideal conditions positively

knuckles which follow it are often not very prominent in this
species, it has been classified with the finless big whales. ,

labels a large whale as a sperm whale.
Remember, however, that wind conditions may affect the

All three species are characterized by very distinctive

clasp-tisition and duration of the blow of any species and that a
single character alone is seldom sufficient to peymit positive
identification.

blows or spouts, In botlli the bowhead and the right whales,
the projection of the- blow upward from two widely separated
Body to 65 feet 119.8 m) long.
Body dark: hack smooth,
Chin and belly often white.
Head lacks callosities,
Baleen dark gray with
y-Zingi.

Bowhead whale
Bcilae'rza m ystzce tus

.

Upper jaw and lower lip strongly arched.
Two blowholes dearly separated.
'
Blow projects upward in wide V-shape.
Distribution restricted to Arctic waters
Flukes raised on longer dives.

3.7 rril or more.

to Davis Straits.

Body to 53 feet (16.2 rii) long.
Body from dark to light gray and mottled; back. smooth; chin and
belly usually white.
Head and lower jaw covered with callosities Ithe largest of which, is

Right whale
Eubalaerza glacia
p. 52

called the bonnet and is set on top of the snout).
Baleen usuafly clark gray with dark (Tinges: to 7.2 feet (2.2

Wheh

animals N.-6, mouth agape? near surface; baleen sometimes
appears pale brownish to_yellowish gray in color.
Upper jaw and lower lip strongly arched.
Two blowholes clearly separated.
Blow projects upward in wigr V-shape.
Distribution extends from Iceland south at least to Florida init reported from Texas.
Flukes raised\on longer di

Body to 69 feet (20.9 ml long males 'row significantly larr than

Sperm whale
Physe ter catodon

females.

Body dark grayish brown to brown; wrinkled appear,aice.
Back has rounded hump followed by knuckles.
Head boxlike, comprises up to 40% of body length.
From 18 ti 25 fuoctional teeth in each side of narrow
jaw.
Single blowhole in left Of head at front.
Blow projects for'itaysi obliquely from head send to left.
Distribution extends from tropics to Arctic: adult males did hilted
farther north.
Flukes raised on longer dive

p. 57

I.

'These figures are near maximum Beres recorded- for the--North Atlantic, All t hret
airs t aye been heavily exploited by
whale fisheries. Therefore flla%i11111111 sires _Oda V may he signifirantiv less than these figures
It should akope noted that differences in methods of measurements often account for disc mind
reported lengths.
.

EDITIeSIZED WHAL
14-10 ml maximum overall length)

(13-r

With a Dorsal Fin
Aside frOm their common inclusion within the stated site
range and the presence of a dorsal fin in all species (which

There are 11 species of nle diitm -size c Xales with ,i dorsal

find

-n from the western North Atlantic. These species,
taking many diverse fOrms, range in maximum adult size

ranges from only a small nubbin in some of the beaked whales
to a substantial 5- to 6-foot 11.5- to 1.8-ml sail on adult male

from about 13 feet (4.0 m) (grampus) to about :33 feet 1 10.1 ml
the minke whalk. This group includes such widely
distributed and frequently encountered species as the pilot
whales, false killer whales, and minke whales, and such
rarely encountered and poorly known species as the various
"beaked whales" (Mesoplodon spp. and the goose beaked

killer whales), these species have no diagnostic -field

characteristics in common, Therefore, each is discussed in
detail and is placed in the text in near Proximity to those
species with which it is likely to be confused in the field.

whale).

Vit

IX more, long.
Body to
I
Body hl kor dark gray: area of gray shading on each side Just in
nd below dorsal fin.
front

Flippers have transverse white band.
[lead v ry sharply V-shaped viewed from above.
appears sonultan
Dorsal finVIcate and dis,tinctt
with blow.
Illow often le and indistinct,
711nstribution polar, temperate. and trop
Often curious about boats.
Flukes not raised on dive.
(9.8 ml long.
Body to
Body` of young uniformly chocolate

Minke whale
Baluenoptera ocutorostr_
p. 63

frequentIP,,coa rah

n,

of adults brown

with cream or yellow blotches.
Head bulbous in adults ,And white in larger animals; has distinct

Northern bottlenoeed whale
Hyperooaan ampullat us
p. 67

I)ititsal fin falcate and distinct, in last one-third of hack.
Distribution north temperate and Arctic-offshore.
Often curious about boats.
on lc
dive.
Flukes hirge, rzirely notched: :casio illy
Body to at least

ml long.

(*brown to rust or fawn and splotched with

Body from dark

white: eyes dark.
Head of large males white.

tioosebeaked whale
Ziphiuscavirostris
p. 70

Back frequently scarred with numerous scratches, presumably
tooth marks.
Dorsal fin falcate and distinr t. in last one-third of hack.
Instribuyon primarily tropical: extends to temperate.
Flitkes light beneath, sometimes shallowly notched: often raised m
dive.

All other western North Atlantic
beaked whales

6.7 mi long.
y color black to dark ira\ .
ick frequently scarred.
orsal fin position varies with species.
_

Afesoplodon app.
p. 74

iistribution varies with species.
Flukes not usually distinctly attached.
y to at least :30 feet (9.1 ml long.
;rely black with sharply demarcated whitehAry and ovil white
patch above and hehind eye: gray saddle behind dorsal fin.
.

Body chunky-

,Dorsal fin in males can he very tall. sometimes feet
(Dorsal fin in females and immature animals up to
distinctly falcate.

i1

m),

Kiner whale
OrCill US orca

p.84

Distributed from tropics to Arctic; most common in colder waters.
Often seen in shallow bays and rivers and near shore.
Fl
may be raised on dive.
Body to at least '18 feet (5.5 m) long.
Body black (faint gray blaze- on belly between flippers).
Body slender.
'Head small; tapering.
Large prominent teeth frequently visible at sea.
Flipper-i have distinct hump on leading edge.

False killer whale
Pseudorea arassidens
p. 88

DorSal fin to 14 inches (35.6 cm), falcate, and from rounded to
pointed on tip.
Distribution pelagic tropical to 'armitempera
Frequently ride how waves.
-

Body to at least 22 feet (6.7 m) long.
Body black
gra:y=, anchor shaped area on chest;
AO? sometr _les seen behind dorsal fin.
Head 131±4zoruitig more bulbous with age, somewhat squarish in
adult males viewed from above.
ail humped.
lippera long (to ovil
of body le
h) sickle-shaded.
Dorsal fin broad-ba4 d, lcate to haglike, in front half of back.

Atlantic pilot whale
Glohicephala me laena
p. 91

Distribution primarily north temperateabout Hatteras north.
Flukes not usually raised on dive.
Body to at least 17.5 feet (5.3 m) long.
Body black with indistinct light gray area on chest; saddle behind
dorsal fin.
Head becoming more bulbous with age; square in large adult males
viewed from above.
Flippers repatively,short (to less than one-sixth of body length).
Dorsal fin broad based, falcate to haglike, in front half of back.

Short - finned pilot whale

Gla bieephala macrarhynchus
p. 94

Distribution trctVl and warm temperate; from about Hatteras
south,
Flukes not suaty raised on dive.

Body,to at l ast 13 feet (4.0 m) long.
Body of ne orn light gray: darkens with age.

Body of ad Its tight gray or white: saarred with numerous
scratches.
Head blunted, net beaked.
Forehead has vertical crease in center.

Grampus
Grampus arise us
p. 96

Dorsal fin less than 15 inches (38.1 cm), rather erect and distinct,
and dark even in right adults.
Distribution tropical to temperate.
Rarely ride bow wave.
(13-46

Without a Dor
.

\

Fin`..._

fgit 1.1=5 ml maximum overall length)

....-

.,

Thtr only two spe$es of medium-sized cetaceans in the
western North Atlanta- which have no dorsal fin, the Beluga
or white whale and th"arwhal, share siliA limited common

range, IA houtside the theater of normal boating traffic, that

they are generally infrequently encountered.
Both species are easily identifiable when seen.
In

Body to 16 fee
en) long.
Body of adul. 11 white; young slate gray.

Small row of bumps along hack ridge near midpoint, sometimes
dark brown.
Distribution usually near coast from Arctic waters to St. Lawrence.
Gulf and into Hudson Bay.
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Beluga
Delphinapterus leucas
p. 99

r
Body to 16 feet (4.9 ml long.

Narwhal

Body of adult brownish with grayish'spots; bo4 of young dark

onodon mono

bluish gray fading to white Shelly.

Head small; adults may have tusks up to 9 feet long (2.7 m).
Small row of bumps along hack ridge.
Distribution usually in coastal waters from Arctic waters south to
Labrador coast.

SMALL

s

"p. 102

I

HALES, DOLPHINS, AND PORPOISES
(le-- than 13 feet [4 ml mavfinmtlt overall length)

With a Dorsal Fin
The s wies in this group are not discussed in order
ngt4 in ead the species of the genus Stenella are treat=
ed together a
they and other species are pldeed in

near proximity to those animals with which they are likely to
he confused in the field.

Body to 7.5-8 feet (2,3=2,4 ml long.
Body dark purplish gray on back, lighter gray'on sides and belly;
becomes increasingly spotted with increase in size.

Rudy has spinal blaze and light line from flipper to eye.
Beak white on tip.
Rides how waves.
Distribution usually in tropical :and warm ti_.mperate waters; most
common inside 100 -fathom curv of continents.
Body to at least 7 feet (2.1.m) long.
Body dark gray on hack; lighter gray on sides and belly.
Body has no spinal blaze.._
Cape on top of head distinct.
Bridle: dark lines from eye to rostrum aancl from flippers to corner

Atlantic spotted dolphin
Stenella plagiodon
104

Bridled dolphin
Stenella frontalis
p. 108

Of mouth.

Rides how waves.
Distribution in tropical waters, primarily in West Indies.

Body to at least 7 feet (2.1 m) long.
Body dark gray on hack; tan on sides; white on belly.
Beak often long and slender, usually black above. white below.
Tip of snout and lips distinctly black.
Dorsal fin moderately falcate to triangular and very erect.
Rides bow waves.
Often jumps and spins on longitudinal axis.
Distribution in oceanic and coastal tropical waters.

Spinner dolphin
Stenella longirostris
p. 110

Body to about 9 feet (2.71m) long.
Body dark ffay or bluish gray on back; gray on sides; gray or white
on belly.
Distinctive black stripes from: 1) eye to anus, 2) eye to flipper.
Distinctive black blaze from behind dorsal fin to side above flipper.
Rides bow waves.
Distribution temperate, subtropical, and tropical; seldom close to
shore.

Striped dolphin
Stenella eoeruleoalha

Body to 8.5 feet (2.6 m); usually less than 7.5 feet (a-3 nil long.
Body brownish gray to black; belly and chest white; crisscross

Saddleback dolphin
Delphinus delphi.s

(hourgli) pattern of yellow tan on sides.
Distinct black stripe from center of lower jaw to flipper.
Rides bow waves.
Distribution temperate and tropical seldom close to shore.
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Stc.n.ella styx
p. 113

p. 116

Body to at leasp 7_feet (2.4 ml long
Body very robust in front of dorsal fin, resembligg cross between
saddleback dolphin and Atlantic whitisided
Beak very/short and indistinct.

Fraser's dolphin
Lagenoldelphis hasez
p. 120

DistimYt.141ack stripe from beak to area of anus.

Dorsal fin and,flippers
Distribution tropical (pot y4 recorded in western North Allan c
It

Body to about 9 feet (2.7 m) long.
Dorsal fin part gTay, part black: tall and distinctly falcate.
Distinctive patch of wDite'on side: tan or yellow coloration below
and behind dorsal fin, often visible on swimminganimal.
Beak short: all darfN
floes not usually ride ritAv w aver
Distribution Cape Cod to sou horn Greertianc

Atlanic white -sided dolphin
nchus wzatus

Body t4-abodk 10 feet (3,1 m) I

White-beaked aolph
Laaenorhynchus cdSiost rEs

4:,

Dorsal fin.all black, tall, and disti: ly falcate.
Two pale areas:
in front, ano
visibk on swimming. animal.

behind and beloW dorsal fin;

p. 123

p. 126

Beak shirt, sometimes brushed with white blaze. ,
May ride how waves.
Distribution Newfouna.land north in !.1't_ti
Cape, Cod north in
winty: common close to shore al C
in spring.
Body tee 12 feet'
Body dark gray on back: lighter gray on sides: belly white to pink.

Snout robust and short.
Dorsal fin tall: back curved;
Ride bow waves: often turn head downwards or to the sides as
they do so.
Distribution temperate and tropical, usually within 2(1 miles of
shore (often in hays, lagoons, and larger rivers) but extending off
the continental shelves.
Body to approximately r.Ga feet (1.7 nil long.
Body steel blue to dark brown on hack; white on .helly.
Dorsal fin nearly triangular; curves only slightly backward.
Distribution in Lake Maracaibo and the rivers of Guiana and in the'

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin
Tursiops truncatus
p. 128

Guiana dolphin
tahc
anensis,
p. 132

nearshore coastal waters of northeastern portion 0
America,

Body to about 8 feet 12.1 ml long.
Body dark gray to purplish gray on back with whit
on sides:.belly white.
Body freouently shows nunacrnus whsle scars.
[lead tapers gradually; beak long and slender; no
4.eak from forehead.
May ride bow waves.
Distribution in deep tropical waters.

Rough- toothed dolphin
r pink blotches
r

p t

;atiop of

to 8-9 feet (" -2.7 m) long,
Body iiieck with wllt ee belly patch which may extend up side.- in
area of anus.

[lead rounded; no beak: lips white: leaver jawv and chin may be
white.
Dorsal fin tee 15 inches 138 ,m) tall, falca
of hack.
and subtropical,
Distribution to

midpoint

lo ca
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Steno bredanensis

Pygmy killer whale

F(resa attenuata
p. 138

Body to about 9 'feet (2.7 m) long.
k
Body black on back; light gray on belly.
Head rounded; no beak; underslung jaw; lips white.
to 10 inches' (25.4 cm). tall, distinctly back `curved.
sal
on tropical (not yet reported in western North Atlantic).
des; pinkish to white,
gray on back; lighter grayilly (older animals speckled on belly).
blunt; jaw underslung; false gills or bracket marks on side of
head.

about 11 Net (3.4 nil long.

Many.toothed blackfisb
Peponocephala elect

p.142

Pygmy sperm whale
Kogia brevi4eps

p.144

'Dorsal lin small; located in last one -third of body.
Has not been rePcked to ride bow waves.
Distribution in tzop. 'and temperate waters.

Body to abo t 9 feet (2.7 ml long.'
I gray on back; lighter gray on sides; pinkish to
Body dark
white on
y.
Head blunt; jaw underslung; false gills or bracket marks on side
,
of head:
Body has two small creases on throat.
Dorsal fin like that of Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin; Igeated near
midpoint of back.
not beetmeported to ride poi/ Wares.
e tropical
Distribution poorly known; at least -from Georgia
Body to 5 feet (1.5 m) long.
Body dark brown above and white below; transition z ne on sides
white extends high onto.side
often speckled or streaked; vest
in front of dorsal fin.
Head rounded; beak small and indistinct.
Dors4I fin short and triangular.

Distribution in shallow waters from at least Delaware north;

generally found inshore; often in bays, river mouths and inlets.
Does not approach boats.
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an sperm whale
Kogia stylus
p. 148

Harbor porpoise
17,hocoena'phocoena

p. 150

tent

i'ttlas (Linnaeus 1758)
4

Names

In this species it can be generally stated that the maximant
height of back in the area of the-dorsal fin which is expose&
above the surface asthe animal sounds is approximately Muttimes the height of the dorsal fin itself. The exposure of the
tail flukes is unlike that of the humpback whale (Fig. 39),' the

OD

Blue whales are the largest living mammals.' Though
reports of maximum length and weight vary from one account
to another, Antarctic blue whales are known to have reached

leligths to 100 feet, (345 m) and weights of over 150 tons
(136,363 kg)" before 'stocks were severely depleted by
whaling operations. North Atlantic blue whales' may be
expected to reach lerigths of 80-85 feet (24.4-25.9 m). In all

right whale (Fig. 50), or the sperm whale (Fig. 57) m that
when beginning a long dive all these other species raise the
flukes high-out of the water and usually descend-at a steep
angle. Blue whales lift the flukes only slightly, if at all
Blue whales are relatively shallow feeders, feeding as
ey do almost exclusively on --krill" (small shrimplike
crustaceans), most of which are distributed in the surface. -F330 feet (100 m). Blue whales usually occur singly or in

known populgtions of blue whales, females are slightly larger

pairs.

than males of the same age.
Viewed from above, the blue whale's rostrum is broad,

May Be Confused With.

flat, and nearly U-shaped (actually shaped like a Gothic arch,

. slightly flattened on the tip), with a single ridge extending

At sea, blue whales may be confused with fin whales
(p, 26) and though the two are -sometimes difficult to

froth the raised area just in front of the blowholes towards but

not quite reaching the tip of the snout.
The dorsal Pm is extremely small [to only 13 inches (33

distinguish from a distance, the follbwing key differences
permit identification at close ran

cm).} and variable in shape from nearly triaular to
moderately falcate. In all cases, it is located so far Wk on the
animal's tail stock that it is seldom visible until the animal is
about to begin a dive.
Bhie whales are light bluish gray overall. Mottled with
gray orapayish white. Some an imals may have yellowish or
mustard coloration, primarily on the belly, the result of the

Blue Whale
COLORATION

Mottled bluish gray above 'Gray above, white below; frequently grayish-white chev-

and below.

accumulation of di toms during long stays in the cooler
waters to the north
undersides of the flippers are light

ron behind head, right lower
lip white.

grayish blue to white.
The baleen pietas are alb black.

BALEEN

Bluish gray with y
white strips: front fif to
third of baleen on right side
all what

All black.

Natural History Notes
The blow or "spout' is tall, to perhaps 30 feet (9.1 m),
slender, vertical, and not bushy, as is the blow of humpback
whales, for instance.
Although the blowing and diving patterns of blue whales

HEAD

may vary, depending on the speed of movement and the
activity of the
e when it is encountered,they-may.be
generally

Broad and nearly U-shaped;
all dark.

deiael

to&d as follows: If the animal is moving slowly,
the blowhole and part of the head may still be visible when..adwe

dorsal fin breaks the surface, and the animal may settle

Narrower, more V-shaped;
right lower lip white.

DORSAL FIN

quietly into Ore water without exposing the last portion of the

tail stock or -t.e tail flukes. If the animal is moving more
quickly., however, or is about to begin a long dive, the

To 13 inches (33 cm); triangu-

To 24 inches (61 em); falcate;

lar to moderately falcate: in

blowhole disappears below the surface, a -broad expanse of

last third of back; visible well
after blow.

located slightly more than a
third forward from tail
flukes; usually visible shortly after blow.

the back fs exposed and disappears, and the dorsal fin
emerges briefly just before the animal lifts its tail stock and
flukes slightly above the surface before slipping out of sight.

SURFACING AND PREPARING TO
' The letter in parentheses indicates whether the species is a baleen I B)
or a toothed (T) whale.
'"The largest measured specimen was -just over 100 feet (30.5 m); the
largest specimen weighed. the 150-ton individual noted above, was 89 feet
127.1 ml long_

Often shows head and blowholes; broad expanse of hack
and much later, dorsal fin,
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Usually rolls higher out of
water, particularly on long
dive; dorsal fin visible shortly after blow,

Films P.Clamp views of mrl
blue whales off British Columbia (top) and Bija Ca/Boras (bottom). Inn both pbotos note the brad rounded
appmanto of the bad and the mingle prominent central head ridge. In the animal on the top petrels° the black baron pinta, barely visible atthe
front of the slightly open mouth. In the animal on the bottom note the pattern of light grarisb-white rattling along the back and the raised areas
hound the bieetheiee. These features clearly mark thew anMielll as blue whales (Pietas fr)f Art N arkwors (top) and X. C 13121cowth (bottom(.!
0

20 2

4

Island, Calif. Note that the blowboks, marked by the raised areas on the to
Firm., 11, A btue whale swirmilimkieuraly it the surface off Sao Clemente
became
visihk.
Note
also
the very small she abd the shape of tip dorsal fib and Its position well hack
of thbead, are still exposed &hos the dorsal fin has
towards the WI. (Photo by S. Loath:mood) .

DiyING
Dives for 10-20 min; surfaces

and blows 8-15 times, makings series of 12- to 15-s dives

between blows, then disappears again; sometimes raises flukes slightly on last dive;
on sounding, the maximum
height of back in the area of
dorsal fin which is exposed is

approxima,(ely 4 tidies the
height of the dorsal fin.

Dives 5-15 -min (most often
6-7); surfaces'steeply for 3-7
blows then., dives rather
steeply again; does not show
flukes on dive: on sounding,
the maximum height of hack
in the area of dorsal fin which
is exposed is approximately '2
times the height of the dorsal
fin.

GROUPING

Usually found singly or in
pairs.

Occasionally found singly or
in pairs, more often found in
pods of six or seven individuals; many pods, consisting of
as many as 50 animals. may
be found in small area.

See also comparison of fin whale and sei whale (p. 26).

Distribution
Though blue whales have been reported from the pack ice
to Cristobal Harbor, Panama Canal Zone, their normal range
in.the western North Atlantic is more limited. In spring and

c,surrinier
mdnths (about April through at last August) they
can he expected in the' northern portion of their range, at
least as far north as the Arctic Circle, feeding on the krill

41,P

abundant in those 'waters-. A small portion of the population
irtay venture north, beyond the Circle. In fall and winter the
population moves south, presumably into temperate_ and
perhaps to (topical waters. Reliable records include animals

from observations off. Long Island and Ocean City. Md.

Though southern' limits pf the ,species re poorly known,
there are no records frorii Florida or the West Indies and no
verified recqrds froin:the Gulf of Mexico.
Sumniaries of blUe whale distribution based on records
when the species was more numerous indicate that they were
found during spring and summer months in some abundance

on the Nova Scotian Banks. the St. Lawrence Gulf and
estuary. the Strait of Belle Isle. Grand Bank. and in the

waters off thc coasts of Iceland, southern Greenland, and the
Davis StraitiKand Baffin Bay. (Some individuals have entered
the Hudson Strait but not apparently Hudson Bay itself.)
Historically, a few animals apparently appeared off the
coast olsoutheastern Canada as early as February. It was

speculated that from there n. portion of the population
underwent a migration from ,ne Strait of Belle Isle north

through the Davis Straits to the waters off western Greenland. Some individuals entered the Gulf of St. Lawrence after
the ice was clear and remained behind until as late as November_ In the fall months, certainly by November, the northern
portion of the population had begun retreating to the south in

front of the advancing ice. The remainder apparently also
underwent this migration as well, since blue whales have
historically been nearly absent from Canadian waters during
midwinter.

Many of the migrating individuals were assumed to
continue south to temperate and, less frequently, to tropical
water where they calved. It should lie emphasized.Athat
though all of the southward and the subsequent northward
migrations were presumed to he along pelagic routes, details
were poorly documented.
Blue whales have been reported in both shallow inshore
andAeep oceanic zones.
Despite considerable attention in the popular literature to

the plight of the blue whale populations,,,tari frequent

statements that they are near 'extinction, blue Whale stocks in
the western North Atlantic appear more abundant- than has
been usually reported. While present stocks are far short of
previouS population sizes, which may have exceeded 200,000
individuals worldwide, they should be sufficiently large for

No
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Figure 12. A sequence showing fast-swfrnatting blue
whales off southern Calffernia The =1=1 rises rather
steeply to the surface (a), emits tail, vertical blow (h, c),
shows its broad bluish back, mottled with vayish white,
Its mall dorsal fin (d. e), and then dives out of sight

1). When swimming in this mower, blue whales
ovetimes raise their tall Duties allghtly above the
surface before beginning their long dives (g). (nottte
trif J. 17 fish (a-fl mod K. C Bakonsb M.)
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the all-black baleen plates

&Fended blue whales can be readily identified by I) the
large body-size (to 85 feet (25.9 ml); 2) the broad flat head; 3) ,

in number). which are 4

usually barely more than twice as long as they are wide; azid-,.
4) the 55-88 ventral grooves extending to the navel or beycked
(Table 2).
DependWg on the state of decay and the position of ,tun
stranded specimen, any of the body characteristics described
for living animals may also be used to positively identify the
specimen.

:03

4.4411b .1?

of a
atatlon in western
Deed bins whales. harpooned and afloat o the stem of a factory slAp ill the Antarctic (tap). 4W-on the d
ea beyond, and the
). In both, note the nutoornas ventral peeves (from 55 to 85 or more) extending to the regiew of the on l and mom
even alp the tide of the heed,
the undersides of the nippers. Even though groove. are often present above the dippers, and measly
tip of ventral grooves are assay wade between the flippers. (Photo* by Avows* WholosRassareh /sitituts. courtesy of H. OW411111 WA; aid a. C.
14.

Alm courtesy of I. hlocilolda lbottoott)._
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FIN WHkILE (8);
Balwenoptera phvalio (Linnaeus 1758)

No

the air before beginning
be generally stated
that the maximum amount of the back i
area of the dorsal
fin which is exposed abovethe surface as the a
al sounds is
approximately 2 times the height of the dor-sal n. Fin whales
h
arch the ba'cl\rd dorsal fin
another long ive. In this spies

Finbaek whale, (inner, razorback, common rorqual.

do not shoji/ their tail fl

es when beginnin a dive.
s do breach on
occasion. When they do leap clear of the water, fin whales'
usually reenter with a resounding splash, like that made by

\__v /.

Unlike blue or sei whales, fin wh

Fin whales have been reported to reach 79 feet (24 m).
Females are slightly larger than males of the same age.
The back is distinctly ridged towards the tail, prompting
the common name "razorback" whale.
The rostrum is narrower and More-V-shaped th4o that of

humpback and right whales and not-smoothly, head first, as
minke whales sften do.
Fin whales are sometimes ("Lind singly or in- -pairs but
more often occur in pods of six or seven individuals and many
pods consisting of as many ai 50 animals may be concentrated
in a small area.
Fin whales calve anreed in winter, mostly in temperate
waters.
Atlantic fin whales eat a wide variety of foods, including
krill, capelin, squid, herring, and lanternfish.

the blue whale and has the same sort of etrigle distinitiVe head

ridge. The top of the head is flat, though slightly less than
that of the blue whale.
The dorsal fin is up to 24 inches (61 cm) tall; angled less
than 40° on the forward margin, located slightly more than
oiler-third forward from the tail, %nd appears on the surface

bray after the blow."
All individuals are dark graj to brownish black on the
back and sides with none of the mottling present on blue

May ;Be Confused With

whales and are rarely as heavil1,scarred as sei whales. Along

the back. just behind the he d, there is a grayish white

Fin whales may be confused with blue whales, sei whales,
and in the southernmost portion of their range, with Bryde's
whales. Theymayle distinguished from the blue whales by
differences in overall coloration, coloration and shape of the
head, and the size, position. and tima of appearance of the
dorsal fin at the surface (see p. 19). After close-ex
they.. may be distinguished from Bryde's whales 14, the
presence of threeridgesalong the head (of the Bryde's whale)
Ifid by-the smaller, more sharply pointed falcate dol'sal fin bf
the Bryde's whale (see Fig. 31). They may be distinguished
from sei whales in the following similar ways:

chevron, with the apex along the midline of the back and the
arms of the chevron oriented posterio .
'ch is sometimes

distinctive and may be visible as_the ani als surface to
breathe. The undersides, including the un _ersides of the

flukes and flippers, are white. On the head, the dark
on the left than on the right side. Thei right loiter lip,
including the month cavity, and the _right front baleen
*oration is marlsedly asymmetrical, reaching farther down

(approximately one-fifth to one-third) are yellowish white.,
Oetasionally the right, upper lip is also white. The remainder
of e plates on the right side and all those on the left side are

stiiped with alternate bands of yellowish white and bluish
gray. The fringes bf the plateg are brownish gray to grayish

Fin Whale

white.

Sci Whale
DO SAL FIN

Natural History Notes

Slightly falcate, forms angle

of less than 40° with back
slightly more than one-third
forward from tail.

Fin whales are one of the most common baleen whale species in the world and constitute a major portion of the whaling
catch. They are reportedly one of the fastest of the big whales

(sei whales may be slightly faster) possibly reaching burst

Sharply pointed and falcate;
forms angle of greater than
40° with back well more than

one-third forward from tail.

SURFACING BEHAVIOR

speeds in excess of 20 knots, and were not an important commercial species until the comparatively recent development of

tall and has been described as ak' inverted cone or an

its back and rolls forward

Primarily skimmer feeders;
usually rise to surface at
shallow angle so that dorsal
fin and head are visible

elongated ellipse.
Fin whales dive to at least 755 feet 1230.1 ml. This depth is

exposing the dorsal fin on the

almost simultaneously; when

long dive; on sounding, the
maximum amount of back in

starting the long dive does

Usually rise obliquely so top
of head breaks surface first;
after blowing, animal arches

fast catcher boats and the depletion of blue whale stocks.
A fin whale's blow cam be from 15 ,to 20 feet (4.6 to 6.1 ml

probably deeper than that of either blue or sei whales, a
factor usually reflected in differences among the surfacing,
blowing, and diving characteristics of these three species.
When they are moving leisurely at the surface, fin whales
expose the dorsal fin shortly after the appearance of the
blowholes, slightly later than that-af the sei whales. When

not usually arch the back as

the area of- the dorsal fin

much as the fin whale; on

which is exposed is approximately 2 times the height of
dorsal fin.

sounding, the maximum
amount of back in the area of
the dorsal fin which is

exposed is approximately 1
times the height of the dorsal
fin.

they are surfacing from a deeper dive, however, they surface
at a steeper angle, blow, submerge the blowholes. and then
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.

BLOW

COLOR OF LO

(tl ml); Similar shape but smaller
down)

rarely taller than 10t-15 feet

White on right, gray on left.

13.1-4.6 m).

DIVING

BALEEN PLATES

ight one-fifth to ;Ile-third

Dive fee &15 (usually 0-7) Dive for 3-10 min; usually
min; blow 3-1 thnes or dun'e blt iv at even intervals- over
at intervals of up to sev
ions perlode of time; often
mutes, then dive
visible just below the sureven on longer dives.

Gray.

h "front white; all others

alternate bands of yellowish
white and bluish gray: bris-tles grayish white.

Ash black wi h a blue ti
h brietles.

and fine g_ a

Distribution
COLOR OF UNDERSIDES
1
er up on right Mostly gray; irregular
whit-

side.

lah area on belly.

Fin whales are probably the most numerous and widely

distributed large whale species in the western North
Atlantic.

I
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lb. -,The bonded fin *hake
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CAA be positively dh

the oinArle central

breathe off Amen and in the northern North Atlantic (huoil. When they me
from the other large bakenoptedne species by the white obloration of the dght lower lip and the flat, oar

(nacos by Japcmase Whales Research institute, courtesy of K Omura. and K. C. Baleomb Nasal].
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chevivas laat behind the head. Them dowel:save not usually very distinctive Is North Allude
(Photos courtesy of lea
et ridge along the beck bailed the dorsal [Una characteriatie which prompted the ammo imne "ramdatek.
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Fie 11. The back el a

Figime 19. As they begin a long dive, HA whale, frequently arch the tail

stock high into the sir, exposing the dorsal fin. Even ea a long dive,
however, this species is not known to throw Its min flukes Ugh Into the

sir or even to raise thew dightty. as blue wbaSs sornetiniet do when
beginning a long (live. (Photo front ehr Virginia by ..L.G. Mead.)
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Fin whales summer from below the latitude of Cape Cod,
Mass., north to the Arctic Circle. (They pre frequently seen
between New_ York and Bermuda this time of Aar) Within
this none ttaeymsy sometimes be seen very close to shore and

_akpeF to be concentrated Between shore and the
1,000-fathom curve from at least lat." 41°20' to 57°00'N. In

recent years they have been reported in relatively large
numbers in the Gulf of. Maine from March through June, off
NewOundland as early es June but increasing to August, and
entering DavU Straits and beyond-in substantial numbers in'
midsummer to late summer. Th
is some evidence that the
ardma-ls venturing fart
nort are the largest individuals
of the speciesof
alation(s) southward

have usually begun by October, th gh some fin whales
in to the n
sufficiently long to
the
aned.
r the range of fin whales spreads out from
_ southward, reaching at least to the coast of
to the Gulf of Mexico, and to the Greater Antilles,
though Cm whales are not at all common in tropical waters.

During the winter many fin whales move into offshore

Rime 18.

waters. Northward migrations probably begin inleidspring.
may be found in Cape Cod waters all year
long.

There may be two or
sibly three separate stocks of fin
whales in the western orth Mitotic. one more northern
cold-adapted stock and another more southern stock. The
ranges of the two stocks appear to overlap, such that the
winter range of the northern stock probably becomes the
spring and summer range of the more southern stock. The
third stock may consist of an isolated pop_ ulation in the

northern Gulf of Mexico.

Str-andedt pecimens
ded> whales may be most readily identified by 1)
'lowish-white coloration of the right front bale-- and
the right white lower lip: 2) the numerous baleen plates
(262-473 in number);'3) the numerous ventral grooves
100
in number) extending to the navel and beyond (Table 2); and

the

4) the broad, flat sharply pointed head with only a single head
ridge.

fla wham show the head and blow, then the wbeellike silhouette of the be
Ma is nmailes snd located farther hack than that of the eel whale and appekv on the mimeo

Nora Attaient by K. C. fib.)

24:1-.2,01 (14 7 7

the domed On. Nate that to this species

the atetallfhlow. (Photo

the

Fire M.Probably a fin whale (perhaps a
Bryeles whale) Mooching to the samara
Poetic. TMe typo of behavior him boa. dasarlhad
far humpback, slake, and fin whale:but is far more
mamma far the firm two species. Breach's; fin
wham liken motor the water with it romuadlie
splash, much like himpbach whales. but susetheas
. goad first, as madam somotimas
by 1 r . D. Sett" courts* of AratioNal
/alma. &mike.)

A head-on view of a fin whale stranded

Beach, Fla. Note the flat narrow
the head andifhe single, central head
by

F. tampion, courtesy of Mir**
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Fa me 22. 1n this partly aenso&fin.whale, at Manion'. Nova Scotia, note the white lower lip and the white baleen in the right front. Theinset photo shows

the tight Epps' Jew do fin whale with the baleen Intact. (Photos try H. E. Wall. and from the North Pacific by Jammu Molest
Margery of EL Omura Iintstl.1

-Flaptre .23 A lie whale on the ramp of the whaling station also at Blanford. Nova Scotia. Note the ventral grooves. 56 to 100 and
least to the navel. (Photo by L. Rigtry.)

tending at

SEI WHALE (B)
Bal<ienoptera borealis Lesson 182

Other Common Names

r--

small schooling fishes. The species derived its common
name, in fact, from its frequent occurrence with or near sei

cif

Pollack whale, sardine whale, Rudolphi's rorqual.

fish.

Description

May Be Confused With

Sei (pronounced "say-) whales have been reported to
reach 62 feet (19 m).
The snout is less acutely pointed than that of the fin whale

but when viewed from the side appears slightly arched. In
general, the head is intent-led iate in shape between that of the
blfie whale and that of the fin whale. The dorsal fin, .which is
from 10 to 24 inches (25.4 to 61 cm) tall and strongly falcate in
adult animals, located about two thirds of the way back on

the back, farther forward than that of the blue or fin whales.
Sei whales are dark steel gray on the back and sides, and on
the posterior portion of the ventral Surface. The body often
has a galvanized appearance due to scars possibly resulting
from lamprey bites inflicted during migrations into warmer
waters. Those scars may he dark gray to almost white in
coror. On the belly there is a region of ;grayish white that is

confined to the area of the ventral grooves. Neither the
flippers nor the tail flukes are white underneath. The right
lower lip rind the mouth cavity, unlike those of the fin whale,
are uniformly grayi-- The baleen plates are uniformly grayish
black with fine grayish-white fringes. (A small number of sei
whales have heen noted to have a few half-white plates near
the front of the mouth, a feature which might result in their
confusion with fin whales.)

The sei whale's smaller size and decidedly taller, more
falcate dorsal fin located well more than one-third forward
from the tap should prevent confusion with the blue whale. At

a distance, however, sei whales are difficult to distinguish
from either fin whales or Bryde's whales. The primary clues

for distinguishing them from fins are the differences in
swimming, blowing, and (-riving characteristics tabularized in

detail on p. 26 and the asymmetrical coloration of the fin
whale.
Sei whales miy, be distinguished from Bryde's whales only

upon close examination. The dorsal fin of Bryde's whales is
small, to 18 inches (45,7 cm), sharply pointed, and often worn
on the rear margin. If close examination is possible, the sei
whale will be seen to have only a single head ridge. Bryde's

whales have two additional ridges one on eth side of the
main ridge. Bryde's whales are primarily fish feeders and
their diving behavior more closely resembles that of a fin
whale than that of a sei whale. (See p. 37).

Distribution
The distribution and migrations of the sei whale during
most of the year are rather poorly known. The species is
known to avoid the colder regions near the pack ice and to

(Natural History Notes

range from Iceland south to the northeast Venezuelamcoast
and the northeast and southwest Gulf of Mexico. There are

The blow of sei whales is an inverted cone rare'1_y taller
than I5 feet (4.6 m).
Sei whales are generally skimmer feeders and do not

also records from Cuba and the Virgin Islands. Along the

usually dive very deeply. For that reason they usually surface

at a shallower angle than fin whales. The head rarely
emerges at a steep. angle (except when the whales are
the blowholes and a major portion of the
chased). Ins
back, incluWM.g the doral fin, become visible almost
simultaneously and remain visible for relatively long periods
of -time. In this species it can be generally stated that the

amount of the back in the area of the dorsal fin which is
exposed above the surface as the animal sounds
approximately the same height as the dorsal fin. When they
begin another dive, sei whales do not arch t he tail stock or
flukes high. Instead, they normally submerge by slipping
quietly below the surface, often remaining in view only a few
is

feet down and leaving a series of tracks or swirls on the
surface as they move their tail flukes. When they are feeding

northeast. United States and eastern Canadian coasts, where
most research on sei whales has been conducted, the species

migrates from New England through the Blanford, Nova
Scotia :trett in June and July, is found in small numbers off
eastern Newfoundland in August and September (abundant
in Placentia Bay, Newfoundland in Atigust), and continues
northward to the Davis Straits in September and October.
An offshore stock may be found year-round in the Labrador
Slea. The summer range (May to September or October)

extends from New England to southern Arctic waters.
Though some individuals remain behind through November,

the southward movement of the bulk of the population
presumably begins in October. In general, sei whales do not

venture as far north as fin whales but may have a greater
tendency to enter tropical waters.

Stranded Specimens

in this manner, sei whales may exhibit a highly regular
blowing and diving pattern over long periods of time.
Sei whales usually' travel in groups of from two to five
individuals, though they may concentrate in large numbers
on the feeding grounds.
In the northern portion of their range. sei whales teed m
copepods. Throughout the remainder of the range, however,
their food is more varied and also includes krill and at variety

Stranded sei whale's are most likely to be confused with fin

whales or Bryde's whales. The three head ridges of the
Bryde's whale (sei whales have only one) assist in distinguish=

ing sei whales from Bryde's whales. They may be distinguished from fin whales and all other rorquals by the following characteristics: 1) The color of the baleen platesuni-

formly ash black with a blue tinge and fine white bristles

extend at least to the navel. 4) The relatively small numbers

(Table 2), 2) The density of bristles on the platessei whales
have from 35 to 60 baleen fringes per centimeter; all other
rorquals have far fewer (less than 35), 3) The
, relative lengths
of the ventral grooves the grooves of sei .vhale.s end well

of ventral gTooves (38-56) both blue and fin whales have
inure; Bryde's whales have approximately the same number,
lithe animal is not in an advanced state of decomposition;
the region of4hite eoloratjon of the belly may also he visible.

before the navel; those of blue, fin, and Bryde's whales

Figure 24. The head of a eel whale ie Intermediate in shape between that of the blue whale and that of the fin whale. When
viewed froM the side it is slightly arched. Note the single central head ridge, from just in front of the blowholes to near the tip of
the snout. Bryde's whales. with which eel whales are moat likely to be confused in the tropical and subtropical portions of their
range, have two auxiliary ridges, one on each side of the top of the head, in addition to this main central ridge. (Photo from the

North Pacific by Japanese Whales Research Inatita te, Touristy of H. Omura- )

Nei whdes are dark gray on the right lower lip. They can be distinguished_ from fin whales,
Whom from the North
which have a white right lower lip, by approaching them from the right side.
of H. Omura_ )
Footle by Japanese Whales Research Institute_
Figure 25.

is i

Whales With a Dorsal Fin

Figure N.Three views of swimming Bei whales. In all three, note the tall, distinctly falcate derail fin (which has been described *" slekle or miniltor in shape) positioned farther forward on the back
than the fins of either the fin whole or the blue whale. In the photo in the middle, note that the dorsal fin has appeared on the endue while the blowholes are still open. Sri whelk generally Wmmer
feeders and rather shalioW divers, often show the dorsal fin and much of the back for relatively long periods as they surface to breathe. (Photos from off control Cukfornia, courtesy of National Marwa Fiekeries Service Imiddi4I; northeast of liotomi by S. Okomi [loft Welk and from off dtt n by Aroma Males Research Agitate, couriely of If Omurn [right Suet].)

Elipire 27.A froithly dead sei whole from the Pacific (top) and a stranded specimen in In advanced stage of decomposition at Cape Island, S.C. (bottom
sad Inset). Note that even though the distinctive co(oradon of the fresh specimen has faded on the rotting specimen, the numbers and lengths of the
ventral grooves (381,o 56 in number and stopping tretibOrt,of the novel) still permit the specimen to be distinguished from fin5 blue, and lln,de's khaki,
In all of which the grooves extend at Mast to the navel.
(Photos by Japanese Wloales Research Institute, courtesy of Et/Omura [top]: mod
G.
Me s of /bottom nrod !Mei I- )

Figure 214. Dorsal view of a set wh.tifi on the deck of a whaling
chip in the North Pacific. Note the m ioierous scars on the body and
the otherwise dark gray coloratink of the hark. Photo by
Japanese Whales Research Institute, courtesy of IL Omura. )

Figure 29

The right upper Jaw of the sei whale stranded at Cape

Island, S.C. The baleen plates, here partly buried in the sand,
numbering from 318 to 340 per side and uniform dark gray, with

Ma lighter gray bristles, continue to serve as identifying
characteristics even on a badly decomposed specknen. (Photo by

J G. Meal

BRIDE'S WHALE (B)
lialtienoptera edeni Anderson 1879

Other Common Names

diving behavior. The shallow-feeding sei whales surface and

blow at regular intervals over long periods of time. Bryde,

None known.

Description
Bryde's whales reach a maximum length of approximately
46 feet (14 ml. They closely resemble sei whales in external
appearance. At a distance, the head of this species is similar
in profile and general appearance to that of the sci whale. The
most distinctive field characteristic of the species, however,
is the presence of three ridges along the head anterior to the
- blowhole. In addition to the medial ridge characteristic of all

the other halaenopterid species, Bryde's whiles have two
secondary ridges on the top of the headone along each side

even with the blowhole running forward towards the tip of
the snout. If they can he examined at close range, Bryde's
whales can he positively identified by this character alone.
The dorsal fin of Bryde's whales is up to 18 inches (45.7 cm)

tall, extremely falcate, poigted-on the tip, located well more
than one-third forward from the tail, and is oftenrregularly
notched or frayed on the rear margin from unknown causes.
Bryde's whales are dark gray overall, though some
individuals, like some minke whales, have a small region of
gray` on each side Just forward of the dorsal fin.

Natural History Notes

whales are' deeper divers, less likely to surface, and blow at
evenly spaced intervals. If they are seen only briefly or at a
distance, however, the two species may be, impossible to,
differentiate.
Durintroe wiritertknonths, when fin whales may venture
into tropical-waters, tNey may also be confused with Bryde's
whales. But fin whales seldom exhibit curiosity about boats.
In atidition, the dorsal fin of the fin whale is larger, is located
farther back on the back than that of Bryde's whale, and does
not become visible as soon after the blow. It is at.so less likely'
to be-worn on the rear margin than that of a BiVe's whale.

The head of the fin whale is more acutely pointed.
Furthermore, the right lower lip and the right front baleen of
the fin whale are white. The baleen and the right lower lip of

'Bryde's whales are dark gray. If the animals can be
approached closely from the right side, positive identification
is possible using these differences in color.
Like Bryde's whales, minke whales often approach close
to vessels. But minke whales have an acutely pointed snout, a
single head ridge, and a white band on each flipper. Further,
minke whales rarely reach 30 feet (9.1 m) in maximum length.

Distribution
The distribution of Bryde's whales is rather poorly

Bryde's whales, like minke whales, reportedly often

known, no doubt in part, because the species is difficult to
positively identify at sea, and records of its occurrence may

approach close to vessels as if curious about, them. During this

have often been confused with those of sei whales, fin whales,

time they may he examined carefully and their identifying

or minke whales. From stranded animals and confirmed
sightings at sea, the species appears to be found primarily

characteristics seen.

Though euphausiids may he an important food for this

near shore in areas of high productivity in tropical or

species in limited areas, Bryde's whales often feed on

subtropical waters, though it ventures into wartfier
temperate water,ssis well. It has been reported from Virginia
south into the northeast Gulf of Mexico and the southeast
Caribbean, and southern West Indies (Curacao and Granada).
To date no migration has been described for the species.

schooling fish (including pilchards, anchovies, herring, and
mackerel). This food preference is reflected in the, diving
behavior of the species. Bryde's whales are not " "skimmer"

feeders; they are deeper divers. When they surface to
breathe, they often rise more steeply to the surface, exposing
much of the head, roll the body sharply, and hump -tT t'he
stock before beginning another dive. In this species, ztiin the

Stranded Specimens

fin whale, it can be generally stated that the amount of the
back which is exposod above the surface as the animal sounds

Stran
the three

is approximately twice the height of the dorsal fin. They

hlowhole---.-the tip of the snout. All other species of

apparently do not raise the tail flukes when beginning a dive.

May Be Confused With

halaenopterid whales, except humpback whales have but a
single ridge. If the head of a strandedpecimen is It uried in
sand, is decomposed beyond recognition, or is oTherwise

At sea Bryde's whales may he confused with sei whales,
fin whales, and perhaps minke whales.
They may be most readily distinguished from sei whales
by the characteristics discussed on p. 32 and by differences in-

inaccessible for identification, Bryde's whales can still be
distinguished from sci whales by differences in the relative
lengths of the ventral grooves (Table 2) and from both the fin
whale and the sei whale by differences in the characteristics
of the baleen plates (Table 2).
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Bryde's whales can,,he positively identified by
ges along the top of the head from the area of the

A
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Fire 30. Ltn the head of this lit y de's whale off I a Jolla, Calif. two of the three head ridges rharacteHatic of the apecies, the main ridge and the left

auxiliary ridge, are clearly

These ridges permit this and to be positively identified as a Bryde's whale. (Photo by F. hfornjohn.)
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Figure 3L liryde's whales in thfGulf of California and north of Hawaii (inaet). Ili' th. note the tall, aickle-shaped appearance of the dorsal fin, much like
that of the sei whale. In e anima in the larger photo note the ragged rear margin o the dorsal fin, a frequently-observed charaeteriatic in Hryde's whales.

In the animal on the left ote also the region of gray on the sides in front of the oroaNio. (Photos by W C. Cummings and S. Okvsrni linteri. /

'rrqs.
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Figure 32. Stiranded Bryde's whales at Walnut Point, Va. (top) and Panacea, Ha., Gulf of Mexico (bottom). In both animals note the head rthapt similar to
that of the wri whale, and the three distinct head ridges. In the animal on the bottom, note that the two outermost ridges have their origin in grooves beside
the blowholes. In the animal on the top note also the baleen plates up to at least 4300 per side and dark gray with ro= rse gray bristles. There IS frequently a
rather wide interval at the front of the mouth between the left and right rosys of baleen. (Photo/ by U.S. National Mtu irk courtesy of J G. Mead [Weil]

mid M, R Ranh, courtesy of Wide World Photos [bottom].) a

HUMPBACK WHALE (U)
ru novaealiglitie (Borowski 1781)

Other Common Names

fin, set, or Ilrvdt' Although it 1s highly variable, the dorsal
fin most closely resembles that of the' blhe whale. However, it

Humpbacked whale, bunch, hump whale, or hunchback
whale.

is located farther forward on the hack. Humpback whales

Description

a long dive. (In very shallow water they may not raise the

Humpback whales reach a length of 53
6,2 m).
The body is robust, narrowing rapidly on the tail stock.
The head is quite broad and rounded, somewhat like that of

the blue whale. The head ridge characteristic of other
balaenopterid species is indistinct and is replaced in
prominence by a string of fleshy "knobs" or protuberances,
many more of which are randomly distributed orrtlee top of
the head and on the lower jaw, There is a distinctive rorinded
projection near the tip of the lower jaw. Humpback whales
carry many barnacles and whale lice. The baleen plates are all

black with black or olive-black bristles,
The flippers are very long (nearly a third as long as the
body), are scalloped on at least the leading edge, and are
nearly all white.
'The dorsal fin, located slightly more than two thirds of the
way back on the back in approximately the same position as
that of the fin whale, is small and varies in size and shape from

a small, triangular nubbin to a more substantial, sharply
falcate fin. The dorsal fin frequently includes a step or hump,

which is quite distinct when the animal arches its hack to
begin a dive and fronf which the species derives its common

distinguish themselves from the remainder of the rorquals by
their habit of raising the flukes high into the air when starting

flukes at all.) 'The only other rorqual to do so the blue
whale= raises the fluke's slightly or not at all.

Under some conditions humpback whales may be
confused with sperm whales at a distance. When arching the
back to begin a dive, both may show a distinct`hump, Both
species frequently raise their flukes nearly vertically when
beginning t long dive but differ in several ways. The flukes of
humpback whziles show vzirying iimounts of white beneath,

ec pointed on the tips, and are distinctly concaved and
irregularly rippled on the rear margin, Those of sperm
whales are all dark and more flattened and even along the
rear margin. Further the species can hi distinguished in the
following ways:
Humpback Whale

HIMW

Projects upwards from
ter e head. Usually blows
4-8

times

(2-4

time's

Humpback whales are basically 'Mick in color with a white
the, belly, which upon close
examination may often he see% to be crosshatched with thin
dark lines; the Ili ers and the r'ra4ersides of the flukes also
are white.

Projects obliquely forward
from left side of tip of snout,

Usually blows many times

in

tropics) before diving.

(20-50 or more) before diving.

name.

region of varying size on

Sperm Whale

IIPAD

area t
liaise

around blowkno s on upper sur-

Blunted, long, smooth.

face,.

FLUKES

Natural History Notes
The blow of humpback whales is from 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to

3.1 m) tall and has been described as balloon-shaped. It is
wide relative to its height. Feeding humpback whales
habitually blow 4=8 times at intervals of 1 =30 s after a long

dive. In the tropics they habitually blow 2=4 times in
succession when beginning a long dive. In diving, humpback

whales throw the tail flukes high into the air, exposing the
sometimes white undersurface and the rippled rear margin.
Humpback whales often leap clear of the water, raise a
flipper, and slap it against the water, 6r "lobtail,- raising the
tail high into the air and bringing it crashing back to the water
in a loud report. Often, particularly when they are
encountered on theik4ropical breeding grounds, humpback
whales wilitlielpund lyrffg on their sides with a long flipper in
the air.
11uremMick whiles feed on krill and schooling fish.

Often white underneath,
concaved and scalloped on

From a distance hunipback whales may be confused with
any of the other large balaenopterid irorquall whales blue,

margin.

rear margin, deeply notched.

FI,IPI
Extremely long (to one-third
of body), white and scalloped
on leading edge,.

Shelirt: all black,

ir4I, FIN (011 HUMP)

Triangular to falcate fin,
including a step or hump in
front of the dorsal fin:

Rounded hump, two-thirds

back on back followed by
ktMckles or crenulations.

smooth

Where they can be
amine
at close range, humpback
whales can he easily d stinguished from all other large whale
species with a dorsal in in by the tuberosities or knob:4 on the
head, by the long whit2 flippers scalloped on the leading edge,
by the small distinctiv t dorsal fin, zind by their distinctive tail
flukes.
lie
.

NIay Be Confused With

Smooth, all black on rear

-vsan-ke-ve,

Figure 33. =Threeviews okblowing humpback whales. The -w of this 4perien iN usually less than 10 (vet 13.1 rn) tall, wider than it is high, andbas been
described as balloon-shaped. In the photo on the top, the wind has ritrimidy begun to distort the blow. In the photoon the bottom, two separate columns are
visible. All baleen whales have a bipartite blowhole, and if an observer i4 direCtIV berand or in front of either the right whale or the humpback whale under
ideal wind conditions. the blows of these two species may appear as two di4 amt. spouts. (Photos from West bidiev by H. E Winn (top and middle] and

Vs:con. off St. Augustine, Fla. by D. K Caldwell [bottonii.)
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Figure 34. Head views of surfacing humpback whales. Note the rather broad
rounded appearance of the top of the head and the small head ridge, which extends
from just in front of the blowholes to,near the tip of the snout. fit humpback whales
the single central head ridge characteristic of most balaenopterid species is replaced
in prominence by *series of knobs, some of which are oriented ailing the same line as
the head ridge. (hi the animal in the inset photo note also the characteristic rounded
projection below the tip of the lo er Jaw, heavily encrusted with barnacles. (Photos
from off St. Augustine, Fla by K. Caldwell and from Went Indies V H. E. Winn
)
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Figure 35L A mother humpback whale with her newborn radio!! the northern West Indies. Newborn humpback whale e are from 12 to 15 feet (3.7 to 4.6 ml
long and are colored like the adults. Note the mother's long white pectoral flipper, clearly visible below the surface. (Photo by H. E. WintL)
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Firma N.Humpback whiAes fan hark into the water after hrearFft.
Note the long flippers, disiMetly stationed on the leading edge.
In the
animal on the top, note also the knobs on the head, vbible in profile, the cluster orbartules located on the rounded projection below the tip of the lower
jaw, and the throat grooves. (Photos off Baja C-Afbrnib by K. C. Balcomb [top]
off Bermuda by C. Levenicrn [bottona]l

Stranded Specimens

Distribution
In the western North Atlantic, humpback whales are

The most distinctive features of stranded humpback

widely distributed from north of Iceland, Disko Bay and west

whales are 1) the ventral grooves, 1,1=22 in number, very wide

of Greenland, south to Venezuela and around the tropical

and

islands of the West Indies. They have been reported from the
central and e to -n Gulf of Mexico. Summer ranges extend at
England north to the pack ice, and feeding
least from
concentratio may he ound in any portion of this region.
whales migrate southward to the
During win r, humph:
shallow bo (*.lands of rmuda, to the Bahamas, and to the
Wei In e: 'alve a mate.

and lower jaw, often the sites of numerous barnacle colonies ;.,*
3) the long flippers (to nearly a third of the total body length):
and -1) the distinctive rounded projection near the tip of the
lower jaw,

extending to the navel; 2) the tuturositi.es of the snout

If these characteristics are not suffiientiv clear, the
species may he identifiable by the characteristics of the
baleen plates (Table

99-

Figure 37. =Often, particularly on their tropical breeding grounds. humpback wbAes lie on their Hides at the surface, the long white pectoral nipper in the
C. McCann top] andli. E. Winn [bottom].),
air. Note the pronounced eralloping on the leading edge. Whofot near Waif

se
mfril
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Figure 33.A series showbui the estrerne variability in dorsal fin shapes of humpback whales: (a) a small risige..1h) slightly falcate. (c) triangular
with a
praeouacid hump. (d) slikistly rounded. (e) distinctly rounded, and (1) taller and IOWe distinctly falcate.
(Photos from northern Watt Indies by H.
Wig In. c, al and C. McCann 161; off Baja Cnt corn in by K. C. Bakennb (d]; and St. Augustine. Fin by D. K. Caldwell1.1.1
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regularly rMses its WI flukes when beginning a long dlr..
Figure 39. The humpback whale in the only large whale species with a distinct dorsal fin which
visible I f, g, hl. When the diving whale is seen from the rear. the varying degree of white Eoloiation on
When it does au, the scalloped trailing edge Is often
from West ladies by C. McCann
Whotos fro-ra northern North Atlantsc by K C. Bolcomb
the andoreldes of tbeffities mid. ideuillicaLioa hi.
191, mid fro-rn

off Massachusetts by W A. Watinns (h].)
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--Detail of the hood of humpback whale

Nate the knobs same the top of the heed and on the lower jaw, the rounded

near the tip of the lower Jaw and the wide ventral granges. The large mese of tisane to the left el the animal is its tongue. In the inset photo from a
Canadian whaling station, note the baleen plates, less than 3 feet (0.9 ml long and dark olive green to Math in color. (Photos by Japanese Whaks Research

het)eg courtesy el H. Omura; and J. O. Mead (wol)

plgoee

. = A humpback whale on the deck of a whaling station in western Canada. All of the species' most Ithictive chars-Meddles are evident in this

(I) the hump and the dorsal Un: ( 2) the knobs on the top of the snout; and (3) the long Dipper, with numerous barnacles attached to its
. (Photo by G. C. Pas, courtesy of I. MacAskie.)
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Figure 42, North Atlantic humpback whales have from 14 to 20 broad, widely assisted ventral grooves which extend shout to the navel- Those grooves
remain good diagnostic characters for considerable periods after the animal's death. as evidenced in the freshly killed' Specimen from Newfoundland (top)
and the badly decomposed stranded animal from New Jersey (bottom). (Photos from U.S. Notiinsa( Museum, eaurtoty of J. G. Mead)
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BOWHEAD WHAT E (B)
Bo/atria myslicetor Linnaeu, 1758

Names

and summer, at a time when the,,bowtrfiad whales afe farther.
to the north: Even if they are encountered together, Bowhead
whales can be distinguished from all the balaenopterid whales
,by the absence of a dorsal fin. .Bowhead whales have neither a
fin nor the slightest trace of a dorsal fin or ridge, while all the
balaenopterids have a dorsal fin; and their back is extremely

Greenland whale, Arctic righi, whale, great polar whale.

po
Bowheid whales, so-called because of the high-arthing

-

jaws and the resultant-contour of the head, reach a maximum
length of about 65 feet (19.8 m). TIley are extremely robust in
form.

When viewed from the side, some swimming bowhead
whales show two characteristic curves to the hack: the first
extends from the tip of
snout to just behind the blowholes;

smooth, like that of the right whale. The bowhead and right
whales may be readily distinguished from one another by the
characters listed below for stranded specimens.

Distribution.

Though bowhead whales in the western North Atlantic
wire once distributed from Arctic waters, from the edge of
the ice, south as far as the Strait of Belle Isle and the St.
Lawrence River in such abundance that they were once
referred to simply as "the whale," overwhaling through the
19th century until as recently as 1911 has severely reduced
their numbers and restricted their modern range. Today in
addition to the more abundant populations of the Bering.

the second. encompassing the entire back, begins just behind

)he head and extends

e-way to the tail. This`character
may be present only in adult animals and may ,be more
pronouns ed&males. Younger-animals. particularly retrial s,
are often gabbier and somewhat barrel-shaped behind t e
head. In all animals the back is smooth, lacking even a trace

a dorsal fin.
The head of the bowhead whale is smooth, black, ap1
without 'the bonnet and the "rock-garden,- the colorful
clusters of callosities characteristic of the black right whale.
The blowholes are widely separated. and the blow emanating
from them projects upward as two separate. distinct spouts.
Though two separate columns sometimes may be visible
under windless condltiens in the blows of most mysticetes,
this feature is exaggerated and is most characteristic in the
bowhead and right whales.
Bowhead vrhales are black overall, except for a white
"vest" of o-neven coloration on the chin. Within that vest, near
the sides of the white zone, there may be a series of grayish

Beaufort, and Chukchi seas and the Sea of Okhotsk, there are
populations off eastern Greenland and in Davis Straits, Baffin

Bay, James Bay. and the adjacent waters. Within these
ranges, bowhead whales move southward in front of the
advancing ice floes and may be expected near the siouthern
limits of their range from September or October through the

early spring months. Populations in the western North
Atlantic appear to be increasing slowly.

Stranded Specimens
In addition to the fact that their ranges may overlap only
slightly if at all, bowhead whales may be distinguished from

black to black spats. which on some animals have been likened

to a string of beads. The vest is clearly visible when a

the other right whales of the western North Atlantic by
differences in 1) primary distribution. 2) coloration, 3)
lengths of the longest baleen plates, and 4) presence of

surfacing animal is viewed from the front or the side or when
the animals hang vertically in the water with the head on the
surface and the tail flukes down, as they do during periods of
early spring mating.

callosities.

Right Whale

Bowhead Whale

Natural History Notes

DISTRIBUTION

Bowhead whales are ususally found singly or in groups of
up to three animals, though fall concentrations may include
-up to 50 animals. #
Bowhead whales sometimes breach, throwing most of the
body clear of the surface and reentering with a resounding
splash.

Arctic distribution south to

Texas,

Davis Straits only during

north to Ireland, reaching
t limits only during

winter_

southwest

Florida

g and summer.

COLORATION

Black with white "vest" on
front part of lowor jaw,

Sometimes

May Be Confused With

sometimes

Bowhead whales are the only species of large whales
found routinely in Arctic waters. Though other species,
balaenopterid whales and the right
including some of

gions of white on chin and

string of black spots; upper
jaw lacks the "rock garden."

whale, may venture north as far as the southern limits of the
bowhead whale and beyond, they usually do so in the spring
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containing

black

often

brown or mottled with re
belly: patches of yellowish to
pink callosities and lice
encrusting the snout in what
has been called a "rock
garden."

,

s

BALEEN PLATES

per side; plates to 14
hes (35.6 cm) at base, and

250-396 per side: plates 12

longest platessp\te 14 feet
p (4.3 m) long. Dark gray or
black pith graf fringes;
interior :Targin of some

up to 7.2 feet (2.2 m) long.
Dirty gray with black frin-

showing
green iridescence in sunlight.

plates

whitish,

BONNET AND OTHER CALL° 'TIES
Present.

Not present.

inches (30.5 cm) at. base ind

ges; some anterior plates
partly .eir completely white.
z

,

Figure 49. Swimming adult bowhead whales, pardeularly males, often
show two charsetedstie humps or cornea to the back 0 FM on the head.

ending just behind the blowholes, and a larger curve trout just behind the
blowholes to near the flukes; the, second Is accentuated when the S111/1111
humps up to begin a dive. (Photo by J. Zatmeror.)

JM.

-mt

Figure

heed whales have no dorsal fin. The bark is smooth and black, though often hregula;fy spaced

white or grayish wars of unknown origin appear. (Photos by J Lentfer.)

rigee'45. The emrseadit shaped heed mad the breed lower jaw, colored by e broad white vest, we evident im the sorinuni
hale (left) end_ in
bath members of the eerdstise pole (right).,Also evident an the anima to the far left I. the "string of Mach heeds" which imoomethir found in the wldte
regime. (Photos by J. Lowlier.)
-

Figure 46.A harpooned bowhead whale (this one from the Alaskan population). Note the high arching upper jaw of the species, towhead whales have
up to at least 360 plates per side, far more than the black right wkale. The longest plates, located near the middle of each jaw, are reported to reach

12 fret (3-7 ni). or more, )in length. (Photo by D R. Patten.)
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.RIGHT WHALE (B)
Eubcdaenaglacialis (Borowski 1781).

dark back, devoid of any traces of a dorsal fin, make it

'ninon Nantes

unlikely that the species. will be confused with any other large

lack right ilhale, Biscayan right whale. Biscay whale,
r right Whale.

whales reach a length of about 53 feet (16.2
m).

The body is rotund and completely lacking ailiorsal fin or a

,

whales except, perhaps, the bowhead whale. In the event
that the expansion of their ranges again causes these two
species to overlap in distribution, they can be distinguished
from-one another by the characteristics.discussed on p. 49.
If only the flukes are seen as the animal begins a dive,
right and bowhead whales may be distinguished from the
other two species of large whales exhibiting this behavior,
the sperm and the hurtipback, in this way: the flu s of right
and bow head whales are brsad,- pn,inted on the tip , greatl
dancave towards a deep, Puke notch. and d k below.
those of the sperm whale are more nearly triangular. while

dorsal ridge._,The uppeitjaw is long, narrow. and highly
arched. The lips are similarly highly arched. The top of the
head has a series of bumps or callosities, the largest one of
which is known as the "bonnet." do the upper surface in front
of the blowholes. Yellowish-brown lice and, less frequently;
barnacles stow on the callosities. The color and extent of the
callosities varies from one individual to the next.
The two blowholes are widely atparated, resulting in the
projection of the blow upward as two distinct spouts. The
body is darknn th'e back, sometimes black, more often brown
or mottled, usually has a region of white on the chin and belly.
and sornecitnes has numerous small grayish-white scars of
unknown origin. The baleen plates are up to 7.2 feet (2.2 ml
long, very` narrow, and variable in color fromatark brownish
through dark gray to black in color. When the animals swim,

those of the humpback whale 'have a jagged irregular or
rippled rear margin and are sometimes variously white
below.

Distribution
Like its more northern relative, the bowhead whale, the

right whale was once the object of a -widespread and
extensive whale fishery, which reduced the speciei to
critically low %umbers.
Though the former range of right whales is not clearly
known, the species is thought to have been abundant from the
Davis Straits south at least to the Carolinas and Bermuda and
to have occurred in winter to Florida and perhaps into the
Gulf of Mexico.
Currently, right whales are known from Iceland south to
Florida. Animals move north along the eastern Florida coast
between early January and late March. During this time the

rnouth 'agape near the surface.- the baleen sometimes
appears pale yellowish gray in color.

Natural History Notes
Right whales are usually not wary of boats and may often
be approached very closely.

'species has also been observed in the Gulf of Mexico off
southwestern Florida and Texas. Right whales pass the coast
of New England in fair numbers in spring and continue as far
north as at least Nova Scotia. Right whales are also found off

Like sperm and humpback whales, they usually throw
their flukes high into the air when beginning a long dive.
Right whales feed primarily on copepods.
Historically, this whale was nearly .exterminated by

Icelind, though the migration routes to and from Iceland
waters are not known. Th recent apparent increases in

hunters, who took advantage of its slow speed and who knew
that its carcass floats, to harvest these animals for their great
yield of whalebone and oil. It was these characteristics which
prompted whalers to dub these animals the "right" whales to
kill (as opposed to the ones that were too fast to catch and
sank when killed),

numbers at the northern and southern coastal approaches in

New England and Florida, respectively, lend credibility to
the hopeful contention that the species will again recolonize
its historical range.

Stranded Specimens

May Be Confused With

Stranded right whales can be easily identified by all the
characters discussed on p 49 and summarized in Table 2.

The distinct blow of the right whales and their smooth
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Figure 417. The V-shaped blow eharattethale
et-right whales. Nate the two distinct spouts,
bushy in appearsate. (Pkotooff Cop. Cod by
W. A. Wedliciitt)

re;

Figu 48.A right hale oil the northeastern Florida
coast. ,Note the robust body, the smooth hick,
the narrow rostrum, -*ring the characteristic yellowish
completely lacking a dokil fin, end
coast in the early spring an their slow annual rnigration tocallosities. Right whales, primarily mothers with rabies, show up on the Florida
the north. I.Photo by N. Fain. t mines!) of Morinelond of Florida.)

5;1

j

Figure 49. Clooeup views at the heeds of right (NUN off nortbetotern Florida (top left
Ind right) sad di Cope Cod, Moss. (bottom left) dearly chewing the narrow upper Jaw,
the bonnet, and the widely separated blowholes. In the photo on the bottom left note the
extremely long baleen plates, characteristic of bowhesd end right whales. I,Fkatoe .by N.

Foie, emit* of Marinoland of Florida {top loft and ripla and W. A. WolkOss
[bottom
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Right whales frequently throw their tall flukes high into the
air and then slip nearly vertically beneath the ensnare. Note that the rear
marten of the flukes of this species, midge that of the humpback whale, is
deep fluke
smooth, broad, and concaved distinctly towards
notch. (Photos from the northern North Atkin& by K. C. Dakota [a -p1
Fkrure 50.

and off noriheastern Florida by N Faith courtety of Marinsiond of
Florida [hi.)
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Flgnre 51.A stranded right whale at Narrageneett Roy, RI Note the narrow, highly arched lower Jaw; the
extremely long, narrow baleen plates, reechlog length. of 6.5 feet (2.0 In). or more and the bonnet (the
protuberance near the fip of the upper Jaw). "Ito film U.S. Notional Museum, courtesy al./. a mead)

bowhead, lacks the sedes of ventral grooves
which eWacterize eV other baleen whales of the western North Atlantic- Note also the absence of thef vest of white on the chin, a feature which is ekarieterigtic of the towhead *heir. Some right whales, however, do have extensive regions of white on a ventral surface, including the chin_ (Photo
U.S. National Museum, courtesy of J. G. Mead )
Figure 52. A ventral view of a harpooned female right whale at Newfoundland. Note that this species, like

E (T)

SPERM

ysiter cotodon Linnaeus 1758

_on Names

large groups may be bachelor bulls (sexually inactive m)
or nursery schools-containing females and juveniles of both

sehalot Sea Wap (St. Vincent).

sexes. Sperm whales are seldom found in less than 600 Feet

(1821 m) of water.

-

Sperm whales feed primarily on squid but may occasionally also take-octopuses ancia variety of fishes
Male sperm whales have`been reported to reach a lengtl
of 69 feet (20.9 m), though today individuals larger than .50'

May Be Confused With

feet (15.2 m) are rare. Females are much smaller, ra
exceeding 38 feet (11.8 m).
A sperm whale is among the easiest of whales to identify
at sea even when comparatively llittle of the animal is visible-.
It has a huge head, which comprises from a fourth to a-third of
4F-7:the animal's total length. (The proportion is considerably'
higher for males than for females.) The blunted "squarish"
snout, which may project up to 5 feet (1.5 m) beyond the tip of

Because of their drstinctive heed shape and blow .

whales are unlikely to'be confused with any other species
when they can be closely examined. If only the back and

flukes are seen, however, sperm whales may somewh4
resemble humpback whales. Both species arclithe back w
beginning a dive, raising the fin or hump, and both throw
tail flukes. The most distinctive differences between the t
species are tabularized on p. 40.

he lower jaw, houses a large reservoir containing a highquality oil called spermaceti.

At sea the head of a sperm whale may also somew
resemble that of an adult males northern bottlenosed wh
but this latter species is lighter.brown in color, has a distinct
beak and a prominent dorsal fin, and is rarely found south of
lat. 42°N. In addition, the blowhole of the northern

The single blowhole is located well to the left of the
midline and farlorward on the head. As a consequence the
smal) bushy blow, usually less than 8 feet (2.4 m), emerges
forward aLa sharp angle from the head and awards the left.
Under good wind conditions this feature alone may permit
positive identification of sperm whales even at considerable

hottlenosed whale is located well 'back on the head and

notas in the sperm whaleon the front.

distances.

Sperm whales have a distinct dorsal hump. Usually
rounded in its appearance about two-thirds of the way back
from the tip of the snout. Immediately behind the hump is a
series of knuckles of crenuldtions along the midline. This

Specm whales are widely distributed in oceanic areas of
the western North Alantic. They may be encountered from
Venezuela north at least as far as the Davis Straits, though
they apparently avoid the polar ice fields. Distribution and
'migrations vary between males and females. Males range

hump and the crenulations are clearly visible when the
animals arch the tail before beginning a dive. There is a
ventral keel, which may also be visible as animals "sound"
(dive). The flukes of sperm whales are broad and triangular in
shape, are not concaved, but are deeply notched on the rear
margin.

farther to the north, while females and immature males
remain between lat. 300 and 50°N. Both groups shift

i

northward dur gspringand
n
summer and return to southern
portions of the r range in the fall. Adult males arrive off the
New England last in August. Those reaching the
Newfoundland aAlLabrador coasts arrive from the deep sea,

Sperm whales usually are ciartTftwnish gray in color.
The body has a "corrugated- or "shriveled- appearance, The
belly and the front of the head may he grayish to off-white.
The skin around the mouth, particularly near the corners, is
white. The undersides of the flukes and flippers vary in colorthrough numerous shades of browns and brownish grays.

perhapS following the slope contours, in August and
September. Males are abundant as far north as southeast
Greenland and Iceland in summer. Some animals remain as
late as November, but the majority migrate south to temperate or tropical - waters in the early fall.
Historically the primary grounds in the western North
Atlantic were those in all the following areas: the Grand
Banks just southeast of the southern Grand Banks from lat.
30° to 40°N and long. 35° to-55°W, off the Carolinas, around
the Bahamas, around many of the West Indies, and in the
southwestern Caribbean.

Natural RistOry Notes
Sperm whales may dive to depths in excess of 3.270 feet
(996.7 m) for periods of an hour or more. As do most whales
upon surfacing from a deep dive. sperm whales emit a single
explosive blow and then, depending on the length of the dive,
may remain on the surface for over 10 min and blow more than
50 times before beginning the next dive. Shorter periods on
the surface and fewer blows are more common. Females may

dive and remain on the surface for shorter periods of time
than males. When beginning a deep dive, sperm whales
throw their broad triangular flukes. dark on, the undersides,
high into the air.

Stranded Specimens,
Stranded sperm whales should be easy to identify. The
very narrow underslung jaw contains from 18 to 25 functional

or 40 individuals. Older males are usually solitary except

Iteeth, which fit into sockets in the upper jaw, The huge,
distinctly box-shaped head and the position of the single

during the breeding season. During the remainder of the year

blowhole to the left front of the head are unmistakable clues.

Sperm whales may he found singly or in groups of up to 35

57

,

An aerial view of 21 sperm whales, including two young calves and several large melee, off Japan. Even from an aircraft, the position of the blowhole end the body
4kape clearly merit the animals as sperm whales_ [Photos by Sliiian KO= Company, courtesy of T Kamm.]

6 .J

Figure 54.A side view of a sperm whale in the West Indies, showing the distinctive blow. Note that the FirKiilt prOjeetti obliquely forward from
the blowhole, which is displaced to the left front of the head. (Photo by H. E, Whim)

igure 55.Note the distinctive body shape and the position of the
blowhole of these swimming sperm whales, and in the animal on the left,
the broad tail flukes. (Photos from the North Atlantic by S. Green [left]
and from the North Pacific by N. Oltsumi[riyht).)
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Figure 56. -A sperm whale mother and calf off Baja California, showing the distinctdorsal hump and the extremely long head. In the bottom photo, from
the Went Indies, note the dorsal hump and the crenulations of bumps which follow it Both the hump and the crenulationa may he visible as the animal
arches its [Ail to begin a deep dive. Note also the wrinkled appearance of the body- (Photo by K. C. Baicomb [top] and 1f. E. Winn [bottom].)

flukes as for v begin )(gig dives, which may last over an hour and take them to depth v of tieVeraj
Figure 57. -Sperm whales often show their broad
Bakomb-)
thousand feet or more. Note the smooth rear margin and the nrarly triangular shape of the flukes- (Photo from off Baja California by K.

*at

Figure 5h. A stranded infant male sperm whale at Melbourne Beach.
Fla. I top) and a male adult sperm whole fin the dirk nia whaling ship in the Pacific
(bottom). Note the bulging forehead, the narrow, underslung lower jaw, the white coloration around
the mouth, particularly at the corners, and the
wrinkled appearance of the hods,. In the bottom photo tear also the whitish region on the hells. (P110(0*
by P. Wit -field [Coy] and Japanese Whales
Research institute, courtesy of H. Omura rbottain1-)

ti I

whale contains from 18

figure 59. The narrow lower jaw of a sperms
1025 firge functional teeth, which tit neatly into nalkets in the upper
teeth. (Photo
jaw. Occasionally, the upper jaw also contains genie
from the North Pakirta by Japanese Hqutlas Raioarvh Institute,
costlesyoffl. Cbnara.)

Cnpare W.The throat and lower jaw of a sperm whale on the deck of an
throat
eastern Canadian whaling station, showing the nuwerouo short
(MO by J.
grooves, which are most clearly evident on adult animals.
G. Meads)

Figure ill.

il of the broad, paddle-ridged flipper of a sperm whale

Pacific. (Photo from Japaric§c Whales Research Mof
iI. °intim
,
courtesy
art:tut

from the Nor

I.

Figure 59, The narrow lower jaw of a sperm whale contains from IS
to 25 l&rge functional teeth, which lit neatly into sockets in the upper
how. Occasionally, the upper jaw also contains some teeth. (Photo
from the North Ric& by Japanese Whales Research Institute.
catcriesy of H. Omura. )

Fnp.ire 54). The throat and lower jaw of a sperm whale on the deck of an
station, showing the numerous short throat
eastern Canadian whaling
J
grooves, which are most clearly evident on adult animals. iiPitato by
G. Mead_ )

Figure O. --Detail of the broad. paddle-duiped flipper of a sperm whale
'hales Research infrom the North Pacific. (Photo from Japans§
stitute, courtesy of 11. 07/1trra

three views of minke whales at ties In all note the transverse
Figiire 63
band of white on the flippers and the sharply pointed head Note the gray
chevron visible on the back t top), the absence of a conspicuous blow and

the appearance of the prominent dorsal fin on the surface while the
blowholes are still exposed (middle), and the distinctive regions of light
gray on the sides (bottom) (Photoa from off San Diego. Calif by G E
Lmgle Itopl. from the northern West Indies by R E Wmn !middle I. and

from the western Peg& by Japanese WAWA, Research Institute, cannery of H Chnurn (bottom) )

64

From a distance, minke whales might also he mistaken for
northern bottlenose(' whales ior anv of several other beaked
whales with a similar dorsal Mo. Th
hi. distinguished
by the differences in head shape, body color and markings.
and behavior, detailed on p, 67.

he-gun to move tee the south, although some animals remain

behind so long its to become entrapped in the ice and die.
Spring and summer concentrations along the Canadian coast
correspond to concentrations of capelin, rod, and herring.
Southern concentrations, also corresponding with concentrat ions of herring. extend fart her offshore at least tee the edges
t he- Grand Bank, Menke whales also summer off the south
coast of western (treenland, which they probably reach from

Distribution
Minke whales are distributed in the polar. t-e mperate.,

waters southwest of Iceland. Minke whales also occur in

tropical waters of the western North Atlantic. They are
found from the pack ire south to at least Anguilla, Lesser

deep pelagic. waters.

Antilles, and the eastern Gulf of Mexico, though they appear

Stranded Specim

to he most abundant in temperate waters north of the latitude of New York and are infrequently reported from tropical waters. At least some of the population migrates to the
northern portions of their range in spring and back south in
autumn. The,: often approach close to shore ;mil enter river
mouths, inlets, and estuaries.
Minke whales arrive. along the Ca
a in May or
Canadian cost
June. Some migrate- as tar north is Hudson Strait. where
they remain eintil he treeR- in October. November. or
December. lit December the mannaty of the population has

Stranded nonke whales can be most
dily identified by:
their small size to just over 30 feet [9.1 m1): 2) the
transverse white hands on the flippers; :3) the yellowishwith e baleen plates inn to h, f the posteriormost plates may
lee brown or black), :300-325- er side in number and having
fine white bristles it he plate: are up to 4.75 inches [12 cm]
wide at the base and up to 8 inches [20.3 mil long); and ) by
I

[

t he 50-70 thin ventral grooves, ending well before the navel,
often pis( even with the flippers.

f' tome 64. 41 Mkt, whales are also known a% alurrp = headed (inners. fin this animal from the North 17arifir.
Date OW %hterp14 pointed tweed and the ,dregle central head ridge. (Photo by Japanese Whales Research

rtosti of H. Orrnura)

Figure 65_

A minke whale stranded at Santa Barbara, Calif. Note the dark back, the white-banded flipper, and the 60-70 fine ventral °oven extending to
just behind the flippers. The short, white baleen plates are visible in the open mouth.
by
Anderson=)

Fig-ore 66. Minke whales have from 300 to 325 short, yellowish-white baleen plates (up to half the
anteriorrnost plates may be brown or black) with fine white bristles on each upper jaw. (Photo from
Santa Barbara, Calif. by S. Anderson.)

NORTHERN BOTTLENOSED WHALE (T)
ype onnlon uniJc Rotas )Forster 1770)

Other Common Names

-Ma'', Be Confused With

Nemo known.

Northern heettle'noscd whales have a northerly and
deep-water distribution. Within their range, they may be
confused at a distance with minke whales, with sperm
whales, or perhaps with North Sea beaked whales.

Description
Northern bottlenos sd whales reach a length of

feet (9.8

m) and are robust in form. They are characterized by a
bulbous forehead, which is more pronounced on larger
animals and most distinctive in adult males, and by the

dolphinlike beak displayed in animals of all sizes and ages,
which is sometimes visible as the animals surface steeply to
breathe,
The blowhole is located in an indented area behind the
bulbous forehead. and the blow emanating from it projects
upward or slightly forward to a height, of up to 6 feet (1.8 m),
is bushy and is visible from a considerable distance under low
wind conditions. The dorsal fin, located two-thirds of the way

Mink whttles (p. 63) have a falcate dorsal fin located in

approximately the same position as that of the northern
bottlenose(' whale. However, minke whales have a flathead in

front of their two blow holes and are black to dark gray
on the, back.

Sperm whales (p. 57) have a squarish head that may
somewhat resemble that of an adult male northern
bottlenose(' whale. However, there are numerous character'sties which will permit the
from a distance:

Northern

species to be distinguished even

,

llottlenosed Whale

Sperm Whale

,0 %V
and bushy; projects
upward from indentation on
top of head.

Low and bushy; projdts
obliquely forward from left

hack on the back, reaches at least 12 inches (30.5 cm) in height
and is distinctly falcate. The dorsal fin may he visible from a

distance of several hundred meters.
Northern bottlenosed whales are usually brownish in
color, though the markings change with age. Smaller animals

are a uniform chocolate! brown. Larger animals retain the

than 8 feet (2,4 ml.

chocolate brown color on the back but are often lighter on the

sides and the belly and often have irregular patches or
blotches of grayish-white

'en the back and

Extremely large animal,
have a white head. The

4)1,01-{ TION

id ,7;,

older males, often
the underside's of th

flukes are uniformly brow;

side of head; usually less

Lighter hr(

n; adults splot-

with grayish
Lindy smooth.
k-hed

white;

Brownish gray: body

ap-

pears wrinkled.

FLUKES
rely notched; seldom raisNotched; raised on long dive.
eel on long dive,

Natural History Not,Northern ho.tlenose,
ties often form tightly packed
groups of up to 10 or na,
iriimals . This species holds the
anecdotal record for the iongest dives, having hen reported

EAD

Tape ing

by early whalers to rerc-,.. submerged over 2 h. They are
probably deep divers,
'ag primarily on squid (though:
they may take fishes as
and they rarely go in water

in

younger ani-

mall; bulbous in adults:
bite in older animals: beak-

Squarish, long, all
beakless.

shallower than 100 fathoms 1183 mi.

After a long dive, northern hottlenosetl whales will

A

sometimes remain on the s,erfae for 10 ruin or more, blowing

at regular intervals before
last blow of a series or wh,

.

further aid

to distinguishing' northern

bottle-

iind sperm whales at sea is the fact that the
sperm whales that are found in areas where northern
hottlenosed whales are encountered are usually older,
larger males from 40 to 60 feet (12.2 to 18.3 m) long.
nose('

eking another dive. After the
the animals are startled by a

boat. they may show the tan nukes as they begin tee dive!. The

Northern

flukes are not notched on the rear margin.

hottlenosed

feet, (9.8 ml.

Northern bottlenosed Whales have been observed tee show

curiosity about boats, coming to them from a considerable
distance. They have also been observed to "lobtail,- raising
the tail flukes above, the water and slapping them against the
surface, and tee jump clear of the water F
In the late 19th century, after stocks of behead whales
were severely reduced by overwhaling, northern bottlenoseu
whales became is prime target of arctic whalers. They were
sought bora Ise in addition to whale oil produced :roan the

whales

do

not

exceed

32

Northern bottlenosed whales may also he confused with
the poorly known North Sea beaked whale (p, 82), When
they can bee examined at, close range, however, northern
bottlenosed whales should be distinguishable on the basis of
the distinctly bulbous forehead.

Distribution

body Muhl-Jet-, the, forehead of the species yielded friaentities

In the W
North Atlantic, northern bottlenosed
ire' restricted to Arctic and north temperate waters,

of spermaceti like that obtained from sperm whales,

w t13

67

_

-rm

'_-
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Figure 67. Northern bottlenosed whales at sea off Nova Scotia. Note the prominent dorsal fin and the blotches of grayish white coloration on the body.
Northern bottlenosed whales reach 32 feet (9.8 rn) in overall length_ (Photo by H. E. Winn.)

Figure 66. Views of the heads of male northern hottlenosed o hales off Nova SCOLIA. Note the distinctive beak (right) and the bulbous forehead, features
which develop with age and are most pronounced in adult males_ In the animal on the left, note also the w bushy blow emanating from the indented area on
the top of the head. {Photo* by H. E. Winn_M

where they MOM, commonly occur in offshore areas. They
have been reported from Davis Straits and the entrimce to
Hudson Strait, the Gully southeast of Sable Island, and as far
south as NarraganS-ett Hay, R.I.

In the spring and summer they concentrate near the
northern limits of their range, occasionally visitin deep
channels of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
tstern
Newfoundland in summer. During these seasons they may
extend to the edge of the pack ice.
In the fall amLwinter the hulk of the population migrates
southward. Many probably winter in t he Labrador Sea while
others move farther southward and farther offshore.

NOTE: Some specimens both male and femalewill be
found to have a series of vestigial teeth the size of toothpicks,
in the upper and/or lower jaws, Similar vestigial teeth, 5-40
in number, sometimes occur in goosebeaked whales (p. 70).
Further when they are prepared for museum collections, the

lower jaws of adult northern bottlenosed whales may be
found to contain a second pair of teeth just behind the first,
Northern bottlenosed whale's may be distinguished from
the remainder of the beaked whale family, however, by the
extremely robust body, by the bulbous forehead, which is
more extensively developed in larger animals, particularly
males, .end lay the, pronounced dolphinlike beak,

Stranded Specimens
Like the beaked whales
on p. 70 through 83,
the northern bottlenosed whales have no notch in the tail
flukes, have two throat grooves forming a V-shape on the
chin, and have only two teeth in the lower jaw, with those
teeth emerged from the gums only in adult males. These

teeth may have sometimes fallen out of older males, but the
tooth sockets should still be visible in the gums.

Figure 69.Northern hottienosed whaltoi occasionally raise their tail
flukes when beginning a dive. At dame range, these flukes can often be
seen to lack a distinctive notch on the rear margin. (Photo from off Nova
Scotia by J. Hain. )

Fs

Igor 70.A stranded northern hottlenosed whale from Holland. Note the bulbous forehead, the long dolphinlihe beak and the frequen ibsences of a
notch in the rear margin of the tail flukes. If
by J. P. Strijhmme, courtesy of kik* Muturn van Natuurleyke Histon'e te Leiner'

GOOSEBEAKED WHALE (T)
bphius

-,)stris G. (:uvier 182:3

surface ,Ind dive nea Iv vertically.
primarily on squid.

Other Common Names

h

May Be Confused With
..f the external appearance t.tid behavior
SO little is k
of the living beaked whales
sea that all the species may
easily be confused P

Description
Go/is/-waked whales reach a length of 2:3 feet i7 ail.
Females tre slightly larger than males of the same age.
Calves are probably less than about 6 feet I I.tt m) at birth.

The head is small relative to the both length and, when
viewed laterally, is slightly concaved or scooped on the upper
margin. The cleft of the mouth is small, smaller than in any

other species of beaked -whales. The beak is indistinct in
larger individuals. There is a distinct indentation on the back
the tip of the lower
[mind
behind the head. Two teeth
jaw of idult males only.
The dorsal tin is relatively tall and distinct, to at least 15
inches 08.1 cm), smoothly falcate, and located well behind
the midpoint of the back. The blowhole is located far forward
may project slightly
on the top of the head. The blow,
/

eaked

Vincent)

Ziphius, Coy ier's beaked wha
(see also p. 96),

forward ,md slightly off to the left,

o

is

usually low and

inconspicuous. Though the first blow after a long dive may be
more distinct, even it is rarely visible even under good wind
conditions for more than ;1 few hundred yards.
Descriptions of the color pattern vary. Individuals niav
dark rust brown, slate gray, or fawn colored on the hack rind

Goosebeaked Whale's are larger than all other beaked
whale species with the except um of the northern bottlenosed

whale, Iipon close examination they may he distinguished
from the northern hottlenosed whale by the lighter coloration
of the head, reaching an extreme in the white helad of adult
males. (See p. 67 and Fig. 75.)

Distribution
As with other speq'ies of beaked whales seldom
encountered or it least seld7n positively identified at sea,
the distribution of goosebeaked whales is poorly known and
must he constructed from records of stranded specimens.

Such records, often involving sick individuals that may have

washed ishore from considerable distances, may give an
inaccurate picture of normal ranges.
In general, stranding reports suggest that goosebeaked
whales are sparsely but widely distributed in nonpolar
Latitudes_

They

appear

to be

primarily

tropical

in

distrriution, though they venture into temperate areas in
summer, They have been reported from Massachusetts and

generally lighter on the belly. Some appear dark in both ,
regions, still othersparticularly youngsters appear lighter gray or tan on the belly. The body is frequently covered
with white or crearmeolored blotches (particularly on the
dark On the bottom. The head is
belly). The tail flukes

Rhode Island south to Florida and thence to the islands of the
West Indies. They are frequently stranded along the Florida
coast and are not an uncommon species in the extant whale
fishery of the Antillean. Islands. The fact that goosebeaked

frequently paler in color. Old males have a distinct white head

and are frequently extensively scarred.

may reflect either it greater' abundance or a greater tendency
to approach close to shore,
They ;Ire probably primarily an offshore species.

Natural History Notes

Stranded Specimens

Gooseb aked whales frequent I, cia amt.' in t roupstcf from 10
individnals, They have been reported to
to as many .1±;

lump (*ar el the water. They are presumably deep Myers
and are known to stay down for more than min, When thcs
begin a deep dive, they often raise their tail flukes ,tboye

whales strand more frequently than other beaked whale's

'ro be positively identified, stranded go

+waked whales

In ni ccfs' ;ante el st 0 of decomposition may require museum
pr tration anti examination of the skull and teeth. Fresh

tiperimn may he tentatively identified by the characters
illustrated in the tigures.

re 71. = tioosebeaked whales have been rarely seen at sea_ In these phntos from the eastern tropical Pacific, hate: the white head of the animal on the

left Goosebeaked whales are wary of boats and may dive for 30 min or more: Vben they surface, their blow, usually very indistinct, may project forward
and slightly to the left. (Photos by K. D. Sexton, covrtegy of Aratioosi Afinne Fitheries Somic,L)

Figure 72,
72,A beaked whale, probably a goosebeaked whale, jumps
beside a research ship off northwestern Baja California. Note the position

and shape of the dorsal fin and the depression just behind the
head. (Photo by S. Lerithennood,)

Figure 73. A goombeaked whale strarnded In Delaware. Goose
temperate areas in summer. Note the prominent dorsal fin. the Ugh
National M144/11.117, costelsry of J. G. Mead-)

A elogeop of the dorsal ?airfare of the
Fivore
flakes of a juvenile goosebeiiked tape - stranded in the
northeastern Gulf of 'cairn, Like other meraherta of
the beaked wf a family, goateebeaked whales lark a

distinctive not% in, the rear margio of the Ilukes.
(Photo amines'', of Floridirs Guiforiset.

ee rre prirnsAy tropical in distribution, though they apparently venture into
'oration of the head, and the depresaion just behind the head. (Photo from

Figure 75. Stranded goosebeaked whales. an adult mile from northern California (top) and an
immature female from the northeastern Gulf of Mexico (bottom), Note the brownish' color of the

hack, marked in., the adult animal by blotches of lighter pay and numerous igrach marks,
presumably tooth rakes_ Note also the mouth cleft, shorter in this *pecks than in any other beaked
whale species, and the slightly concave appearance to the upper dbargin of the head. The beak is
usually less developed in large animals. The inset photo shows a ventral view of the tip of the lower
jaw of an adult male from the east coast of Florida. The two teeth of the species aro emerged above
the gum only in adult males. (Photos by W. I. Houck [top], Florida's Blum [middle]. and W.
A. Huck, courtesy of Maringlanct of Finrida Intsa ff. )

OTHER BEAKED WHALES (T)
<

Mesopfodon app.

eir Common Names

stranded specimens. Though subtle differences in ranges,
color patterns, and dorsal 'fin shapes and positions may be

Grampus (St. Vincent) (see also p. 96).

heliaul in narrowing the choices of living animals, the Species
will continue to be extremely difficult to distinguish from one
another in the brief encounters typical at sea until additional
dhta are collected.
The beaked whales have the following characteristics in
common: 1) two small creases forming* V-shape on the throat

Dobai
In addition to the northern bottlenosed whale (p. 67) and
the goosebeaked whale (p. 70), four otheC species of beaked
whales have been reported from the western North Atlantic.

2) the absence of a conspicuous notch on the rear margin of the
tail flukes (some specimens have a slight indentation), and 3)

AU ,four species are known primarily from stranded
specimens and have been rarely encountered at sea.
Therefore statements of range are usually limited to

the absence of functional teeth in all except adult male,.
Adult males have a single pair of teeth in the lower jaw, the
position and description of which help to identify the species.

inferences from locations of strandings, and information on
appearance and habits of the species in the wild is almost
totally lacking.

The teeth of females are not functional and only rarely
emerge from the gums. Therefore, if a stranded animal is an
adult male, its species can be determined by-the position and
description of the teeth. For example, in Mesop&don mirus,

The infrequent encounters with beaked whales at sea may

result from such factors as 1) a low inconspicuous blow, 2)
hvoidance of ships. and/or 3) distribution in small groups in
offshore areas well outside the normal boating lanes.
The following descriptions will aid primarily in identifying

the teeth are located near the tip of the lower jaw; in M.
europat us. they are located about a third of the way from the
tip of the snout to the corner of the mouth; in M. biden.s. they

Figure 76. An unidentified beaked whale front the mid-Pacific. Note the marks dung the hack, presumably tooth rakes, consistimi of scratches that are
paired and cit.'s, together. A beaked whale In the western North Atlantic marked in this manner would be a northern bottlenneed whale (p, 67), aigoese.
beaked whale (p. 70), or a Trues beaked whale 1 p_ 77). These are the only three species in which the teeth are located dote together near the tip of the
lower Jaw. (Photo by K. C. Eitdconsb.)'
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are nearly half way from the tip of the snout to corner of the

mouth; and in Al. densimairia, they are located in large
prominences near the back of the mouth.
If the animal la a.temale or an immature male, however.

museum IT5)
pr aration and examination might be required

before the species can be positively determined. The
folloffling our sections summarize characters of western

North Atlantic boiled whales.

Figure 77. Various views of * herd of five or six unidentified beaked whales, possibly dense-beaked whales, 12 tulles off Pokai Ray. Oahu, lisw. The
snirnaln were very shy and had low indistinct blows, making them difficult to spot and track. As they surfaced, individuals frequently bucked their heads
and slapped the chin against the surface, rather than rolling. They did not raise their tall flukes when beginning their long dives. (Photos by E.

Sea Life Park Hawaii.)
I Recaune so little is known of beaked whales every encounter should be recorded in as much detail as posoibled
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Firmer 78.Adult wale beaked whales,
showing the body profile and the relative
positions of the teeth_ Remember that the
teeth of females and immature males are
concealed beneath the gums. (Drawing by
L_ Winn.)

M. den sires tri

TRUE'S BEAKED WHALE (T)
Mesoplodon minis True 1913

May Be- Confused With
True's beaked whales:Nit most likely to be confused
goosebeaked whales (p. 70) but may also be confused
th
any of the other beaked whales species (p. 74 and Fig. 7

Description

Distribution
True's beaked whales reach a length of at least 16 feet (4.9

m) long. They are chunky in midbody and narrow rapidly
towards the tail, closely resembling goosebeaked whales
(p.70). In overall body shape. thFilead is small with a slight
indentation in the area of the blowhole, a slight bulge to the
forehedd, and a pronounced beak. The fliers are small

(from one-fourteenth to one-tenth the body length). The
dorsal fin is small, slightly falcate. located in the latter third
of the back, and followed by a pronounced ridge on the tail
stock. The flukes, which sometimes contain a very slight
notch, are broad (to almost one-fifth the body .length).
Trues beaked whales are dull black to dark gray on the
back, lighter slate gray on the sides, and white on thei belly.
The body is frequently covered with light colored spots or

splo4hes and hears numerous pairs of scratch marks,
presrnably tooth rakes (Fig. 76).
The flippers are all black and are attached in the dark coloration of the animals side. The flukes are dark above and
below.

True's beaked whales appear to he primarily temperate in

distribution. They have been reported from Cape Breton
Island, Nova Scotia south as far as Flagler Beach in Florida.
Northernmost records are for summer months.
The range of True's beaked whales overlaps with that of
the Antillean beaked whale but is more northerly.

Stranded Specimens
The teeth of adult male True's beaked whales may be
visible near the tip of the loweir jaw, a characteristic shared

with the goosebeaked whale (p. 70) and the northern
'bottlenosed whale (p. 67). Both these other species reach
substantially greater maximum lengths than True's beaked
whales, however, and should be readily distinguishable by
this and the number of other highly distinctive characteristics
of each species.
Females and subadult males may be confused with any of
the beaked whales species (p. 74 and Fig. 78).

k

*G.

Figure 79. Two views of the body of a stranded Trues beaked whale from
northeaster-1i Florida. This species reaches at least 16 feet (.1_9 ni) and closely

resembles the goosebeaked whale in general body shape. It is distributed in
temperate waters from Nova .Scotia to Florida. (Photos courtesy of Marinebind of

Fes)
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Fisura 80. no hese!

True's beaked whale stranded In North Carolbta. Note

the mall head, the pronounced beak, and the position of the blowhole in the
indentocion behind the forehead. The teeth. visible above the gums only in adult
male.. are In the potation indicated by the arrow. The photo on the right allows

the two V-shaped throat grooves characteriatk of beaked *Wes. (novas from
U.S. National M1114111111, courtesy of J. G. MeadO

-a
_
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ANTILLEAN BEAKED WHALE (T)
Mesoplodon europaeus (Gervais 1855)
(equals M. riernal.5i IDeslongchampsl)

May Be Confused With

Other Common Names
Gulfstrearn beaked whale, Gervak' beaked

hale.

Antillean beaked whales may he confused with any of the

other beaked whales though they are larger than all except
the northern hottlenosed whale (p. 67) and`the goosebeaked

Description

whale (p. 70).

Antillean beaked whales reach a length of at least 2' feet

(6.7 m). They are slender in form and appear somewhat
laterally compressed (i.e., taller than they are wide). The
head is extremely small and tapers rapidly to a narrow,beak,
The flippers are small (to about one twelfth the body length)

Distribution

with their origin well down on the sides of the body. The
dorsal in is small, located behind the midpoint of the hack,
and variable in shape from falcate to triangular. The flukes
are less than one -fifth the body length and are not notched.
-Antillean beaked whales are dark grayish black on the
hack and sides, slightly lighter on the abdomen. The flukes
are darkiray above and below.

Antillean beaked whales have been reported stranded'
from the latitude of Long Island, N.Y. south to Florida,

stranded' Specimens

Natural History Notes

The teeth of Antillean beaked whales are located at the
soture.of the mandible, about one-third of the way from

An tillegi beaked whali% are probably, primarily

thence into the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.

the'' tip of the snout to the corner of the mouth (Fig.

nic in

78).

distribution and are known to feed on squid.,

78

1. Two views of an Antillean beaked whale stranded in New Jersey in 1899. Note the wily mall besot the prominent
dorsal 112. and the Nightly concave rear margin of the tail Dukes. which lack a distinct notch. (Photos by F. W.
ries,/ of U.S. National Museum)

Fissure 82. Two views of an Antillean beaked whale stranded In Jamaica. This
species reached at least 22 feet (6.7 m) in length. Compared to the smaller True'.
beaked whale. Antillean beaked whales have a smaller head. a narrower beak, and a

trun-rosper body. Fufthermore, the teeth of this species are located about

one-third of the way back from the tip of the snout to the corner of the
'Mouth. (Photos hp J. J. Rankin.)
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DENSE-BEAKED WHALE (T)
pl/don densirostris (Blainville in Desmarest 1817)

her Common Names
None known.

-

Natural History votes
From stomach contents of stranded animals dense - beaked

whales are known to feed on squid.

scription
Dense-beaked whales reach alength of at least 17 feet 5.2

ml. The body is distinctly spindle-shaped. The head, the
contour of which is the most distinctive characteristic of this
species. is marked by a prominent rise, located near the angle
of the gape on each side. This rise, which bears the teeth,
gives a peculiar high, arching contour to the mouth (p. 84),

particularly in adult maks.
The flippers are small (one- eleventh to one-tenth the body

length) and have their origin in the lighter color of the lower

sides. The dorsal fin varies from small and triangular to

May Be Confused With
Adult male dense-beaked whales can be parated from
the other beaked whales by the high, archin contour to the
corners of the mouth. If there is no adult real in the group, however, dense-beaked whales may be eonfus with any of
the other beaked whales species.

Distribution

midpoint of the hack. The flukes are from one-sixth to
one-fifth the body length. are seldom notched, and

Dense-beaked whales have been reported from Peggys
Cove, Nova Scotia south to Florida. From- allwo-n-t-s7-thilspecies appears widely but sparsely distributed. in warm

occasionally even bulge slightly backwards near the center of
the rear margin_
Dense-beaked whales are black or charcoal gray on the

Stranded _Specimens

nearly falcate and pointed on the tip. It is located behind the

hack, slightly lighter on the abdomen. They are somewhat

blotched with grayish white and are often extensively
scratched or scarred,The flippers are lighter than the back.
The flukes are dark ab7n{e, light below.

re

temperate seas.

Adults of this species should e distinguishable by the
highly distinct1vecontour of the m nth_ The teeth, located in
the high rise of the mouth, are or nted slightly backwards.

A dense-beaked whale in the tank at New York Aquarii. Note the position of the prominent dorsal fin. just breaking the surface. The blow of
braked whales is usually small and inconspicuous and reportedly projects markedly forwardefrnun the head_ (Photo hg J. G. Mead.)

Views of the heads of dense-beaked whales. Females
tom) and Immature males have a slight curvature to the rem of the
miouth. As they mature, male (middle and tool begin to display the two

aces near the cornera of the mouth which give the
Azar contour to the mouth. The teeth are located in these
es end are oriented slightly backwards. (Photos from

fl

northonetem Amide by W. A. Huck, courtesy of Markselasid o1 Florida
)top and middle) and by J. G. Mead )bottom).)

4t.

in uorf twister ia Florida. This species reaches about 17 feet (5.2 m1 and is black or charcoal gray on
marked with grayish -white blotches and often extensively scarred. (Photo by W. A. Huck.

NORTH SEA EARED WHALE (T)
Afesoplodon bidens (Sowerby 1804)

Other Common Names
So --rby's beaked whale.

Description

May Be Confused With
North Sea beaked whales are the most northerly species

of beaked whales. No other species is very likely to be
encountered in the same area.

North Sea beaked whales reach a length of at least 16.5

feet (5 m). The body is distinctly spindle-shaped, but
apparently more robust near rnidbody than that of the
dense-beaked whale. The head is characterized by a

Distribution

forehead, and a moderate to long beak. The flippers are

North Sea beaked whales have been reported in the
offshore waters from the latitude of New England north

dorsal fin is reportedly tall and variable in shape from

the coasts of Newfoundland in summer, presumably by

pronounced bulge in front of the blowhole, a slightly concave
relatively long Ione-eighth to one-ninth the body length). The

triangular to slightly falcate and is located just behind the
midpoint of the back. The flukes are not notched but are
sometimes quite concave on the rear margin.

perhaps to the pack ice. Individuals are occasionally drawn to

concentrations of squid, a known food item.

Adult North Sea beaked whales are dark charcoal gray on

the hack With white spots overall. Young animals are also
dark charcoal gray on the hack but are lighter on the belly and
are unspotted. The flukes of adults are dark above and below.

Those of young are dark above, lighter below.

Natural History Notes
North Sea beaked whales are known to fee on squid.

Stranded Specimens
The teeth of North Sea beaked whales are located about
midway between the tip of the snout and the corner of the
mouth. Except for this characteristic and their northerly
distribution, however, this species might easily be confused
with any other of the beaked whales species.

Fl are 86. North Sea beaked whales are the most northerly of the beaked whale epecIes, eeteodta north as fir as the pack ice.
They reach at least 16.5 feet (5.0 ml and can be identified on the beach by the p_ osition of the teeth near the middle of the lower jaw.
Little is known of the species at sea. (Drawing by L. Meet )

Figure 87. A female North

ed while 116.5 feet (5.0 mil stranded in tijertulka in 1957. (Photo awl-fairy of A
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KILLER WHALE (T)
Orcinus arca )Linnaeus 1758)

Other Common Names

a

May Re 'Confused With

Blackfish (see also pilot whales, p. 91 and 94). sword fish

Because of its very,distinctive dorsal fin. body shape, and

(Canada), grampus (see p. 96), whitefish (St. Vincent).

coloration, the killer whale is not likely to be confused with
any other whale when it can be examined at close range or
when an adult male is present in the group. Pods of females
and immature animals, however, may he confused with false
killer whales or with grampus. The killer whales may be
distinguished from false killers by the following differences:

Espladon (Quebec).-

Description
Killer whales are the largest member of the dolphin
family. Adult males reach a length of at least 30 feet (9.1 m)
and are robust in form. One specimen of 31 feet (9,5 m) was
recorded for the western North Pacifici Females are
considerably smaller and less stocky. Newborn are
approximately 743 feet (2.1-2.4 m) long. Killer whales have
large paddle-shaped flippers.
The most distinctive field character of the species is the
dorsal fin. In adult males it is extremely erect and may he as
much 4% s 6 feet 11.8 rat tall. Though the fin of females and
immature males is less than 3 feet (0.9 m) tall, it is
nonetheless_ taller even in these animals than in any other
cetacean species and is distinctly falcate and pointed on the
tip.
Killer whaleseire basically black with an extensive region
of white on the undersides extending from the lower jaw to

False Killer Whale

Killer Whale

BODY SHAPE
Slender.

Chunky.

BODY _,OLOR

Black with white on belly,

All black with some gray on

Bank. and head.

belly.

DORSAL FIN

Ver* tall and erect in adult
males; tall and slightly back
curved in female.

Shorter, slender, strongly
falcate.

the anal region with a branch extending onto the flanks
behind the dorsal fin. There is an oval white patch on the side
of the head just above and behind the eye. In newborn and
very young calves, these regions may be tan to lemon yellow
in color. Most animals have a light-gray saddle marking just

behind the dorsal fin. Th., undersides of the flukes are
usually white. Both all-black and all-white animals have
been reported.

HEAD SHAPE

FLIPPER SHAPE
I

appear polygamous, and females and young may form groups
separate from young bachelors and bulls,

Killer whales are extremely fast swimmers, capable of
reaching top spi_ieds of 25 knots or more. and have been
reported "porpoising- and breaching. Individuals and entire
grows have also been reported "spy hopping.- or
"pitchpoling.- behaviors which consist of hanging vertically
in the water with the head and much of the body (to just
behind the flippers) exposed above the surface.
Killer whales teed on squid. fishes, sea turtles, seabirds.
and marine mammi.
!noes over whet her or not killer
Controversy .sti
whales pose a threat i,i man. Documented attacks of killer
whales- on boats itre rare and have usually been provoked
(i.e harpooning or attempts to capture). Only two uncertain
instances of attacks in the wild have been reported. but all
divers and mariners should he cautioned that this powerful
animal is perfectly capable of doing tremendous damage and

stir ill not be provoked.

Moderately long with characteristic hump near middle
onJorward margin_

4 shaped.

LENGTH

Natural History Notes
Killer whales travel in groups of from a few to 25 or 30 ,
individuals, though herds of 150 have been reported. Males

Tapered, slender.

Broad, rounded.

To at least

m)

To at least lb feet (5.5 m).

Furthermore, false killer whales are the only "blacklish"
which are known to NI the bow wave of a ship.
Grampus have a tall dorsal fin (15 inches 138.1 .cm )) which

is very similar in appearance to that of adult female and
juvenile killer whales. But grampus have much 'lighter
coloration, from slate gray to nearly all white, and larger
animals are covered with numerous scratches. Upon closer

examination they can be further distinguished from killer
whales by a crease in the front of the head dividing the melon
into two distinct sections. Grampus are considerably smaller,
to about 13 feet (4 m) maximum length.

Distribution
In the western North Atlantic killer whales have been
reported from the polar pack ice south to Florida and St.
Vincent, Lesser Antilles, and into the Gulf of Mexico at least
as far as Texas, though theyNire far more common in the

Figure 88.A small herd of killer whales off southern California (top) and details of an-adult male from that herd (middle) and of females or Miniature
males oft Islas San Benito, Baja California (bottom). Adult males have a tall erectilofsal Yin. which may be more than 6 feet (1.1.imi tall. while the fins of
females and
males are less than 3 feet (0.9 m) Mil. distinctly falcate, and pointed on the tip. Both sexes frequently have a grayish-white region,
nailed a "saddle," hind the dorsal fin. (Pkotbe by T Dok1 [top and brickily] mid .5. Leather [bottom].)

t
%

movements of the white, whales. The northward movements

peeler waters .from about New Jersey north. Thrqughout
-their range, killer whales seem to rigger coastal areas And
often miter_ AballoW bays, estuaries, and river mouths in

in spring also coincide with migrations of -balaenopterine
whales, which have also been reported among the food i h ms.
Killer whales may remain in arctic or ;subarctic wate until
driven out by new forming ice in October and Nov m134.

search of food.

grations ithe species are probably cloiely tied to

Though the migration has not been as_thoroughly describ4,

movements of their food supply. They annually arrive on the

_killer whales apparently begin shifting southwards in

coast of New England with the tuna. Along the Canicjian
coasts,

autumn.'

where. distribution and migrations have been

described in some detail, killer whales appear to move

Stranded Specimens

inshore in spring and summer. Many arrive off thexast coast
of Newfoundl4nd in June, the Strait of Belle Isle in June and
July. and slightly later along the Labrador coast and Arctic
waters. They are found around the loose ice _An_ April,
presumably.feeding on harp seals,Pagophilua grfinlandicus,
and hooded seals, ALstophora cri.s tate, and are frequent in
the St. Lawrence estuary in spring and autumn following the

Stranded killer whales should be readily identifiable by
the robust body, the distinctive body markinks, and in larger
animals the tall dorsal fin. Killer whales have from 10 to 12
large, prominent teeth on each tide of the upper and lower
jaws.

Figure 89. Killer whales are often distributed very clone to shore. In these photos from Baja California, they are shown in two rharact
belyoFiorshretiching atop) and `spy- hopping" or "pitchpoling" ibottoin). tfhotos by S. Leatherwooct)
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4

whales hove from 10 to 12 forge prominent teeth.
wordy Mid inwards on e' eh add of e h jaw. (Photos
by S' LeathenDooS)

-FALSE KILLER WHALE (`J
Pseudorca crussidens (Owen 1846)

Other Cominon'Names

May Be Confused With
False killer whales may be confused with killer whales,

Mongoose (St. Vincent).

pilot whales, or the smaller, poorly knownpy,g-my
(p. 138) and many-toothed blackfish(p. 142).

Description
False killeewhales in the western North Atlantic reach a
length of at least 18 feet (5.5 cm). Males are slightly larger
than females. Calves from 5 to 7.feet (1.5 to ?.1 m) may be
seen at ariy_tiohe throughout the year.
The dcirlal fin. located just behind the midpoint of the
_ back, is from 7 to 16 inches (17.9 to 40.6 cm) tall, falcate, and

variable to sharply pointed onjhe tin. The 'flippers are
characterized by a broad hump-on tht front margin near the
middle; a characteristic which is diagnostic for thel'peeies_
The body of the species isyall black except for a blaze of
gray en the Belly between the flipipers. This blaze varies from
barely visible to light grayish white simihir to but generally
fainter than that of pilot whales. The body is lung and slender,
and the'Keactis,narrnfv and gently tapered from" the area of r.
the _blowhole forward.

Natural Hi

The characteristics distinguishing the species from the
killer whale are tabularized on p. 84; its differences frorn the _
pilot whales are summarized on p. 92.
-At sea, false killer whales are distinguishable from the
other two. species primarily by their larger size and
differences in coloration. False killer whales are up fo--19 feet
7

(55 ml in length. Pygmy killer Whales and many-toothed
black fish reach only 8-9 feet (2.4-2.7 m) in length. Pygmy
. itillek whales have an extensive region of white on the belly
which my-extend onto the sides and both pYgm'y whales,and many-toothed hlaeldish have a distinctive white region
- on the lips, usually racking or indistinct on false killer whales.
Neither of the smaller sp-ecies
biackfish- has been
reported to ride bow waves.

DiStn`butiop

y Notes

False killer ,whales are widely distributed in the pelagic

False killer whales are a social form and may occur in
herds of up to at least 100 individuals. They often jump clear
of the water and frequently ride the bow waves of vessels_
They Ire the only "biackfish" which are known to do so, False
killer whales feed primarily on squid and large fishes and are

notorious for their habit of stealing fish from the lines of
fishefmen. The large prominent teeth may. he visible on a'
swimming animal_

r

tropical, subtropical, and warm temperate water%of the
western North Atlantic. They have been reported from off
Maryland south along the mainland coasts of North America,
in the Gulf of Mexico from Cuba and the-Lesser Antilles, ufid
from the southeast Caribbean Sea_ The specie'~ has been
reporterNrom Venezuela.
False killer whales do not :wear to occur frequently in.;.-goaStal_waters, sandy bays, or estuaries, though elf ire herds

I

Fkpire ill, False killer whites at, sea 600 mile? (90.0 km) off northeaMern Florida. Note the smoothly falcate
dorsal fin, pointed on the tip, and located near the&itipoint of the hack. Dorsal fins of his Species may alsiebe
Winn,'
rounded on the tip but MI are sharply concaved on the rear margin. (Photo by H.

urr3i- -Filar huller isle

the only 'blackhoh"- that routinely
aohnal Minroo theihow wave dt a
flan of the back, head, and *idea
and the broad "hmintp" near
middle of theAMpera on the leadlntedge..
Inao 100 maim 1951 hoer off northidif OM ?bra' by H E Wine.)
Fii

Me the bow wives of v
reetareh eldp, note the all

o

have stranded insuch areas.'- Recordsfrom throughout the
range suggest that the species has an oceanic distribution,

Stranded Specimens
Stranded false killer whales can he positively identified
by: 1) the large size (to 113 fee( 15,5 ml): 2)the slender body
tapering rapidly to a long slender heady 11 the markedly long
mouth,. w ithfrorn 8 to Li large conspicuous teeth in each side
of each jaw recalling those of the killer whale, but circular and
not as in killer whales, elliptical 47 the unusually 'slItipfd
flipper bulging conspicuously on the forward margin.

4h

For comparison with "blacklish" of similar size the pilot
whales) see p. 92 and 94.

Figure 94.A false killer whale stranded in northeastern Florida. Note
the narrow tapering head, overhanging the lower jawby several inches.
the position and shape of the dorsal fin and the distinctive -hump- on the
leading
rivin of the flippers. (Photo by W.- A. Huck, co esy of
ritielasii of Florida.)

horde el Wee lake whales sometimes Assad thentseh,es. In this &mil view of an =Imo/ stranded le
Merida.,
,.note the extremely distinctive "hump" on the forwardmargim of the ffippers and the narrow head, tapering towards the tip of the snout. (Photo

by J. Kra)

Tkurr M.False killer whales have from 8 to 11
conspicuous teeth in each side of
each jaw. These teeth are often visible in swimming sunsets, particularly when they are
engaged in theimilinoxious habit of stealing fish from

distinctive That they can also he uspecimen. (Photo, courtesy of Sea L

e lines of fishermen. The teeth are so

to identify ven a badly decomposed stranded

Park Ha
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ATLANTIC PILOT WHALE (T)
Globicepluilamelaena (Train 1809)

Other Common Names
Northern pilot whale, long=finned pilot whale, pothead,
blackfish. calling whale. clueing whale.

in short = finned pilot whales. Young animals are often a lighter'
medium gray.

Natural History Notes
Description
le

ntic pilitt whales reach an average length of at
yet (6.2'm). Females are slightly smaller, probably

t exceeding_ 18 feet (5.5 m). Young are 5-7 feet (1.5-2.1 rnI at

birth.
The head is thick and bulbous, a characteristic which
reaches an extreme in the development of the head of adult
males (prompting the common name "pothead "). The flippers

. are long (to one-fifth of the body length, or more) and
sickle-shaped. The tail is dorsally thickened' just in front of
the flukes.
The dorsal fin of this species is one of its most distinctive
characteristics. It is low in profile, has a long base, is set far
forward on the animal's back, and is falcate to "flaglike" in
appearance. The dorsal fin of adult males reportedly has a
thicker leading edge and a rounder form than that of the
female.

Atlantic pilot whales are black on the back and sides
(prompting the common name "blackfish ") but have an
anchor-shaped patch of grayish white on the chin and a gray
area on the belly, both ,of which are variable in extent and
intensity. Some larger animals have a gray saddle behind the
dorsal fin, though this zone of color is found more frequently

Atlantic pilot whales may occur in herds of 200 animali or
more, though herds bf 50 or fewer (4-6) are more common..

They are sometimes found. in association with Atlantic
white-sided dolphins.
Pilot whales are sometimes found hanging vertically in
the water with the head and part of the back out of the *ate

in what has been called "spy hopping' or "pitchpoling."
Individuals frequently lobtail. Pilot whales infrequently
breach, a behavior which is usually confined to younger
animals. They do not ride bow waves.
Atlantic pilot whales feed primarily on squid but also take
cod and other fishes. A Pacific pilot whale, a closely related
species, was found by radio telemetric studies to be capable of
diving to 2,000 feet (609`.6 ml.
Atlantic pilot whales were formerly the object of an active

shore fishery off Newfoundland (1950-1971). In addition,
entire herds and, less frequently. individuals are sometimes
stranded.

May Be Confused With
Atlantic pilot whales are most likely to be confused with
false killer whales. with which they share the wateps from off

Figure 97. = A herd of Atlantic pilot whales off Massachusetts. The most distinguishing field chahrteriseic of this speLeies and of their southern
cousins, the short-finned pilot whales, is the highly distinctive dorsal fin, extremely long based, low in profile, and set well forwm-cl on the animals'
harks_ (Photo by W A. Watkins.)

Figure 98. Atlantic pilot whales, frequently lob
tail' (raise the tail flukes above the surface and slap

them against the water) (top) and Mtapoie or
spy-hop (hang verticafly in the water with the head

up and the tail down) (bottom). (Fhet°i from the
N o r t h A t l a n t i c try HI E. Winn.)

Virgrini- to those off Maryland. The two speck

distingaished by the following characteristics:
Atlantic Pilot Whale

False Killer 1

SHAPE OF' HEAD

Thick and often s tarish in
larger animals.

SItmder, gently
mouth long.

SHAPE OF' BODY
Robust.

Long ald slender.

-4111111=..._

TANI Pk

DORSAL FIN
Ilroa

based and falcate.

Slender.- 411.

falcate. :Ind

pointed on tip.

)RATION
Black with-gray saddler some

,

times evident behind dorsal
fin and gray region on chin
and belly.

Mostly black with gray blaze
of variable extent and inten-

say on belly between flip: pers.

RE

Will nob ride bow waves;
seldom breaches.

_V7,QR

Stranded

May ride bow waves, often
"porpoises" and breaches.

RANGE

Temperate waters from at -Temperate seas train at least
least North Carolina hoith.

Maryland south.

In the extreme southern portion of their range, Atlantic pilot whales may be confused with short-finned pilot whales with
which they have only a limited seasonal commdn range. Characters distinguishing these species are subtle and may not be

adequate to permit them to be distinguished at sea. For purposes of this guide it is generally that pilbt whales living north
of lat.08°N (Virginia coast), are Atlantic pilot whales and
those It *rig south of lat. 38°N are short-finned pilot whales.

ens

As discussed above, individuals and groups of pilot whales

frequently strand themselves for still incompletely understood reasons. They may be identified as pilot whales
primarily by: 1) the robust body' and bulbous head, which is
often squarish in adult animals, and 2) the broad:based,
falcate dorsal fin located far forward on the back. Accurate
determination of the pilot whale species involved in the
stranding may require museum preparation of the skull and
detailed epmination of its characteristics. Preliminary
identification may be made, however, based on the following:

Atlantic Pilot Whale

Short-Finned Pilot Whale

FLIPPER LENGTH

Distribution

A

To one-fifth body length, or

Atlantic pilot whales, the northernmost of the two pilot
whales species, are found in winter from the Grand Banks
South as far as North Carolina and in summer from Iceland
and Greenland south to the New Jersey coast. Winter

concentrations af pilot whales may be found off the

more.

NORMAL RANGE

From North Carolina north.

Newfoundland coast and near tape Ctod, Mass. Atlantic pilot

Whales are distributed both in coastal waters and in deep
water off the continental shelf.

To one-sixth body length, or
less.

From North Carolina south.

TEETH
per

7-9 per row.

Figure
North Atlantic pilot whales on the deck of whiting station in Newfoundland. The anchor shaped
patch on the chin and the gray color of the
belly are ipparendy more vi
d extensive in this species than in the short-finned pilot whales. Further, the flipper Is longer,
body kagth, or more, in ad
imals. The flippers of sh -ftned pilot whales Iate Fig. 102) measure one sixth of the body lengt suriAg one fifth 01 the
r less. (Photo by J. a
Mead-)
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SHORT-FINNED PILOT WHALE (T)
Globioephalo macrorhynchus Gray 1846

Atlantic pilot whales. Younger
medium gray.

'Other Common Names

als are lighter, often

Blackfish (see also p. 84, 91, anc1.94).

Natural

Dowd
_ Male

short-finned pilot whales of the western North

Atlantic reach lengths of at least 17.5 feet (5.3 m). Females
are reportedly slightly smaller than males (recorded only to
15.5 feet 14.7 m]).
somewhat like that of the Atlantic pilot whales
The he

(p. 91), is thick and bulbous, a characteristic which,reaches
its extreme in the development of a flattnpd or squarish
appearance to the front of the head in mature males (see
melon may overhang the
Fig. 101). In very old males the m
mouth up to several inches. The flippers are shorter than
those of the other pilot whale species of the western North.
Atlantic (thus the common name short-finned pilot whale).
.reaching only ohe-sixth of the body length or less. The tail is
dorsoventrally thickened just in front of the flukes.
The dorsal fin, like that of the Atlantic pilot whale, lk one
of the species' most distinctive ch;.racteristics_ It is low in
.profile, has a long base, and is set far forward on the animal's
back.

4

Short-finned pilot whales are all black on the back sides

and most of the belly with an anchor - shaped patch of gray on
the chin and a gray area elf varying extent and intensity on the
belly. These areas are less vivid add extensive than those yin

Histos

Short-finned pilot whales are known to occur in groups of
60 animals or more, though smaller groups are more common.
They have been reported pitchpoling (spy-hopping), lob-

tailing, andrarelybreaching.

Short-finned pilot whales feed on squid and fish.

May Be Confused With
In the tropical portion of their range. short-finned

may be confused with pygmy killer
138)
and many-Coothed blackfish (o. 142). "
whales (p.
They may be distinguished from both species pri-

pilot

whales

marily by their distincti4sidorsal fin and the bulbous-._
to-squarish head. Both pygmy killer whales and
-toothed blackfish have dorsal fins, which are
falcate. slender, and pointed on the tip, and have
m
longer, slenderer heads.
Throughout their range shod-finned pilot whales may be
confused withlalse killer whales. The two species may be distinguished by Die samedifferentes which distinguish Atlantic pilot whales from false killer whales (p. 91).
in the extreme northern portion of- their range.

_

f-r-wawriam

=.
M.=

.102,

Marineland of Florida. This
whales,
have
a
highly
distinctive
dorsal
lin
and
a
species like their northern cousins, the Atlantic pilot
adult males are far more
photos note the variation in the shape of the head, Those of females and iniature males are more rounded. Those of
blunted, (Photo couriczy of Marinclond of Florida.)

at
Figure l00.Shon-finned pilot whales strande'd in northeastern Florida, shown here switrunWg in thilagoon
bulbous held (see Figs. 97, 99). In these

short-finned pilot whales may be confused with Atlanta& pilot
whales. The two species may be distinguished by differences
itemized on p- 93

ution

animal's back. Accurate ,determination of the pilot whale
species ipvtived may require museum preparation of _the
skull ayfd detailed examination of its characteristics.
Preliminary identification may be made, however, on the

has oPie following:
a

Though short-finned pilot whas are known from
Delaware Bay, their normal range apears to extend from
Bermuda and Cape Hatteras (Virgipia in summer) south
to the -Venezuelan coast. They have been reported for
the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean, and the islands of the
West Indies.

Atlantic Pilot Whale

Short-Pinned Pilot Whale

DISTRIBUTION

Primarily

North

Carolina

"north.

Primarily

North

Carolina

south.

FLIPPERS

Stranded Specimens'
Stranded short-finned pilot whales
whales nlay be confused' with
any of the species itemized under living.animals. They may be

Toone-fifth body length, or
more.

identified as pilot whales primarily- by the robust bPdy and

To less than one-sixth body
length.

TEETH

bulbous head, often squarish in adult animals, and the
broad-based, falcate dorsal fin located well forward on the

8=11 per row.

7-9 per row.

_

Figure 101. Short-finned pilot whales have from 7 to 10 teeth in each side of each kW. The bulbous forehead of the species Is far kss pronounced in females
and immature moire (left). The head of maluee males is extremely "squarish" and may overhang the lower Jaw by several Writes
(right). (P4olos from
Agoohniaist [UM Owl eatakerateng Flari, by D. K. Caldwell (rHOW-)

Figure 102. The flippers of short- finned pilot whales reach
only about oar-sixth of the body length, *hike those of the
Atlantic pilot whale may he one=filth the body length or more.

Note the length of the flippers of the pilot whale in the
background, relative to its overall length. (Photo from South

Carohya by J. G. Mewl)
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GRAMPUS (T)
pus griseu.s (G. Cuvier 1812)

-Other Common Names
Risso's dolphin. gray grampus, white-headed gr- a

mottled grampus, Risso's porpoise, hard knocks
Vincent), white blacleash (Cape Cod).

Description
Grqnpus reach a maximum length of about 13 feet (4 m).
The body is robust, particularly in front of the dorsal fin, and
lacks a distinct beak. The head is somewhat bulbous an,d is

May Be Confused With
From a distance grampus are most easily confused. with

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins. They may be most readily
distinguished by the following differences:
Atlantic Bottlenosed
Dolphin
Grampus
SIZE

Rarely to 12 feet (3.7 m

To 13 feet

usually less than 10 feet

marked on the front by a V-shaped crease with the point
downwards, which divides the melon into two parts. The
flippers are long and _pointed on the tips. The dorsal fin,
located at about 'the midpaint of the body, is tall, to 15 inches
(38.1 cm) or more, and distinctly falcate. The body narrows

rapidly behind the dorsal fin and the tail stock is quite
narrow. fhe flukes are broad, concaved on the rear m_ argin.
and deeply notched.
The bodies of grampus are a uniform light gray at birth.
As the animals age, their color darkens to almost black with
distinctive regions of grayish white on the belly and chest.

he body of older adults is cream white or silver gray,
from encounters with other g
squid. which are one of the species' major foocl items.
The nippers, dorsal fin, and tail flukes usually remain
dark even in adults.

Natural History Notes

m).
ROEPY COLOR

iroung are uniform light
gray; older animals dark
with grayish regions on chest

and belly; very old animals

Dark gray o-

y; lighter

gray on sides; white or pink
on belly; may appear brownish in water

white and scarred.

DORSAL FIN

To 15

inches

(38.1

cm);

sharply falcate; pointed on
tip.

To 12 inches (30.5 cm); less
sharply falcate; polnted on
tip.

HEAD COLOR AND SHAPE
Blunted and creased on Uniformly brownish, to gray
front; frequently all white in distinctly bettlenosed.
larger animals.

Grampus are found in heads of up to several hundred
individual A and may be seen "porpoising" (leaping from the
water) as they surface to breathe, and breaching. They
sometimes ride the bow waves of a boat.
Grampus feed on fish and squid.

"pe
u
though grampus have taller dorsal &lg. blunted beakless he

103. Grampus are frequently lomid in moll tight

MARKINGS

frequently scratched

Very often extensively scar-

Less

red..

and scarred:

1" From clistance t ev may resemble the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins,
a, and lighter coloration. Photo off Washington SOO by C.

4,yoly- _ray

yr

z

.,

4441ErPurd..-

yywnlby

--YeryY

yary.
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Nora 104.Gremputs off Fidler. SeotJand
(top) and bona Baja California in the teak d Sea

World. lat., San Diego, Cali[. (bottom). Note
the tall pointed dorsal fin, which remains dark
even in adult awls, the bhmted head, which
lacks a beak, and the eatentdve marriug of, the

C.

ai

body. In the photo on the right, mote also the

long pointed flippUro and the white head
elmrratterietic of elder alftmla. (Midi** 4
A. S. Clerk Ropland coirtery OD. K. Cokbeen
ibettontl.)

ended Specimens
Grampus are known to be_distAibuted in temperate and
tropical seas from at least eastern Newfoundland, south at
least to-St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles, and in the eastern and
northern Gulf of Mexico Thespecies mlay not be as rare as the
paucity of records suggests. Though they have been seen in
Buzzar s Hay on several occasions, gr4mpus generally have

Stranded grampus are most readily identifiable by 1) the
presence of only seven, or fewer, teeth in each side of the
lower jaw (many of those teeth maylave droppCd out in older
aniroals and remaining teeth may be extensively worn) and.
the absence 'of teeth in the upper jaw; 2) the'lpresence of'a

distinct crease or bifurcation in the melon on the extreme

an (veil is range and, along the Atlantic coast' of North

front of the head; 3) the presence of numerous scratches and
sc,ars all over the body; and 4) the'tall, slender, sharply falcate
dorsal fin which may be more than 15 inches (38.1 cm) tall.

America
y be distributed from the Milt Stream seaward,
outside e theater of normal boating traffic.
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, particularly younger animals, have two regions of
105.=t
Figure 105.
avish-white on the ventral surface, one in front of the flippers and another
beginning on the belly narrowing thwarda the tail. These markings closely
resell-in-le the ventral marking of 'pilot whales. (photo& eourtery of marine-

/an( of Flo-Ma )

1
Figure 106 itrandedgraMpum ran he readily identified. On this captive
Animal note0be blunted head. the distinct crease on the front of the head
(see Man Fig./107), and the extensive scarring of the body. (Photo
rouslood of D K. Caldwell.)

igure 1 117. --- in-anvils have seven or fewer teeth in each aide of the lower

jaw. t "Sone in the upper jaw.) Many of these teeth may have fallen out of
older specimens, and the remaining teeth may be extensively

n (Photo coutiegy of Marine /and of Florida.)

A small population in the estuary of St. Lawrence is
throughout the year.

1 from the Arctic Circle south
ypically in estuarine habitats,

?anic regions. They are most
e of the Gulf of St.' Lawrence
he Arctic Circle and in Hudson

during winter, undertaking
nn, straggling to the Maritime
cticut. Belugas are regularly_

Saguenay rivers throughout
a migrations to the north take

Stranded Specimens
Stranded he -uga-4' ar-Atinlikely to be confused with any
,other s ieciescetaceans. The all=wiiitIloration, the
robust ody shape with a rather small. hear_ and a distirret
neck r .gion, and the presence of 8=11 teeth in each of the
u
.r, jaws and 8-9 in i;ach of the lower jaws permit positive
identification.

i

Larpoone4 in the northeastern Canadian Eskiino Fishery, Note the very [tomato tail; just in front of the flukes, and

moo have 8-9 teeth in each of the lower jaws, and 8=11 in each of the upper jaws. (Photo by F. F. Brodie-)

NARWHAL
ms1,Innaolis 17:}

I
gin to develop the numerous leopardlike
ct = on the h.tc h .trtd sides eharat teristu. of adults. Those
onto the hello even in old ftnimak.
,pots rarely
l.u.ottudh. In the ternale, these teeth
Narwhals
but ra

Other I:ommon Names
rn (hal

historical name not currently in usee..

the gilms.k In males, One and eiernetirnes
both ol those teeth grow out the front of the snout, (414r :ding
in it left hand or sinistr(t1 directiecn, and may roach a length
ot 9 feet (2.7 m). net or two tusks may also he exposed,
however. in females.
rare lv emerge.

Dese ption
Th nun. h

alsb known as t he note trrn 43 h th

hece(11Nt: cot

0 ng Lusk found on adult males. is one _of t
meant n sized whales found in he Arctic waters era the
tern Atlantic. Thv reach a nnix.i.mum length crf
north
the

Natural History Notes

frurn to tee tot fe t 1-1.6 to 1.9 m excluding the tusk, New horn
Cakteslare approximately S hot IS me long., Narwhals have.
e

small

(uri

funded heads anti a small mouth, Like the other

whale the narw hit! has no dorsal fin. fn .-dead. it .t t<' it series cii
Irutrt}r
create,.

iiihes (5.1, eno high aiong the
-f the hack in the half narPs1 the tail. The. ridge

,Ipproximately

1 hy these Immo.. ruin he readily seer, eeri

unicor
(.(. haler,

During their annual ntigratione narwhals may

ongregate but ;tee comments ound in groups of 10 or fewer
durina the rest ec the year.
organisms, includitw cod.
Narwhal, feed on variety
re eektiii. hounder, and crabs, hot t heir diet consests primarttu

:.4viniening

anima
ha sae

ewe.

of the tusk in male narwhals is unknown, but

rCattlrf.` of the animal that earned it the name
whale- and resulted in its extensive hunting ho

mdiu 1 sited whale in the same region. Inc beluga or white

fort +ii the

flimal, are. unifortn1

Tigurei T2.1-- in this photo of narwhals, the origin of the name "unicorn xstiale- is apparent. The animal at the- right, an adult male. xposes hear tusk
when this feature is not observed, however, the narwhals' mottled gray coloration makes them easy to
its he surfaces aggressivel$ to breathe.
distinguiah from the all-whitv, beluga,. with which they share a common ramo. Note also the dorsal ridge on the animal to the left. (Photo by D

LtkibY, court ay of the Sea Librory,

t(12

Distribution

hithitat the beluga that the two are highly unlikely to he

Narwhals are found in the high arctic seas of the western
1\Zorth Atlantic, primarily in I,ancasterSodnd and its fringes.

It has been noted that they are fotind in isolated pockets
within that range and are not, like' the beluga, widely.
distributed.
to the
Narwhals make annual migrations in respon
mouement of the ice. During the fall as the ice begins tee
berm, the whales migrate to the south, sometimes reaching the Labrador coat. In the .spring they return to the

confused. rielug,as are usually all white or light slate gray in
color, Whikn narwhals are -very much darker, ranging from

bluish grity to brownish, anti are often covered with light
leopardlike spots. FurtherMore, the body of the beluga is
more robust.
Further, s`wirnming narwhals frequently bilck their heads
up tee breathe, a behavior which makes the tusk of adult males

visible and permits positive identification.

Stranded Specimens

pack ice.

May He Confused With

Sti miter] narwhals should he easily identifiable' by the
distinctive coloration and the unique characteristics of the

Narwhals
medium sized

teet h. In iidults, one or two of the teeth may develop into the
long, left-hand spiraling tusk, shown in Figdres 112 and 114
Immat dry animals have no teeth which are emerged.

different in cbloration from LA tC 411s
cetacean

which

shares

its

range

and

Figure 113.A juvenile narwhal in a tank at New York Aquarium. Tfmugh newborn animals are dark mush
gray on the bark: fading to white on the belly. note that the mowed gray coloration characteristic of adults is
well developed even in relatively voting animals. The white region on the head is lanolin cream, applied to
protect the animal's skin during transport. (Photo by H. E. Winn_
.0

=

Figure' l IY.

- A stranded male narwhal. The long unicorn tusk's the spiral extension of one of the two teeth, though the other may be exposed above the

gums in males and MAN even develop into a second long (trek; jeoth teeth of females are normally buried in the gums and rarely emerge. Note the highly
of the sea Library.)
dististetive dorsal ridge. ow the midpoint of the back, (Photos by D. Lusby, court-

ATLANTIC SPOTTED OLPIIIN (T)
Ste nella p big loot('

(C,Ipe 1866)

on i lighter background, though the extent of the spotting
am the additional details of coloration change with age.
lImmature animals lack spots completely. They are dark
gray or purplish gray on the back, becoming lighter gray on
the sides and white on the belly. The cape along the back is
distinctly separated from the lighter gray coloration of the
sid .s. The flippers and the trailing edge of the flukes are
darker
ker than. the rest of the body.

Other Common Names
Spotter, Gulf Stream spotted dolphin, spotted porpoise,
lorig-snOuted dolphin."

Description
Atlantic spotted dolphins reach a maximum adult jength
of 7.5, perhaps 8 feet (2.3 to 2.4 ml. They are generally more

As they age, the Atlantic spotted dolphins develop

grayish-white spots, first low on the sides, spreading
upward. During this stage. the cape becomes less distinct,
and dark spotting begins to develop on the belly, the spots
increasing in number with increasing age. In adult animals,

robust in body shape than the other species of Steriella,
closely resembling Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins in that
regard, though the Atlantic spotted dolphins tend to be more
slender.
The dorsal fin is distinctly hack- curved and pointed on the
tip, also closely resembling that of the Atlantic hottlenced

the belly is of ten_extensively covered with dark blotches but
never becomes completely-black. The lips may he white, and

the. beak is characteristically tipped with white, a feature
which may aid in identification at sea.
The Atlantic spotted dOlpkins have a spinal blaie and a
lig4 line which extends from the flipper to the eye.

dolphin.

As the common name sugges43,\---the A9antic spotted
dolphins are marked dorsally with hu_meWils grayish-white
spots on a darker background and ventrally with dat,k spots

Natural History Notes,
was once
"See also p.110. The common na: "IoNi-snou
widely used for this species. It is now more freque lyosed for Stenala
longirostris, also known as the spinner dolphin.

Little is known of the natural history of the Atlantic
spotted dolphins. The species occurs in herds of up to several

%am

Atlantic spotted dolphins beside a research vessel off Beanfon, N.C., September 1965. Adults of this species can he identified by
the spotting pattern and the white coloration of the lips. (See also bridled dolphin, p. 108.) Young animals which lack spots may be confused
with the Atlantic bottleno d dolphMs though thoy are smaller and are purplish gray on the back. (Photo by G. T . Gre fli.
Figure 115.

104

hundred individuals, though groups of 50 or fewer (6-10) are
more common, They are often seen Jumping clear of the water
and habitually ride the bow wave of moving vessels, As they

HEAD AND BEAK
Bead more slender: beak

do, the distinct cape or hand of purplish gray on the hack of
younger animals and the spotting pattern of older animals
may be visible,
Atlantic spotted dolphins feed primarily on squid but may
also take caring_ id fishes, small eels, herring, or ancho-

longer: lips and top of snout
often white. :

vies,

-Usually found more than 5
miles offshore; most common

May Be confused With

inside 100-fathom curve.

Head robust; beak short;
beak usually uniformly gray
(older animals' beak may be

white at tip).
NOHMAI, D ISTRIBUTION
Usually more coastal, often
ascending rivers arJ entering lagoonal and estuarine
areas-

Atlantic spotted dolphins'. particularly young animals,
may he easily confused with Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins
because of the similarities' in color pattern and general body
shape. However, the Atlantic spotted dolphins haves
considerable purplish gray in their background colors and the
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins are more dark gray to brownish
gray. This along with considerable differences in the overall
sizes of the two species should permit positive identification-

In general, the key differences between spotted and

Young Atlantic spotted dolphins are so similar in
appearance to the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins that the
frequent reports of mixed schools of the two species are
probably occasioned by groups of spotted dolphins which
include some young, still unspotted animals.

Atlantic spotted dolphins might also be confused with
bridled dolphins. The two can be most readily distinguished
by the following characteristics:

bottlenosed dolphins are as follows:

Atlantic Spotted Dolphin

Atlantic Bottlenosed
Atlantic Spoiled Dolphin

Dolphin

MAXIMUIWSIZE
To 7,5-8 feet i 2,3-2

ml.

feet l'2. -1 -3.1 ml
ir shore, to as much as 12 feet
rn) offshore.

'lee

Dark purplish

BODY SHAPE
More slender, more like that

Usually robust, often like

that of the Atlantic bottle-

of the Atlantic striped dol-

nosed dolphin_

phin.

8-10-

BODY COLOR

BODY COLOR

Spotted; purplish gray on

Spotted;..side of head

back; lighter gray on sides

gray: body has stripe from
flipper to corner of mouth,
though the stripe tends to
fade as spotting increases,
Cape on top of head more
distpra that on Atlantic

and belly becoming increas-

ingly spotted With age. As

on back:

Dark gray on back: lighter

lighter gray' on sides and

'animals becomes more spot-

gray on sides; white or pink

belly; body becomes increas

ted, cape hvcome less dis

on belly (old animals may

ingly spotted with age.

have a few spots on belly, but

tinct. Body has spinal- blaze
and light line from flipper to

most are not spotted).

eye,

Figure 116, A side view of two female Atlantic
spotted dolphins from off St. Augustine, Fla in the
tank at marindand of Florida. Note the tan falcate
,dorsal fin, pointed on the tip and varying slightly M
shape between the two individuals, and the virarts on
the body- {Photo by S. Leatherwood)

Bridled Dolphin.

spotted dolphin. Body has no
spinal blaze,

Fia-ure 117. A series Rho
purphshwray on the back,
hack, and dark ElpoiN on th.

Morinsiond of Florida Id,

rl

e

Or color pattern of the Atlantic spotted dolphins from Florida 'ewborn or younganintals are dark .
lite on the belly. As they mature. annals develop light spots, first on the lower sides, then higherOn the
uses, the cape becomes less distinct. (Photos by A Solis [o], D. K. Caldwell [b., cl, and courtesy of

At sea the .Atlantic spoited dolphin may
with rough-toolimd dolphin' I p: 115)

ftttpuiatiuns in the bull of Mexico move inshore in the late
ppriWi'll
during spring and
sprme, and

be contused

Distribution

Strand

Atlantii siuttteti .1olithins (ire
nonon species In the
conttnntal water; ot Lite' nniincal and 4art-n tempt-raw
North Atlantic, Alt hough they ;ir tar Inoro
t% (-stern
abundant south of Cape Katt:eras, they hate lss-n reported

\Ilan! ic spotted dolphins may he difficult tel
i
the color pattern is still
from bridicti dolpi;ins.
clearl t isihle, the differences in coloration described above,
p.m!. icolark those of tlm had, and the presence fir ithstincv of
a spinal Haze may be used. lint since external appearance
it her than coloration arc often yelp- smnlar, specimens
rani

from the i,ttit tide of Cape May, N.J. o(ornt- fishermen claim to
have .xeen them (,:en further nort h ,:(outh throtnth tht tieiltin

('arihttean to Venezuela. Atlantic spotted
Mexico tint
dolphins may lie
placed armind the West Indic lc; the/
hridled dolphin,

should he photouaphed from as runny Aspects as possible and
11'0 specimen
hf
t he roughed-out complete skeleton
transported to a inti,wurn her prrparalum and examination.
Tooth counts recorded tor the Itttr species to date are also

rangg. the Attar:lir =Totted dolphins
tit genkrallv restricted to the kat(r---; outxide thx-ittb tatheint
Mv'ithin

(-11r-vv. roo=t ,0111111(Ftlk more than :) miles offshore. ilo

-r.

Figure 118Juvenile Atlantic spotted dolphins at
in the southeastern Caribbean. ,....Aithorpgh
spotters can he either relatively short-snouted and
chunky or long-snouted and Ilightly built, the
sea

spinal plate. flipper to-eve 'tripe. white lips, and
falcate dorsal tin ran he used to identify
them. (Photo by D. Poppe.1

1- igure 119.

imens

1 captive -1tlamie spotted dolphin

tram oil St. Augustine. Fla. This gporiep: has from
;ill to :In teeth in each upper Jay, and from '..*1 to 15 in
each lower jaw, fewer than all other Sti ?/, /In except

perhaps the bridled dolphin, fewer than th
saddleback dolphins, but more than the Atillatic
hottlenosed dolphins (Photo by S. Leathericouit)

1(17

S.

BRID64-11 DOLPHIN (I)
Sicrwila Iron

(Ii. Curler 1829)

Other Common Names
iridled spotted dolphin,

Bridled Deer(
.to. it

Iphin

RATION

gamin i St.

bridled porpoise.

Spinner Dolphin

Distinct cape on top of head.;
of head light gray;

Description

side

Bridled dolphins, the second species of spotted dolphins in
the western North Atlantic, reach an adult length of a, least
7 feet (2.1 m). Like the other, the Atlantic spotted dolphin
(p. 104), bridled dolphins are characterized by lightzaTyish-

dark circles around eye to

distinct stripes from flippers
to corner of mouth and from

Di'k gray on back': tan or
yellowish tan on sides; white
on belly.

apex of melon.

white spot!.; on the dark doris*Lportions of the body and 'dark

spots on the light ver ral su

:e. Other details, of the

coloration differ somewhat. Bridled-dolphins are dark gray
lo-4he back, - rng to lighter gray on ale sides and belly.
hey lack the s inal blaze characteristic of Atlantic spotted
1phins. Exec on the head, the border between the back
-d side colors is
tt.inct. On the head, the cape the dark
I jr a th,.. top of th head) is distinct. In the light gray of
the-sidefif the head are the markings from which the species
derivea/lts common name. "bridled dolphin.- These .are a
black circle around the eye with an extension to the Junction
(apex) of the rostrum and the melon (present in nearly'all,
dolphins) and a broad black stripe from the origin of the

c

flipper to the corner of the mouth. This mouth-todlipper
stripe tends to fade as spotting increases. Both the upper

Shorte rind more slender; all
black: lips white:

Extremely long and slender:

dark gray to black on top,
white berow; lips black.
FIN

uniformly daik gray,

Often lighter gray in middle,
dark around border.

Distribution
Bridled dolphins occur- in tropical and subtropical waters
primarily near ciNtstal areas and island, but are best known

from the West Indies. They have been reported from the

and lower lips are white or pinkish.

Antilles, from Texas, and from Florida north to North

Natural flistory Notes

Atlantic spotted dolphin around the West Indies.
Bridled dolphins have not yet been described from the
'tooth American coast.

Virtu

nothing is known of the natural history of

bridled dolphins except that they havgbeen olkserved in small
herds of from 5 to 30 individuals and sometimes ride the how
wave of a vessel.

Carolina. It has been speculated that this species replaces the'

I Stranded Specimens
Bridled dolphins have from 29 to I4 teeth in each upper

May Be Confused With

jaw and from 33 to 36 in each lower Jaw. They can be

....At sea, bridled dolphin may h4confu, ed with Atlantic
spotted dolphins or spinner dolphins. Differences by which
they may he distinguished from the first are tabularizd on
p. 105. Differences between spinner and bridled dolphins
permitting identiticzttion at sea ;ire zis follows:

distinguished from spinner dolphins, which have 46-65 teeth
in each jaw, by this character alone.
They may he distinguished from spotted dolphins only if
the color pattern of the head is clearly visible. If it has faded,
the Specimen will probably renuire museum preparation and
examination before it can he positively identified.

kk

Thrure 120.

A bridled dolphin.
cannot !he readily distkirui4h
skeleton. (photo by P4 A-

is the commercial whale fishery off St. Vincent, laesser Antilles. If the color pattern has faded, bridled dolphins
he Atlantic smutted dolphins and must be sent to a museum for preparation
eaamieation of the skull and,
en of Marina kind of Florida.)

a

Figure 121. A bridled MAW& from St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles- Note the dark cape of the back, the
lighter side. and the dark stripes from the eye to the snout (found in most dolphin speeles)and the flipper to
the
a feature which fades as the animal's spotting increases. Together these two features comprise

the -brf

which the common our derives. Note also the white lips and the white lower Jew.

(Photo by or. R. Sullivan,'

I.

SPINNER D LPHIN
I/ti

ci' Gray 1,598

101/11,

'----Other Common Names

1

ht bo

a hi
tad

nVa

Lona snoutt.(1 (Whin.

h

it protracted

r,

las- Be (Ufaised VVIth
:---,ginner dolphin.'"

1) 44-iption

!nay

conitiStql With.

tenth species oecur inflarge herds and often come to

Spinner dolphins reach it maximum lonitth of ahout 7 feet
12.1 no. l'he Ito*); is slender: l'hehtstk tstHes from extremely
long and slender ift;ig. 12:3) to relatively short iFig, 125); the
[teak is us -ally dark On top and glean what, helow, tllotiith
thT) may h. some %%hitt) aliove. The tip of the snout ;old the
lips tire distim It hitick. while those of hot lospecif,s of sliot tod
dolphins in light, the hack ik dark 3tr)ty to filayk, the sides
art) kin to yellowish hrown, tind the helly is whittl)., Some id the
larger )trumals appear Almost' )111 lilac y' with faint, light
speckling:The dorsal fin is generally moderately 1:11iite, but
rutty he'almost triangular it) :bolt nutltil It is often a lighter

.gray near ine middle, hordered by hItik or dark gray..

Italp lint.

derivt

their rt tnmirtr

rear

oaten

Hiping
thew haltit
:anti spinning
on their longitudinal axis_ The rt.t,on s
this hehavior
are unknott.ti. Individuals may rotate 2 times. or more,
in one leap but spinning hehavior k
tihseryed

Irequently in the western North .-ltlantic as
eastern tropical l'acitic.

it

is in

'-

mount v,,ssels lit ride the how wave). The two can 10'4
distinguished, hill ever. by these iilifferenct:s:
Spinner Dolphin

Saddleback Dolphin
11,111tAT1( 11\J

rat

1 tack

yello
on- belly;

tan iir,,,thirk gray
Whitt,

gray
"on bitch; white on belly with

lacks crisscross

crisscross or hourglass pat=

i n tt ie

.

tern
salt)
1)1ak -it we iron
it )

distinct

tipper to

I erritof tan to yellow on sides;
black stripe from

di:di-net

Hipper to middle of lower

Natural History Notes
:tipirlt.r

ride

,=p1t1 FP'!"

I

porpoise, rollio.(r (St. Vincent 1.

f

Iron] lite,tilerahle distances to ride in the
tai

the

ral hundred
Spinner dolphins occur in herds ft of
individuals )1,nd are often )4een jumping= clear of the water,
working the sea surface into a froth. Th3- frequently come to

.--qiumer dolphins [nigh., al,
dolphins. but may be dist inguishe
,.urnrnarized On p. 108.

fl

"(I

with -bridled

the differences

Distribution
Spinner dolphins itre distrihuted in oceanic and
anti coastal
to opieal waters. Though ant specimen was collected from
South Carolina, they havelteen more frequently reported
intro

both coasts of Florldit, the Gulf of Mexico.'the
iind the West Indies. They have also been

Fig -ore' 122. Spinner dolphins occur in large herds
in tropical waters. As illustrated by these photos of

animals off %enzuela in 1969, spinner dolphins
often leap clear of the water and may come to a
moving vessel from considerable distances away to

frolic in its how wave. (Photo by M. Bar-fiat.)

4

reported krom Venezuela. They are said to he the most
abundant dolphin species from the smitheastern Caribbeati.
Some Pacific .spiimer ddlphins are distributed in oceanic
zones: Atlantic spinners may %lie abundant in of

waters as well,

tropical

Stranded Spe Amens
Stranded spinner dolphins are most readily identified
the extremely long rostrum and the 464)5 teeth, f,er more
than any other species of dolphin. Note that the striped
dolphins may have from 43 to 50 teeth per side in each jaw.
However, striped dolphins are decidedly larger (to about 9
feet [2.7 ml), have a-shorter beak, and are distinctly marked
with -dark stripes from the eye to the flipper, frnm the eve to
the anus, and from the area behind the dorsal fin forward.
towards but not.teaching the head.
Saddleback dolphins also have from -it) to 50 teeth on each

side but are also easily distinguishable by the differences in
coloration discussed above fur living animals at sea.

r
Figure 12-1. Spinner dolphins are active how
chives and may stay with a vessel toF long periods ai
time (Photo from off the virgin Mantis by 11. F.

wirm )

I have the aa#rde
haft-snouted dolphins than*
otegraphed at sea, oft the reen-ihseesteso

r geegraphical rates of winners in the At

Sr. Vincent, Lesser Antilles. Even mites
finer end lower _lawn and by the distinctly

-1(TRIPED DOLPHIN
Stenella coeruleoalba (Meyen 1833)

Other Common Names

Striped Dolphin

EUphrosyne dolphin (Stens ila says), Meyen's dolphin.
-blue-white dolphin, Gray's .dolphin, striped porpoise,
streaker porpoise.

LENGTH

To about 9 fee

2.7 m) or

more.

Seldom greater than 7.5 feet
(2.3 m).

COLORATION

potion
The striped dolphin is a widely distributed relative of the

'ipinner and the Atlantic spotted dolphins, though it more
closely resembles saddleback dolphins than either of these
twospscies. It readies a maximum length of about 9 feet.(2,7

Back fro light gray to dark
gray to, bluish -gray; sides

Back

gray; belly gray or white;

chest or belly patch; hour-

distinctive black lateral
stripping from 1) eye to flipper, 2) eye to anus, and 3)
dark color behind dorsal fin

m) and is- Characterized by a series of distinctive black stripes.
One band of black, begins near the eye and extends down the

side of the body to the area of the anus. (A small secondary
Stripe originating with this band turns off and disappears in
the white coloration of the side just above the flippers.) A
:second band of black extends from the eye to the flipper.
Some workers have contended that striped dolphins are
separable into distinct species depending on whetger the

basically black or
brownish; distinct white
glass or crisscross pattern on ,D
the sides; distinct. blaik

stripe from flipper to middle
of lower jaw.

forward, towards but not
reaching head.

Distribution
Striped dolphins are widely distributed in the temperate,
subtropical, and, ropical seas of the western North Atlantic.
They have been reported from at least fialifax, Nova Scotia,
south as far as Jamaiia. (Additional ecords, purportedly
from southern
southern Greenland, involved
museum Specimen: '.
Since striped dolphins of the eastern North Atlantic re rare*north off England, the species occurrence neat G5kenland
would be highly improbable.) Individuals have recently been
,
reported from the Gulf of Mexico.
Despite this wide distribution, striped dolphins appear to
, prefer warmer waters and are probably normally confined to

eye-to-flippefktri'pe has one (S. coerulenalbp) or two (9. Aftyx)
-components.

Most individuals have an additional distinctilk finger of
black coloration which extends from the black coloration
behind the dorsal fin forward towards and about halfway to
the eye. It is this feature which is most distinctive in animals
ridingthe bow or leaping clear of the water. The back is dark
gray to bluish gray, the sides are lighter gray, and the belly is
,white.

Natural History No

the Gulf Stream or the waters off the continental slope.
Individuals appearing to the north of the range seem to have

Though little is known of his species, it has been reported
in herds of up to several hundred individuals and apparently
exhibits behaviors very similal'\ to those of the saddleback

ventured northward with fingers of warm water.

Stranded Specimens

dolphins (p. 116), frequently juMping clear of the water.
Atlantic and Mediterranean animals 'have been reported to
bow ride.

Stranded striped dolphins should

discussed above for living animals. If the color pattern has
faded, they may still be identified by their size, larger than

May Be. Conked With
'

readily identifiable

by the highly distinctive patterns of lateral striping
other dolphin species of similar appearance, and the
relatively large number of teeth (43-50 per side in both
upper and lower jaws). Only the spinner dolphin, much

This species is most likely to be confused

saddIebick dolphin, which_R closely resembles. The two may
be distinguished by the following characteristics:

smaller in body length and having a much longer beak, has
more teeth (46-65 per side in each jaw/

113

129.EStranZeld imp
dorsal fin forward towards I
whether the
lltpper et
(S. cornd000lba). Serido
an Rocks Rsock. Flo. by
F

SADDLEBACICDOLPHEN (T)
De 1phinus def This Linnaeus 1758

Other Common Names
.Saddleback
dolphin.

tan;
porpOise,

common

dolphin,

crisscross

diptinct -black stripe
from flipper, to middle of
tower jaw.
a,

flipper. 2) eye to anus, and 3)

.dark color behind dorsal fin

forward, towards but not
'reaching head.

De ripion

LENGTH

Saddleback dolphins reach a maximum overall length of
about-&5 feet (2.6 ml though most individuals are less than
7.5 feet (2.3 m) long. Males are slightly larger than females of

To 7.5 feet, rarely to 8.5 feet

The body shape varies slightly but usually closely resemble; that of the strilied.41Phin tp. 113). The dorsal fin
varies froin nearly triangutaf to distinctly falcate and is

confused with spinner dolphins because of the habits of both
species of Congregating in large schools with much jumping
andisplashieg. Both species ride the bow wave, and clqse
examination should permit positive tdentificatien using the
following characteristics:

the same age.

'To 9 feet (2.7 ma

(2.3 -2.6 m).

From a distance, saddleback dolphins might also be

pointed on the tip. It is sometimes all black and sometimes
black on the borders with a lighter grayish region of varying
size near the middle.
The back is basically black or brownish black, but this
coloration aid the extent of the striping patterns that form
the impression of a saddle and the degree of color distinction
between the different zones are highly variable.
The chest and belly are cream white to white and are the
most distinctive features from a distance. Up close, the sides
will be seen to be distinctly marked with an hourglass or
crisscross pattern of tan or yellowish tan. This crisscross
pattern is diagnostic for the species.
Therostrum is intermediate in length and shape between
that of the spinner and that of the striped dolphin and is often
black with a white tip.

Saddleback Do1Pliin

Spinner DOlphin

COLORMTION
V

Dark gray to brearilistegray
on back; white on'belly with
crisscross or hourglass pattern of tan to yellowish tan
on side; distinct black stripe

Dark gray on back; tan or

from flipper to middle of

eye.

yellowish tan on sides; white
on belly; lacks i crisscross

Pattern on sides; distinct
black stripe from flipper to

lower jaw.

Distribution

Natural History Notes

Saddleback dolphins are widely distributed in the

Saddleback dolphins are often seen in herds of a thousand
or More and are often very active, many animals leaping clear
of the water at any time. Like spinner dolphins, saddleback

dolphins are-active bow-riders and often come to the boat
from considerable distances. Once on the how they often ride
for extended periods of time.

Saddleback dolphins feed on squid and on a variety of
fishes. including_ anchovies, myctophids, and hake.

temperate, subtropical, and tropical waters of the western
North Atlantic Ocean. They have been reported off

Newfoundland, Iceland, Nova Scotia, and the coast 'of
Massachusetts, south along the coast of North America to the
Caribbean (West Indies and Jamaica), in the Gulf of Mexico,
and from South American waters at least to Margarita Island.
Venezuela.
The species' occurrence in the more ribrtherly portions of
this range during the summer and early fall months appears

to coincide with the intrusion of warm waters into those
areas. They are not uncommon off Nova Scotia in summer

-May Be Confused With

and fall and are casual members of the marine

Saddleback dolphins might easily he confused with
striped dolphins and must he examined closely to be
distinguished from them. Primary differences apparent in
encounters at sea are as follows:
.,Seddleback Dolphin

Striped Dolphin

COLORATION
basically Black or
brownish:- distinct white
Back

Back from light gray to dark

chest or belly patch: hour=

gray to bluish gray: sides
gray: belly gray or, white;

.=glass or arisseaoss pattern on

sides, some tan to yellowish

distinctive black
lateral
striping from 1) eye to

rnarn-

malian fauna of the remaining Maritime Provinces during
that period.
In

previous

years,

saddleback

dolphins were not

uncommonly encountered by 'collectors of Marineland of

Florida working the northeast coast of Florida, but the
species has been conspicuously absent since about 1960.
Reasons for this apparent shift of range are unknown.

Stranded Specimens
Saddleback dolphins have from 90 to 50 small,: sharply
pointed teeth in each side of both the upper and lower jaws.
These numbers overlap with only those of the striped and
spinner dolphins (with- 93-50 and 96-65, respectively.),
Saddleback dolphins should be readily distinguishable from

by the, features otrtlined under the

bridled dolphins by the distinctive markings c

nuils sad

- Saddleback dolphins captured off St. Augustine, Fla.. shown in the tik at Merinelend of Florida. The highly distinctive ei
pattern of tan or yellowish teen on the sides is clearly visible. Note also the Ught tip of the snout and the dark Hue from the i
r to the flipper.last characteristic readily Walinapaisbes the saddleback dolphki from the striped dolphin. In which t

I at the corner of the mouth rather than

near, the

center of the lower Jew. (Photos courtesy of Marilefoild of rkAtla
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clucking the disk brownbh-gray back. the
distinguish this species from the spinner

ven when comparatively little of the animal is

koto by R. K Brigham, courtesy of Nahosof
in sir-ended on Westerly Beach, R.I. The origin of
'bin" is evident in the color pattern of the side. Note
inn the center of the lower jaw to the origin of the
Whin.)

frequently jump dear of the water and may reenter ii
on tpe sides or back With a splash, nie habit enables
hiiiroup in the bottom photo. (P4katos front off Virgi
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.
bend first; Z with

chin slam 3)

derable dintanee. When stressed,
'Sax Diego. CxW. by

tl

LPILLN (T)
Fraser 1956'

on Names

behind dorsal fin forward,
towards but not reaching the
head.

Sarawak dolphin. Bornean dolphin. Fraser's porpoise.

ion

=

Extredely short- and indis-

raser's dolphins reach an overall length of at-least 8 feet

(2.4 m). They are extremely short-beaked and have a

tinct.

pronounced dark stripe, similar to that found on the striped
dolphin, extending from the rostrum to the area of the anus.
They are robust in build and have rather small flippers and
dorsal ti n relative to .body size. The dorsal fin is slender,
falcate, and pointed dn'tire tip. The, body is gray on the back
and white on the belly. The color of the side is dominated by
the striping pattern. A cream-white band beginning high on

Robust, particularly in front
of dorsal fin.

Small, dark in color, and
originating in light color of

black one extending from the'area of the eye to the anus. A
second cream-white band below and parallel to this dark strip

sides.

separates the darker gray coloration of the side from the
below.

Small, slender, slightly falcate, and poirited on top.

Natural History Notes
The little that is known of the natural history and behaVior

dolphins occus in groups of up.to at least 500 animals and in
the Pacific are occasionally seen with vented dolphins

-

(Stenelba attenuata). From all accounts, they are not
uncommon in certain areas of the tropical Pacific and,. of
South Africa.

Fraser's dolphins appear-to be deep 'divers. They are
aggres'sive swimmers and, when they surface to breathe,
often charge to the surface, creating a spray from their heads.

They have also been reported leaping clear of the water.'

-Aller dorsal fin, broader at
base.

. . Although Fraser's dolphins have yet to be described f
*the western North Atlantic Ocean, they are included here
"poSsibles- because of the recent discovery that their range i
far more extensive than previously known...Records to date
have been limited to offshore tropical waters.
The species was first described in 1956 from the remains
of a beach-washed specimen from Sarawak in the South China
Sea Since that time specimens have been collected from the

eastern tropical Pacifi ; and others have stranded in-such
widely divergent localii,ies as Australia, South Africa, and
-Japan. licent summaries have added sighting records from
the Central Pacific, near the Phoenix Island, from northwest of the Galapagos Islands, and from South African
waters.

May Be Confused With
Fraser;s dolphin is intermediate in form between
Lagenorhynchus and Delphinus delphis (thus the composite

name Lagenodelphis). Because the species is apparently
limited to tropical waters, however, and because of the
prominent stripe on the side of the body, Fraser's dolphins
are more likely to be confused with the striped dolphins
(p. 113). The two species can he distinguished at sea by
several characteristics:

Stranded Specimens
Stranded Fraser's dolphins should be readily identifiable
by lldistinive coloration of the body; 2) short, indistinCtive
beak: and 3) robust form. The only other species of small
dolphins with beaks of similar length and general appearance
are the Atlantic white-sided and white-beaked dolphins (p.
123 and 126); these dolphins, both with far more northerly
ranges, have 30=40 and 22-28 teeth in each side of each jaw,

Striped Dolphin

COLORATION

area of anus.

on upper surface; note stripe
from front of flippers td eye

Distribution

of the species may be summarized as follows: F.caser's

Single broad black stripe
from beak and eye back to

Longer, sometimes lighter

DORSAL FIN

white coloration of the belly!. The flippers are dark above and

0

Slenderer.

FLIPPERS/

towards the tail, and finally dissipates in the body color above
the anus. Just below and parallel to this cream-white band is a

Fraser's Dolphin

Longer, much more distinctive.

BODY SHAPE

the rostrum extends above and past the eye, continues
'

BEAK

Color dominated by series of
stripes from: 1) eye to anus;
2) eye to flipper, and 3) black

respectively, while Fraser's dolphins have from 4/J to 44
teeth in the upper jaw and from 39 to 44 in the lower jaw.
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op) and tMs one aff the Philippines (bottom), are definitely
fin and flipper.. They may reach 8 feet (2.4 m), or more, in

spotted dolphins. (natal by K, C Balcatrth [top] and T

ing pagal
&ins from the eastern tropical Pacific: adult (top and inset)

Le distinctive black lateral strip and the eatremely snail
'hots by R. Garvin [top and tassel and S. boat/tomcod

UI

s,ost

cur 'suf.
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ATLANTIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHI_NJIL
Lagenorhynchus acutus (Gray 1828)

Other Common Names

AK

Sometimes white in parts of
range though western Atlantie animals are usually dark.

All black.

Atlantic white-sided porpoise, jumper (Newfoundland).

Description

MAXIMUM SIZE

Atlantic white -s ed dolp ins reach about 9 feet (2.7 m) in
maximum length an are r st in form with a small but
distinct beak (less than 2 inches
em) long),
--".The- dorsal fin is tall, distibtaly back curved, and pointed

To 9

on the tip The tail stock is extremely thick and does not
narrow I, terally until very near the tail flukes.
The Mt* is distinctly black, the belly white. The sides
have zones of gray, tan, and white.

Often part black, part lighter

To 10 feet (3.1
DORSAL FIN

Uniformly dark.

gray.

Distribution

The single most distinctive feature of Atlantic white-sided

Atlantic white-sided dolphins are distributed, primarily
offshore, in the cool waters between the Gulf Stream Aid the
Labrador Current_ They have been observed from Hudson
Canyon. off New York City, north to southern Greenland and
perhaps Davis Straits. Their normal range shares a southern
boundary with the white-beaked dolphin but does not extend

dolphins is an elongated oval zone of white and yellowish
white along the sides from just below the dorsal fin to the area

above the anus. These patches of lighter coloration, clearly

demarcated from each other and from the surrounding
coloration, ate frequently visible simultaneously with the
dorsal fin as the anirnaloll at the surface to breathe. Even
alone this feature permits positive identification o the

as far to the north.

species. Theliorsal fin is often part gray, part black_ TheTeak
is all black.

Stranded Specimens
In addition to the features described above for living

)a'tura' History Notes

animals at sea, stranded Atlantic white-sided dolphins can be
distinguished from white-beaked dolphins by the following:

Atlantic white-sided dolphins are know' to 1,0 ngTegate in

herds of perh4s

thousand animals, thopgh smaller herds
are far more comn\on. The species is often wary of ships and
does not ordinarily ride the bow wave. Like a number of pther
species, white-sided dolphins have been reported in
association with Atlantic pilot whales.

Atlantic White-Sided
Whi

Dolphin

Dolphin

NUMBER OF TEETH
30=40 per side per jaw,
sometimes more in upper.

22=28 per side per jaw; have

larger individual teeth to 6
mm in diameter.

Miy-Be Confused With

FLIPPERS

At sea, Atlantic white-sided dolphins are most likely to be

confused with the white-beaked dolphins, with which they
2 overlap din distribution. Though they are very similar in

Lower portion of forward
margin more curved.

general appearance, the two can be distinguished in the
following ways:__

Lower portion of forward
'--

margin less acute

curved_

VENTRAL COLOR

Atlantic White-Sided
Dolphin

White coloration of belly
extends high onto sides of

White-Beaked Dolphin

body.

White coloration
belly
extends to lower jaw _ut not
above flippers on sides.

COLORATION

Elongated band of yellowish

White and yfile along side,
visible behi5d and below
dorsal . fin A'animal

CAUDAL CRESTS

Two grayish arias= one in
front, the other below and
behind dorsal fin, visible as
animal rolls.

Tail stock strongly compressecs laterally; Utile!' narrows
rapidly just in frog' of flukes.

fr,

123

stock less laterally_,
compressed, tapers more
Tail

gentlytowards tail flukes.

the sentient Canadian Wit. Then
w wave, but when they can be examined at demeon he readily distinguished from theix mere northerly cousins, the
dolphins, by their highly tistinettee eekw patboun. Lrboto by F. R

An Athena( widte-ate dolphin

-

Figure 117. Atlantic white-aided dolphins at sea between Cape Cod, Mass, and Nov. Scotia. This

eelos can be positively identified by the

elongated zone of white and the adjacent region pi tin or yellowish tan below mid behind the dorsal [in, visible euen in the fast-swimming animal in

the bottom picture. The top photo Illustrates the origin of the Newfoundland common name "jumper." (Plato' by le C. Baleomb WA and H.
E. Wifin [bottom].)
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WHITE-BEAKED DOLPHIN (T)
Lagenorhynch us &biros Ins Gray 1846

Other Common Names

r---,

features by which the two species may be distinguished in the

brief encounters typical at sea are tabularized on p.

White-beaked porpoise, squidhound Ni'

127,

ndland ).

Distribution
Description

White-beaked dolphins are the more northerly of the two

White-beaked dolphins reach a maximum overall leng
about 10 feet (3, 1 m). The body is robust in form with a tall,
uniformly dark-gray dorsal fin, and a short but distinct beak

which, as the common name implies, is often light gray to
white above and below, at least in European waters, ,The
beak of animals' in the western Atlantic populations is less
frequently white. The hack and sides are basically dark gray
to black, and the belly is white to light gray.
Swimming white beaked dolphins can be most readily
identified by the two areas of pale coloration on the sides, one
in front of and another below and behind the dorsal fin, These

areas are clirly visible from a ship or aircraft
roll at the surface.

418

.species of Lagenorhyveku$ in the western North Atlantic.

They are found from Cape Cod, Mass.north to western and

southern Greenland and Davis Straits, though they are
apparently far more numerous to the north of this range,
They appear in Davis Straits in spring and summer and leave
that area in autumn, sometimes as late as November, to move
southward. They winter as far south as Cape Cod, where they

are the common dolphin species in April, May, and June
(sometimes to July). Their migrations are poorly known.

Stranded Specimens

the :11-ri mals

Stranded white-beaked dolphins can be most readily
distinguished from white-sided dolphins by the substantial

'Natural History Notes
White beaked dolphins may sometimes C;ccur in herds of

up to 1.500 individuals. Like their cousins. the Atlantic
white sided dolphins, they do not commonly ride the how
waves of vessels,

White-beaked dolphins feed on squid, Octopus, cod,
herring, cupelin, and sometimes on benthic crustaceans.

May Be Confused With
In their northerly range white' beaked dolphins are likely
to he confused with only the Atlantic white-sided dolphins.
The most distinctive features of white-beaked dolphins are 1)
the two areas of paleness described above, 2) the prominent,
dark-gray dorsal fin, and sometimes 3) the white beak. Other

Firtire 140. Two views of white-beaked dolphins off Newfoundland. This species is characterized by s prominent uniform dark gray dorsal fin and two
areas of paleness on the sides, one in front of and one below and behind the dorsal fin. White-beaked dolphins are dintrilmned from Newfoundland north,
extending to more northerly waters than Atlantic white-sided dolphins. (Photos by H. K Winn [bottom) and W. A. Watkins fwd.)

weute aWove aria DE

Dolphin

White-Beaked Dolphin

pale 'irt-is visible'
animals not visible o
ed isperimens.

TEETH
22-28 per side per jaw

per

:10-.10

side 'per

Jaw.

sometimes more in upper
%®

Additional e.hari.
be distinguished are

111110010kkook-'.
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-4v
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-h nearly 10 feet (3.1 n0 in length. Stranded anhuals,
Figure 141.W1Ute-beakod dolphin
dietWoruiskahle from Atlantic white-sided dolWinie by their differences in coloration. This species Ho
elongated white patch and tan or yellow streaking found on the side of Atlantic white-sided dolphins

m

1.11

t_loligaLeu

Me with speaking pat=
gins of yellow and tan.

hid) the two species may
in p. 123.

nen from Scotland, should be
Lite beak and always lacks the
Clarke.)

Other Common Names
Hot demised port

D

Vei mad- he confused The' Atltentie' hottle'nust d dolphins
and the' Atlantic spotted dolphins can be distinguished,
however, by the following characteristics:
Atlantic
Atlantic._
Bottlenosed Dolphin
Spotted Dolphin

gray poi-poise. romnitin portiii

ription

\LAND.' 1A1

Atlantic butt lenosed dolphins reach ti in in un overall
length ot about 12 feet
trui weigh in excess of 1, lino
ground'( 060 kg). They have relatively stubby snouts tin('
dorsal fins. which ire broad it the base, tall, and falcate,
1, .61oration varies slightly. but individuals are usually dark
born the back, lighter gray on the' side, grading to white or
pink on.the belly. out females may have' spots tin the tie lle
The. dark coloration of the back often appears ,es it
cape, particularly on the head.

fot to tis nun-h
12. I

Met

-

C01,1 /11`1`10.ti

potted told lentale may

t

hightais`tinet

I tark purpli sh gray on hack;

have spot; on titllci., dark

lighter gray on sides and

graft,-

in hack, light girt= on

sit't

Whitt' Or pink-on belly.

lie conu-s increasbully.
ingly ;potted with a)1e.

Natural History' Notes

_ \\I lilt:Ali

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins often ;Went- in L

eif up
onsist ht
aggregations tit small groups of no mitts e than d dozen animals

t.o several hundred individuals which usually

each: They frequently associate with the Atlantic pilot
whales and are frequently. found accompanying the right and

hump hack whales travelling along the Atlanta coast of
Florida.
Atlantic bottlenosed

7.a s feet t2..i 2. I no.

tv :1,7 m).

dolphins tt,ictr

tzrthulit

taste

.

Head robu
short.

k relatiXv

Head

intent'

slender; beak

longer.

Sorric Atlantic bottle-nosed dolphins are (Ifs ithifteef well
offshore tis tan as the edge tit the continental shell. Those
individuals may tie' .confusd with either -rough-toothed
dolphins ip. 1135) or with grampus (p. 96), They may he
(list inguished from rough -toothed dolphins
the following;

feeding on shrimp. vek, catfish. m nhadd n mullet, and
miscellaneous trash litth, to mention only a few. They are

Atlantic Bottlenose('
Dolphin

frequently found near shrimp boats" hitting on gush stirred up

by the trawls or tin discarded trash fish.
They sometime; move in to ride the. how wave 01 it vessel.

turning on their

sometimes stunning completely
around on their longitudinal axis when (piing so. Individuals

-

!tough- `Toothed Dolphin

li

sides,

May oil- =.o turn then- heads downwttrd or to the ;Idit, They tire
often found close to shore . in has and 'agoOtis, and

l 'trig .gray on to
light
gray on side; white or pink on

['ark gray. almost purplish

tai lls

belly.

with yellow spots; lighter on

sometimes L maitre up the larger rivers. Some individuals,
especially the larger animals. are found as far OikhOre AN the
edge- of the continental shelf. ,Atlantic bott letnose-(1 iltalythins

sometimes rule the surf. Individuals (nay Jump clear of the
nit, at behavior on which
water as high as 1t -20 feet
aquarium shows ha% e l'apItah/Vd.
Metilher--+ of this Speele$ ;Art' the d()101III, nt!ist eiirnrntfitic

maintained in captivity at zoo;, aquariums, marine parks,
and research institutions. For t hat rea_sicn.-they
perhaps
more familiar to the general public than any ot her ;poles of
porpoise, dolphin, etr whale.

From at least ftip Hat teras southward.' iii range of the
Atlantic 'Lot tlenosed dolphin; distributed. in inshore area:
may overlap with than
Athmt lc spotted dolphins.
particularly during the' spring tine' summer, when the'
Atlantic spo d dolphins move inshore. There t he tcyo
Lao for (tsc

Ie Lit is ely
rt and ;tub
tint! cicarl derllarcat ed from
forehead; usually till trig

Long tin(' slender; nett clearly

demarcated from forehead;
lower jaw and lips speckled

soni olektr indiv itiii.Als hat.. t
V. bite tippe.(1 snouts rind or
it,hite

Oistinguishing differences be
ten the Atlantic bottlenosd dolphins in tittshorc areas and grampus artt tabulanzed
-on It 96.

May Be Confused With

har

I'I'

cat:naafi nat

ter

snitch-, thc

In northeastern South Americ he range'tiI the Atlantic
bothlenosed dolphin apparently
erlaps with that of the
Guiana dolphin, which, except for size. it closely resembles
see p.

Distribution
mre
ccitlelytirstrihute'd
temperate and tropical waters of the Lo-stern Mirth

The At lantic butt It-nosed dolphin

11Ma.-Mar-_

-

Wm*,

ore 142. Atlantic botdenosed dolphins loping on the bow of a research vessel between Cape Cod. Mass. and Nova Scotia. Note the
wit body. the falcate dorsal lip, and the gradation of color in three zones dark gray on the back, to lighter gray on the aides, to white or
k on the belly. (Photo bit A, Tarliski)

,,,pwwwww.

;

..ApAiz

:Nq4

11.1111r,g1t.11

re 1-13.-- A side view of the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin,. off St. Augustine, Fla. Note the dark grayish coloration of the hack, the lighter
ation of the side, and the tall, sharply angled dorsal fin, pointed on the tip. Though dorsal fin shapes are highly variable, durnai fins of
1tifUltiC bottlenosed dolphin are usually more falcate and less Pointed on the tip than on these animals. (Photo courtesy of Afarineland
grids, )
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tfantie hottlennued dolphins frequent

-

he distinctive coke cone, the cha
VleY-)

kihape of the head and beak,

-

4

Atlantie They are known from at least Nova Scotia but are
best known from New England southward to Florida,
we %tward in the Gulf of Mexico, and thence throughout the
West Indies and Caribbean to Venezuela.
In the northern portion of that.- ranges Atlantic
bottlenosed dolphins are distributed offshore. fn the
southern portions of their range from at least North Carolina

In these same southerly areas some Atlantic bottlenosed

Ilolphins are distributed as far offshore as the edge of the
contihontal. shelf.

Stranded Specimens
Within th'i,ir range, stranded Atlantic hottlenosed-dolphins should be readily identifiable by 1) the robust body,
2) relatively short beak, and 3) the 20-26 teeth in each upper
jaw and 18=24 in each lower jaw.

southward, the majordrysare found nearshore and often enter

hays and lagoons, and sometimes venture up the larger
rivers. Daily migrations in these areas may follow tidal flow.

Figure 115

In

lantir hottlernowd dolphin taken at Iola La Illanquilla, off % enezuela. 1lerause they inhabit shallow waters, Atlantic bottle-nosed
dolphins are infrequent victim. of stranding ',. (Photo courtesy at
on.)

Figure 1.#i. -- Atlantic hot tlenosed dolphins have from
20 to 26 teeth in each side of the upper jaw and from lh
to2i in each side of the lower jaw, Theme teeth, sharply
pointed in younger animals, may wear (mh.tantially ar
the animal ages. (Photo courtesy of Wortietco Miami
Sehyuarium.)
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GUIANA DOLPHIN (

A

crisis

van liened

Other Common Names
N-

I) 1 }I CAI. FIN

known.

cr

Description

nearly triangular; orMy slightly backwards

,

Broad based. tall, and
rate.

MI=

near raft.

Guiana dolphins are the second :smallest cetacean .species
in the western North Atlantic, reaching a maximum length of
only about 5.6 feet 11.7 mi.

Their body shape is very similar to that of the Atlantic
hottlenosed dolphin, though the beak is less clearly
demarcated from the forehead.

The rather prominent dorsal fin

nearly triangular,
curving only slightly backwarits.near the tip.
Guiana dolphins are steel blue to dark brown on the back
and white on the belly. There is sometimes a brownish hand
is

extending from the dark color of the back in front of the dorsal
fin hack towards but noing the anus.

Natural History Notes
Goiami'dolphin
individuals.

usually found in groups

fewer t than

'TIGN

I

Found in rivers and est Liar-

Sometimes lound nearshore

and in hay, river mouths,
shallow nearshore waters on and estuaries, but extend
les. extend into only very
limited area of South Imenican (oast.

farther offshore.

Distribution
Guiana dolphins arc found in Lake Maracaibo, in the
rivers of Guyana, and in the nearshore coitstal waters of the
northeastern portion 01 the Guianas.

Stranded Specimens

May Be Confused' With

In their very limited range, stranded Guiana dolphins can
be re alily ids ntifed by then- extremely small size (to 5,6 feet

Because of their limited nge
sp cialized habitats.
Mama dolphins ,arc= unlikely tcc he confused with tans other
cetacean s-peeies except perhaps Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphins tp.
Thew two specii,,,s_ n he distinguished by
the following it.thiracteristics:

11.7 mil and nearly triangular dorsal fin. Furthermore, in
addition to the characteristics listed above distinguishing
hying Guiana dolphins from Atlantic hottlenosed dolphins,
the species can be distinguished by differences in the
Atlantic liottlenosed
Dolphins

Atlantic Bottlenosed
Dolphins

Guiana Dolphins

nurnhors of teeth:

TEETH

.714Z

To

I. 7 m i

.

Guiana Dolphins

s to as much as
S 7 tu!.

lect (2.

I

I()

in

each upper

15 -26 in each lower .(.tins,

26-:1;i

in

each

ragged in arrang

Figure 1 17.A liMana dolphin from Bar ), British Guiana. In the coastal portion
of its range along the northeastern South American roast, this species w roost likely
rn 0 confused with the Atlantic hottlenosed dolphin. Guiana dolphins are much
smaller rarely eveeeding 5.6 feet 11.7 gal, have a more triangular dorsal fin, and

tend to he found more !miner-air in estuaries and rivers. (Photo by A. B. Van
BPneden from Zoologica VII ( 4), by p- ,flietti.071 of pie New York roolociail Society-I

35 teeth in each jaw. Atlantic
figure I th. =Guiana dolphins harpooned in kartabo. British Guiana. Guiana dolphins have fro
hottlenosed dolphins, which are larger but 4ornewhat similar in appearance. have from 20 to 26 teeth in each upper jaw and from IS to 26
in aitch lower jaw. (Photo Sy A. B. Ilan Beneden from Zoologica VII (4), &;" periniesion of the New York Zoological Society.)

HOLIOH =TOOTHED DOLPHIN (T)
Sfr

brcrlaire,

ler in Lesson 1828)

Other Common Names

Natural History Notes

Rough toothed porpoise, goggle -eyed pt)rr ise.

Reecgh-toothed dolphins occur in small groups of 5t)
aniniabt or fewer and are usually found off the edge of the
continental slope. They may ride the how waves.

Description
%tough- toothed dolphins reach a length of at least feet
(2.1 nil. The coloration of the rough-toothed dolphins is quite

Ithiy Be Contused With

variable. Individuals are often dark gray to dark purplish
gray on the back with pinkish=white blotches On the sides
and belly. The flippers and flukes are dark and the belly is
white. Individuals are frequently scarred with numerous
white streaks,
The most distinctive characteristic of the rough toothed
dolphin is its beak, which is quite long and slender, 'may be

In their offshore habitat, rough=toothed dolphins are most
likely to be confused with Atlantic spotted dolphins (p. 104)
and with Atlantic bottlenose(' dolphins (p. 128), They may

be distinguished from Atlantic spotted dolphins by the
following:

white or pinkish white, along both sides, including one or both

Rough-Toothed Dolphin

lips and the tip of the snout, and is not separated from the
forehead lay the transverse groove present in other longsnouted dolphins. Because the forehead and the sides Of the
head slope smoothly into the rostrum, when this animal is

Atlantic Spotted Dolphin
SNOUTS

Long tend

seen from above or from the side, if s entire, head appears very
long and nearly conical.

nert c clearly

demarcated from forehead.

'.--NtIoderate

in

clearly
forehead.

wiEgIll011411111ka
Figure I-19. Captive rough-toothed dolphins in Japan. Note9the distinctive, smoothly tapering head and the white
ee
ion of the sides and fr,ont of the snout. Rome-I-toothed dolphins are probably widely distributed in the offshore
waters of the tropics. `Ube streamers on the hacks of the animals 11P marker tags (see Appendix A.1 (Photo coartaw of
Japanese %late: Research Institute.)

its

length

t\nd
freim

They may he disttriguished from Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphins by the characteristics tahularized on p, 128.
Even at a distance the blotched coloration of the side and
the white coloration of the rostrum of rough=toothed dolphins
may he visible, If closer examination is possible, the
distinctive shape and coloration of the beak make positive
identification easy.

Distribution
Though records of rough- toothed dolphins

waters. It has been reported from Virginia, Georgia, Florida,
the Gulf of Mexico, the West Indies', and off the northeastern
coast of South America,

Strand d Specimens
In tuldition to I-y characteristics 113ted above fOr
distinguishing living animals, stranded rough-toothed
dolphins (.an he readily identified by the fact that the 20-27
fairly large teeth per jaw per side have a series of fine vertical

wr6inkles on the crown, a characteristic from which the

western North Atlantic are scant. the species is assume(

species derives its common name. (These wrinkles are often

be widely distributed in deep tropical to warm tempera

difficult to detect,

Fitrure 1.50.Closeups of the highly

atinctive head of a

rou gh =toothed dolphin showing the hite lips and the lark
of a clear demarcation between the .rout and the forehead.
This species has from 20 to 27 fairly large teeth in each side

of both the upper and lower jaw's. Photos at Sea Life
Park. Hawaii by K. C. Bakoirib [tap] and S_
the ood
(bottom].)

Figure 151 A Opugh-tootheA dolphin strarMed near New Smyrna Beath,
lower jaws_ Those teeth are NO metirnes marked by many tine vertical wrin
common name. (Photos by D. K. CaltlivelL

t

1:17

eh side of hoth the upper

h the species derives its

PYGMY KILLER WHALE (T)
Feresaattenunta Gray 1874

hlackfish are pointed on ti4e tip and more sharpely pointed
(often described as a parrot beak)),

Other Cpmmon Names
ten& r,hlackfish, slender pilot whale.

Distribution
I'ygniy killer whales care, probably distributed in the
kalerf jhales reach 'a length of about h -9 feet

tropical and subtropical waters of the western North

(though it may reach 15 inches [38 em in sorfte individuals), is

Atlantic. They have been reported from Texas, the Atlantic
coast of Florida, and St. Vincenfoisland, Lesser Antilles.
Records or the species from the other oceans of the world
suggest that its distribution is limited to tropical and
subtropical waters:

sometimes very distinctive, and resembles that of the
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin. 'The flippers are slightly

Stranded Specimens

They tart -usually relatively slender bodied with a

ounded head, an underslung jaw, and no beak.
The falicitte dorsal fin, located about the center of the Mack,

is usually between 8 and 12 inches (20.3 nird 30.1 cm) tall

rounded on the tips.
The 'color has been described as dark gray or black on the
hack, often lighter on the sides, extending higher. in front of

the dorsal fin and with a small zone of white on the
underside, often a lighter gray area on the sides, and
distinctive white regions ardund the lips, The chin may be
completely white. This white zone on the chin, described as
a "goatee,- is often Clearly visible in seyimming animals.

Stranded pygmy killer whales can he clearly distinguishNI from both the false killer whale and the many-toothed
blackfish. In addition to the differences discussed above, the
following are key differences between the pygmy and false
killer whales:
False Killer Whale

Pygmy Killer Whale
TEETH

May Be Confused With
The pygmy killer whale resembles the false killer whale
but is much smaller and can he distinguished at close range by
the zones of white coloration. False killer. whales are almost
all black and reach a length of up to at least 18 feet (5.5 m).
y killer whales are dark gray' on the back, often lighter

on the sides, and show a region of white on the belly which
may extend so high up onto the sides that it is visible on a
imming animal. Further, they reach only 8-9 feet (2.4-

10 13 in each side
upper
and lower laws, lower teeth

si

VENTRAL COLORATION

White from anus to under tail

Dark from anus to tail stock;

stock, white may extend up

lighter pale gray area for-

sides.

ward between flippers.

m).

it is doubtful that they can he successfully distinguished,
though many- toothed hlackfish apparently lack the white
region often seen on the sides of pygmy killer whales.
Further, _pygrny killer whales have rounded flippers and
smoothly tapered heads, while those of the many-toothed

per

smaller.

FLIPPERS

Pygmy killer whales may also be confused with the
similarly sized and colored many-toothed blackfish. So little is
known of thee two specie's' appearance and behavior at sea that

per jaw
prominent.

8-11

Smoothly rounded.

Chartteristic hump on for-,
ward margin.

Pygmy killer whales can be distinguished from manytoothed hlackfish on the basis of the second species' larger
number of teeth. ( -Many-toothed hlackfish have from 22-to 25

teeth in the upper jaw and from 21 k 24 in the lower jaw,)

Figure 152. Pygmy killer whales at
northwest of. Hawaii (top) off the inana of
maw. Hawaii (middle), and from sou
rn Florida in the tank at the Wometro
Miami Seaquarium (bottom). When tw-mirting rapidly, pygmy killer whales may
closely resemble the much larger false killer whales. In addition to their much mailer

rarely exceeding 9 feet (2.7 In), however, pygmy killer whales CAA be
distingatished by their more rounded head, the white coloration of the lips and dial!, and
the white zone on the belly, ootnetbneo extending up the sides. (Photos by S. Ohosmi
[top]: J. Noughtom Nat ibnal Ma rine Fisheries Service and courtesy of Shallenberger,
Sea Life Park ( mit/die I; and courtesy of Wometco Miami Sesuparium [bottoml.)' 7
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MANY-TOOTHED BLACKFISH (T)
Pepanocephala electra (Gray 1846)

Other

=eon Names

4

aiian blackfish, melon-headed whale.

Dee
Many-toothed blackfish reach lengths of at least 9 feet (2.7

m) and are similar in body shape to the larger false killer

forward margin mi-tfie flippers which is characteristic of the
false killer whale..
They are apprOximaiely the same %ize as pygmy killer
whales, but the white area around the genitals which extends

up onto the side in pygmy killer whales may be lacking in.
many-toothed blackfish. This species'has pointed flippers,
while those of pygmy killer whales are rounded on the tips.
Many toothed blackfish also have a sligrbtly mike pointed

whale and the similar -sized pygmy killer whale. The body is
elongated and slim with a rather slim tail stock. In general,
tije head.ki shaped like that of the false killer whale but has a

snout. Otherwise, the two species aresvirtually indistinguish-

sharper appearance to the snout, sometimes described as

Distribution

aParrot-beak. The forehead is rounded, slightly overhanging

the lower jaw, and has no beak. The dorsal fin is up to 10
inches (25.4 cm). It is probably very distinctive as the animals
surface to breathe. Many-toothed blackfish are black on the
back and :slightly lighter on the belly. The areas around the

anus and genitals and the lips are unpigrnented. Many-

able in encounters at sea.

Although many-toothed blackfish have not yet been
reported in the western North Atlantic, they are included
in this guide because of a record from the eastern tropical

North Atlantic and the known tropical distribution

in. --

'other areas.

toothed blackfish are presumably rare.

Stranded Specimens
May Be COnfused With
Many-toothed blackfish may be confused with either the

false killer whale or the pygmy killer whale. They are
considerably smaller than the false\killer whale, have a
slightly more pointed snout, and lack the prominent humplike

Stranded many-toothed blackfish can be distinguished
from false killer and pygmy killer whales by the number of
teeth alone. Many-toothed blackfish have more than 15 per

side per jaw (usually 21-25); both other species have
less than 15.

Figure 156.A live many-toothed black-fish ie a hording pen

in the Philippines. At sea them amals will be virtually
posaible to tWt.ftuish from pygmy killer whales. (Photos
IN T. Hammond)

straded ii Flawa. The nw
lib have from 21 to 25 teeth per aide
ism are pointed while thine of pygmy

II
0

35

e number of teeth, Wier thug any other
berwise, with the except-kw of differences in
DO

are Sittlikr. (Photo courtesy of T. DOC)
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PYGMY SPERM WHALE ( F),
Kogia bre vie epa (R1ainville 1838)

the name implies. have elongated "dolphinlike" beaks and are

Coon:Nanies

considerably larger. At sea. pygmy sperm whales are most
likely to be confused with their cousins the dwarf sperm
whales (p. 148 and Fig. 1 ). The two species can be dis-

None known.

tinguished as follows:

Description

Dwarf SperM Whale

y Sperm Whale

Pygmy sperm whales reach a length of at least 11 feet (3.4

m). They are characterized by 1) an extremely robust body
that rapidly tapers near the taile2), a squarish head, and 3) a
narrow, underslung lower jaw which is located well behind

the tip of the snout: Along the side of the head,

MAXIMUM SIZE

To 9 Met (2.7 m).

To 11 feet (3-.

in

DORSAL FIN

approximately the same position where gill slits would be
located on a fish of compartke size, there is a crescentshaped bracket mark, often called a false gill.
The flippers,'.which are smoothly curved on the forward

Taller, more like that of
bottlenosed dolphins; local -

Smallto 8 inches (20.3 cm),
falcate; located in-latter third

ed near the midpoint of the ----

of hack.

margin and may reach a length of 18 inches (45.7 cm) or mere
on an adult specimen, are located well forward on thOody;

.

just below and behind the bracket mark.
The dorsal fin is very small. falcate, and located 41)
latter half of th ack.
oration can be described only from stranded
Though
specimens and a few, encounters with living animals, pygmy
sperm whales appear to be dark steet, gray on the back,
shading to a lighter gray on the sides, and gradually fading to

back:

COLORATION
Both species

are dark steel gray on the back, grading to

lighter on the belly.

Distribution

a dull white on the belly, The outer surface of the flippers and

the upper surface of the tail flukes are also steel gray.

Because they have been rarely observed at sea, normal
ranges for this species are not known. Based on stranding
records, however, the following can be stated. In the western
North Atlantic; pygmy sperm whales have been found as far
north as Sable Island, Halifax, Nova Scotia, as far south as

Natural History Notes
From the few accounts, the following may be summarized

Cuba, and as far west as Texas in the Gulf of Mexico. They are
frequently found stranded along the Atlantic coast of Florida

about khe behavior of pygmy -sperm whales at sea: They
reportedly_ usually rise slowly to the surface to breathe,

and throughout the eastern and northern Gulf of Mexico.

produce a blow that is inconspicuous, and do not normally roll

aggressively at the surface like most other species of small
whales. They reportedly fold their flippers flat against their

Stranded Spec

bodies when swimming. They have been reported to lie
motionless in the water with the back of the head on the
surface and the tail hanging loosely down in the water. IA
similar behavior in sperm 'whales has made them a minor
hazard to shipping, sinceit has resulted in some collisions

ens

Because of /the distinctive characters of the

nus,

stranded pygmy and dwarf sperm whales are unlikely o be

confused with any other species of cetacean, though the
rather narrow underslung jaw and the blunted head may
result in. their casual dismissal by some beach walkers as

with ships.) When they are startled in this posture, they may
defecate, issuing a cloud of reddish brown to rust-colored
fece. Beached pygmy sperm whales hay been observed
to defecate a fine chocolate feces.
Pygmy sperm whales apparently feed primarily on-squid.
but do take fish as well.

stranded sharks. The two species of Kogia may be
distinguished by the following:
DwarfSperm Whale

Pygmy Sperm Whale
TEETH

May Be Confused With

12-16 (rarely 10 -11) in lower

In general, when they can be examined at close range,
pygmy sperm whales are so distinctive that they are unlikely
to he confused with any other species except perhaps the
dwarf sperm whales. At a distance. they might he confused

saw

are larger: no teeth

in

8-11 (rarely 13) small and

extremely sharp teeth

in

lower jaw: sometimes have
up to 3 teeth in each upper

upper.

jaw.

with small individuals of any of the beaked, whale species

(p. 78) that also have a geolatively small, falcate dorsal fin
located in the latter third of the hack. Closer examination
should permit easy separation. however, since the pygmy
sperm whale has a blunted head. while the beaked whales. as

THROAT

Teases or grooves on
roar'.

UK

d

k

Several short irregular cr eas-

es or grooves on throat.

More 159.

A young pyrisy mem
1.

141.7Ng i

- 77 . II

an be readily distinguished. The pygmy .perms whale, K. towviceps. (tap) reaches length of about
to the latter had of the heck. The dwarf sperm whale, K. aifffILN, (bottom) reaches truly about 9 feet
ke" in appausoce, le located near the middle of the back. Coloration of fresh specimen. is probably
wer photograph are the reedt of decompotitioo. (Photos frowsdJekpli leased. fit [top] mad Atkin&

from Jekyll Wand, Gs_ Note the position and shape of the flippers and mouth, and the abrupt
y at the toil stork. (Photo hp D. K. Caldwell.)

146 .

Florid* divots
F. 0. Wood.)

4

Fire 163.A detailed view of the mouth of a pygmy sperin whale from
the mat coast of Florida. In both species of Kogan these long. curved,
ntsedle-abaxp teeth. found in only the lower jaw. lock into sockets in the
upper jaw. Pygmy sperm whales have from 12 to 16 (rarely 10 or II) pairs
of teeth; dwarf epee® whales have from 8 to 11 (rarely 13) p_airs. (Photo
by D. K. Go(dwoll.)
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dolphin species. Their allblack or dark steel-gray coloration:
and the blunted head increase the likelihood that they can be

mammon Names

confused with pygmy killer whales or many-toothed

poise (West Indies).

blac ish. They will have to be examined at close range before

the can be distinguished.
D rf sperm whales may also be confused with pygmy
es (p. 144 and Pig. 160). The two species can
s rm
rentiated by the characteristics tabularized on p. 144.

Dwarfsperm whales reach an overall length of
a proximately 9 feet (2.7 m). Like the other species of Kogia,
he pygmy sperm whale (p.144). the dwarf sperm whales are
by 1) a squarish head, 2) an extremely robust
c

Distribution

wady hich tapers rapidly near the tail stock. 3) a narrow.
underslung lower jaw, and 4) a bracket mark or false gill on
the side of the head.
The dorsal fin of this species is tall and falcate, closely
resembling that of the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin, and is

distinct from the pygmy sperm whale and even more recently
given a common name, records of dwarf sperm whales may

located near the midpoint of the back. There are several
short, irregular creases or grooves on the throat similar to

south to St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles, and throughout the-

Since it has only recently been recognized as a species

have been confused with those of its close relatives. The
dwarf-sperm whale has been reported from 'at least Georgia.
eastern and northern Gulf of Mexico. It is highly Likely that
this species: like the pygmy sperm whale, extends further to
the north.

those found on the sperm whale (see Figs. 60, 165).

Dwarf sperm whales are dark steel gray on the back,

grading to lighter gray on the sides, and fading to dull white
on the belly.

Stranded Specimens
Because of the distinctive characteristics of the genus,

May Be Confused With

neither species of stranded Kogia is likely to be confused with

any other species. They can be distinguished from one

Because of their tall, falcate dorsal fin, dwarf sperm

another by the characteristics tabularized on p. 144.

whales may be confused at a distance with any of the small

ore 164. A dwarf sperm whale 'treaded near St. Auguitine, Fla., shown swimming in the tank at

nrineland of Florida. In this species

dorsal lin is taller than that of the pygmy sperm whale and is bated near the midpoint of the back (see Figs. 159 and 1601.

(Photo omartaty of Mari selowi of Florida.)
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Figure I56.

:p of the tall flukes of

dwarf sperm w

from the _Florida east COW.

Note that the dorsal ridge extends almost to
the notch in the flukes. (Photo by w A. Elsa.

cosriesy of Marine:and of Florida-)

BOIL PORPOISE (T)
a phocoena (Linnaeus 1758)`

length of about 5 feet (1.5 m). Its most distinctive identifying
features in encounters at sea are 1) the small, chunky body; 2)

found-

the coloration, dark brown or gray on the back, fading to

-poise.

lighter grayish brown on the sides, often with speckling in the
transition zone, and white on the belly extending farther up
on the sides in front of the dorsal fin; 3) the small round-

ed head, lacking a distinctive beak; 4) the small, trilin the
overall

angular dorsal fin; and 5) the shallow, inshore northerly
distributioi7

WE=

s del Mar. Seaside. Calif. Note the moll si ce (usually less than 5 feet 11.5 ml ), the small

Wain roam of the aides md belly Wtroclg Wgher up lo front of the 4orsal fin. Harbor
Dors, and reportedly do not approach moving vessels nor ride bow waves_ (Photos

./.

harbor
-

e is not kejy to be confused with

ceta

As the name implies, the harbor porpo
inhabits bays,
harbors, river mouths, and all the relatively allow inshore
water between. Though it may travel, in se Is of nearly a
hundred indivkluils it is more often see
ira or in small
groups of from 5 to 10-individuals. It of
quietly at
the surface. It will not ride the bow wave nd is yr difficult
to approach closely by boat.

istribution
Harbor porpoises are restricted to,the colder waters of the

western North Atlantic Ocean. They have been reported
from North Carolina north to the Davis Strajts and the waters

of southwestern Greenland. Within this range they are
probably most common in the Bay of Fundy and off southwest
Greenland.

May Be Costumed With
The harbor porpoise is not known to associap with
dolphins but is sometimes seen in close proximity
to
whales and humpback whales off the Canadian coast in spring

and summer. Because of its northern inshore habitat, the

Stranded Specimens
In addition the ciiiiracariatice described abitv4 for
living animals, stranded harbor porpoises can be rtadily
identified by the small spade-shaped teeth; 22.28 per law.

4.;

Figure IM. A harbsi porpoise harpooned in Passmaquoddy Bay, New BrunawIck. Harbor porpoises have from M to 28 mall. sped
teeth
in each up_ per jaw and from 22 to 26 in each lower Jaw. Note the rounded head, the absence of a beak. and the triaAandar dorsal fin, (PUN by D. E.

Garka.)
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APPENDIX A

TAGS ON WHALES, DOLPHINS, AND PORPOISES
Field studies of celtace; ans are very difficult. First, it is
extremely hard to he positive' that an individual or a group of

1,7

animals is the same`from one encounter to the next. Thk
means that it is nearly IMIMS,-;Ible to determine, fate xamtdt.,.

whether herds of animals are resident in

t

only

seasonal visitors, Without 'Worm:won
this kind,
determinations vital to population management., such as sizes

mlations and natural ranges. are impossible to make.
glly. as we frequently point out in this guide,
individual cetaceans are usually visihle to a surface ohsrver
only during the brief Moments when they break the air-water

interface to breathe. The majority of their vital ,totly ate;
e.g., feeding, reproduction, commanicaition, establishing
and maintaining position within the herd, and defending
against natural enemies) take place primarily below the
-airfare, well out if vies to a surface observer,
In recent years, tri\lin attempt to overcome some t these
problems, scientists -have ken plating markers lan various
species of etaeans ,Ind monitoring their movements 'khe
following brief titlitaktrj, tit nutior methods rat t ILLsing
cetaceans is provided to acquaint t1;e reader with h markers he

may expect to see in the western North At !antic.
!tut

L

Static 'lags

taap_uatilat,iial:I'114011-11.1:1,111fE141.,

-t.

trii. their divid.,pmera in the mid 1920's, numerous
Discovery marks Isrnall Ntainle, :411 projectikN with

--MOrtimoimiammotwo

identifying Information stamped on them) have III en shot Into

commercially valuable species, iii means of a shotgun, The
reOvery of these marks from whales subsequently killed in
the whaling industry has provided valuable information on
the movement pattern, ;Ind on haJoc ,ispects nt, the growth
and development of harvested species if whales. Discovery
marks are limited, however, because they art nut visible in a
livinganinntl. Reduction in v,:haling act

Appendix Figure Al. Morse of the bask kinds of, tags used to mark
porpoise., dolphins, and small whales. A, B, and U are nylon button tags,
which are placed in the dorsal MI of animals and may be dearly visible as'
the animal surfaces to breathe. I) is a vinyl spaghetti tag- (Photo by R.
_Krone, courtesy of Nova/ Undersea Center.)

it's will urine Atifit

sigmlwant reduction in their use.

have be'e'n placid
i d tin

tint) medium sized

More recent tavgint dpvk)prnrit; rl to marks . ich
will he visible on ti free swinlming aiimal. Ltrge whales. for
instance, mav be tagged witii olor-oded streamers, such a;
that shown in Appendixt"Viajure A2. The tags. -which are
muddled vrsmns if the slt;rghe'tti tags first twnst room! tor
Mal hlal Mt"
a ',Mall
use on fishes,

stye :truer'

attachment to t he hluhher and a colorful streamer I some t imps

spaghet ti ,tg id a moving

tl, .tIthough color cmItts may be

stamped with information on ,tgencies to which tags should
ahoy, the suriace Its the animal.
ret urned which w

t,ed to indicate different

(S pOptd3t IOW.; 01" tagging

tr ;aumatn. With t
it I-, hoped that

t heir 1,ppliat lun i s
,,mtinlit:4-t-rtitict Jun in %.t. haling act it.

tstriform to the contour of the, animal's body as it swims (App.
Nato, It

hr.Iritls are pl reed on captured
triinittls prior to their release. The button tags (App Figs.

AI

close range, t he number, letter. or design may also he-'visible.
Freeze brands( App, rj.:4-MAlld are placed on the back or dorsal

-00

tin vv it h

st:it

use ot lreeze brands shims promise :mil ;hould come Into

!nor

rami lean,

MOO:

suproolkl branding iron apparently without pain

or list ointort to the ,Nnanal. :tint provide a permanent. mark
encumbrances. The
%., Inch liaises the t a$;ged

lIe'l -.iu i'tan i often ride t
bow %%axe id a lent . iii'
taijjon, and
thorOlo MAIM'. 1 ttoM'ads, o
atll porpi uses :nyi dolptilm tt,i e tgwa tag,taii with
capture .
I

A5t are placed in the dorsal fin and should be visible as the

mninal =irlact--; to breathe tar asot rides the how wave. At

oich marker; In thy study id

h to laMO. V,

is not possible to identify the numbers on the

areas.
Hutton tag; and Frey-

untvements of hig whales will f increased.

tfit.attr ant
t hr,e kta t

Spaghetti tags, placid in the animal's blubber near the
of the dorsal fin al: it rides the ht. ow wave, stream to

1

a pult. appheataw
['hese t agis May hi' apOkod
awrosshtlfw :Ind crossbow twits. Hot ft applicators are -quipped
with a stop to lima the dept\i-vd penetration into t M-11111:11.,
EXtetiSik cexlwrimNitm tun indicate; that tilt-

do not harm the animals

c

twtaceans.

in her

st

",p.ttr,tuCCI
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ensive use.
statle t: ggirg
ion include tri.c

tontines cur_ utly under
of last-r bearn; ht ;Ipttl~ - fatal(

'''Appeqdix Figure A2. A iipigheeti tag the
hack of blue whale off San Clemente Island,
Calif_ (Photo by S. Lentherwood.)

Appendix Figure A3. A spaghetti tag in the flank of a bottlenooed dolphin off Loreto, Baja Calliforrtia, Mexico. This particular tag was placed
unusually low. The streamer and spaghetti tags are usually placed high on the hack. just in front of the dorsal fin, and are clearly, visibleas the
animal surfaces to breath. LPAnto by W. E. Evans.)

ppendin Flee M. A h

Append In Fide A5. Thin ie the n
ow-iffiming tree in the open gr
R, Noble, courtesy of Morirs414714 of

brands and the use of gas
technique, however, has yet re
The success of any tagging
depends on the resightingottagi
of tags. For that reason, we an

a tag p

on the dorsal fin of a newly captured saddleback dolphin off Catalina Island, Calif.
tPhoto by W. E. Emma.)

Appendix Figure A6. Freexe-branding is an apparently painleae
method of applying permanent identifying mm* to the body of
Porpoise or whale. (Photo of a bottIntosed dolphin off Saratoga, Fla., by

A. B. Irviia.)

lookout for tagged animals and to report sightings to one of
the authors.

Radio Transmitter Tags

he button tag appears on an
'sloe Verdes. Calf. (Photo by

In recent years, radio transmitter tags have been
developed for use on marine mammals. As they continue to
become more reliable, these tags are expected to come into
more and more widespread use.
Early radio tags (Fig. A7) were simple locator beacons
which permitted the animal to be tracked by sending a signal
to a tracking vessel or aircraft every time the animal surfaced
and the antenna tip was exposed. Even these basic packages

Jacnic.)

nding devices. Neither
ed the field biologist.
.)gram using static tags
animals and the recovery

I to readers to be on the
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provide important information on movement, activity
patterns, and respiration rates,
Subsequent developments have involved the addition of

sensors to monitor the maximum depth of each dive and
environmental parameters such as the water temperature at
that depth (Fig. A8).

Logical extensions of these developments include the
addition of numerous other sensors to permit simultaneous
monitoring of multiple aspects of the _animal's environment,

and the transmission of these data first to aircraft and
subsequently
laboratories.

to

satellites

for

relay

to

shore=based

In addition to permitting scientists to define movement
patterns and daily diving patterns of cetaceans, the use of
such devices offers an exciting means of determining the

environmental parameters that trigger changes in their
beh)tv no.

:Wio transmitter tags, in a variety of configurations,
may he constructed and attached ford
-term studies or for
long=term monitoring of migrating animals. In either case,
depending on their size and methods of attachment, radio

Appendix l= inure A7, A saddleback dolphin wearing
radio tag
transmitter surface to breathe off southern California. (Photo courtery
of W. E. Evans.)

re.

Appendix Figure AN. A radio trinnicnitter package attached to the dorsal ridge of a California gray whale. This yearling animal, captive for most of the
first year of its life, was released into the ocean off an Diego. Unlit.. in March 1972 and subsequently tracked from shipboard and aircraft for over 30 days.
sensor transmitter package, shown in detail in the inset, was designed to ineasurt the maximum depth of the animal's dive and the water temperature

at that depth, iPtioto by S. Leatherwood.)
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J

s Figure AID. A nearly all-white pilot whale seen off Catalina IsWid, Call., in April 1971. The observation of this same animal
at least once each quarter of the year is evidence that it is resident in that area (Photo by S. Lootiterviood.)

Appendix Figure All. A herd of pilot whales off Catalina Island,
including an animal with a partially chopped -off dorsal fin, which has made
him recognirshie in repeated encounters with pilot whales around the various channel islands. (Photo by G. F. Lingle.)

APPENDIX B
RECORDING AND REPORTING OBSERVATIONS OF CETACEANS AT SEA
To increase reliability of identifications, observers should
tram themselves to ask the following kinds of questions each
time cetaceans arc' encountered:

I. flow large was the animal"
2. Did it have a dorsal fin? If so, what was its size, shape,
and position on the animals hack?
Was the i.1111111i.11'S blOW VIN1h1o? If it how tall did it
appear.' What was its shape? Ilow frequently did the animal

blow?

What was the inimal's color and color pattern?
5. Did it have any highly distinctive markings?
6, If it was a large or medium,sized animal, did it show its
tail flukes when it began its dive?
7. It it was a medium-sized or small animal, did it
apprte.tch, avoid, or ignore the vessel? Diii it ride the how
..i. What was its foe havior7 Did it jump from the water? It
so, dui it make a smooth graceful arching Juutp or did it spin,

somersault, or reenter with a splash?

Two sample sighting reports are provided to demonstrate

a method of recording observations. The ,first report,
"Sighting Information," is 'completed as an example and is
footnoted for explanation. The second report, "Cetacean
Data Record," located at the end of the guide, is blank and
may he photocopied in bulk for use in the field. Copies of this
similar forms are a,,,tilabl from any of the authors or from
tional Niztrine Fisheries Service, Tiburon, ('alif. It:ven if no
form is available, however, observations should be recorded
in rough form, in as much detail as possible.
Reliable intermittent reports of cetaceans are of interest.
to eetologists. Their locations indicate seasonality of

distribution, and their frequencies help indicate relative
abundances of the various species. Because scientists are
at tempting to determine areas in which cetaceans are often,

occasionally, seldom, or never found, and are ultimately
describing why animals are sound in one area and not another,
persons who want to go a step further in their participation in

observer programs may want to keep and report records of
their entire cruise tracks and)zones in which vigilance was
maintained but no cetaceans were observed, Data obtained in

One characteristic is rarely sufficient by aselt. and the
greater amount of relevant evidence t he observer can obtain,
the greater t he likelihood he can make a reliable
identification. Hut it is important to remember t hat even the

most experienced cetologists are often unabl to make in
identification. Therefore, even if you cannot positively
identify an animal or even make a good guess as to its
identity, do not hesitate to till out the rest of the sighting
record form and submit it to an appropriate Mina,. fasting t he
characters you observe and filling in as much of the form as

possible may enable a cetologist to make an identification
based on those' characters and his knowledge of the
distribution, movements, and behavior cif c. t ice;in In this
=

amnter
AM. will

regard, a sketch made as soon as possible alto
and photographs taken from is iii -,.11%- arwle.,

tid in the Ment dication.

this manner may he used as the foundation of estimates of
cetacean populations, estimates which are extremely difficult

to*Miun by any other method.
To be of maximum i_le.- in such calculations, however,
records of this kind must include the following minimum
information: time and location ofebeginning and ending of
each continuous watch, weather conditions as they affect
visibility, sea state, ship's speed, height of the obseryer(s)
alcove the water, number of persons on watch, and details of

each sighting, particularly the estimated distance of the
animates) from the ship's track.
For: s sample of a fictional continuous watch report might
look like he following. If sighting forms are available, these
ohservatii ns may he recorded directly onto them. Addition=
ftl inforroi tion can he recorded on the opposite side of the
forms.

WATCH

- -- NIGHT OR
NO WATCH

1)pentlii. Figure
f,{gteedfl

111.

tutu

.4:111

toxt for a

(la

c.ith

GENERAL INFORMATION
RV Melville (34-

converted fishing Wall

U.S. Departmen

Commerce

NMFS

tiydrographic Cruise

iami, Florida

laming

Flom

28-31 January 1973

2 observers ((l.E. Lingle and

fir)

M.

Eye level of observers: lt, feat above water

Average ship speed: 8.0 knots during continuous watch
Continuous watch information I refer to Fig. 81 is
Start End
Start
End
Leg Date time time
position
position

2/28

1200

3-4

5-6
7-8

0700

2/31

1730

25 -42N

80-02W
25-00N

1500

24-26N
80-04E

1630

25 --12N

25-19N

80

-16W

81 --- I 0 kV

00
80---15W

Flamingo

0700

Cetacean obst

ft Miami Dock
Va. Key

25

ation

refer to Fig.

81=-04W

_r Visibility
Beaufort. II Visibility
3 miles
Beaufort I Visibility
3.5 miles
3.5 miles
:1..7 miles
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hins, Tursiops truncatus. 6 miles ou
de d west rode hoax briefly.
rations of sea birds in 4.,a.

10 -Is

ou

Lai

branded N-1 on dorsal fin.
2 '29 I 100

nfiles directly ahead of vessle headed NE-40-foot
with calf. 2 bottle nosed dolphins accompanying the
v
were riding pressure wave off whale's head.
o)
.(1
porpoises, Stenella plitriiodon', 1.25 mile s
ouisIde our course, heading 210u mag.
2

.

2 2(.-

I WU

Din not rnie how wave.
I)

1300

lonos'ed dolphins. Tursiops trumieu -, 200-300 yards
of our course, milling in area of (nncentrations of
mi.ilet and other small schooling fishes, dolphins (porpoises)
and lairds feeding on fish.
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APPENDIX C

STRANDED WHALES, DOLPHINS, AND PORPOISES

With a Key to the Identification of Stranded Cetaceans of the Western North Atlantic
St_

nded Animals
As we discussed briefly in the introduction tee this guide,

whales, dolphin's, and porpoises siimetimes -strand- or
-beach- themselves, individually or in entire herds, for a
complex of Mill incompletely understood reasons. Though the

reasons suggested for these' strandings appear almost is
numerous as the strandings themselves, two tenable
generalizations have recently been proposed.
Strandmgs of lone individuals usually involve` an animal

which is sick or injured. Mass strandings, involving from
several to several hundred individuals. appear to he far more
complex and may result from fear reactions, from extremely
had WCat her laindit ions, from herd-wide disease conditions,
or from failure of the echo locat on system dui) to physiological

problems or environmental conditions which combine
reduce- its effectivene ss. to mention only Celli,
4Vhatever their causes, howeA.A.,r, cetacean strandings

usually attract_ crowds and elicit much public interest and
sympathy. There are frequently attempts to save the lives of
the animals involved. )1
Individually stranded ce

Tans rarely survive), (`V(n if

they iire found soon after stranding and transported

to

iidequate holding facilities, This does not mean that (
attempt should not he made to save them.
In mass strandings, some individuals may he. ent. refs
I

Appendix Figure cl.NNhalem and delphimi,

healthy, and it hey are found soon enough after stranding,
properly protected and transported, and correctly cared for
in the initial few days after collection, they mal survive in
captivity. Attempts to rescue all the animals in a mass
stranding Icy towing them out to sea have almost always hewn

trustrat
because the animals usually swim repeatedly
hack onto the beach.

If vim ifiscover a stranding and before )you become
imolved in an attempt to save a live stranded animal or to
collect data trom a dead one, you should he aware of the
I_ me mammals are currently protected ty law% tinder
Inca icon of t he Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, it is
onla'wful her persons without a permit to handle, harass, or

any marine mammal. It is within the authority of
officials and employees of the National Marine

Fisheries Service to arrange for the care of live animals
through certified institutions, such as many of those listed in
Appendix
Even if the animals were not protected by law,
any impulse tee take them to backyard swimming pools, for

instance, should be tempered by the knowledge that t heir
chances of survival ,ire, far greater in an institution with the
expertise to properly care for them.) The hest
general rule is to notify the nearest State or National Marine

Fisheries Service office. If you prefer, however, you may

this mixed sthonl of false killer whalea find hottlenosed dolphins, secmetime s grand them lve,
individually or are entire herd., for a rofnp14.x of gill inrornpletelyaindergivoil rations!. (Photo from Japan by S. Ohturni )

about live or dead strandings. Even if you are unable to
contact , an appropriate official, you can still collect some

contact one of the institutions listed in the appendix and ask
them to handle the situation. Some will already have in milts
to investigate strandings.- Most will be anxious to.
Although you cannot remove the animal from the beach

valuable information by identifying the specimen, using the
following key, and by collecting measurements (see
Appendix

without a permit, you can help keep it alive until it can he
removed. Here are a few hints. While waiting for help to

arrive, endeavor to keep the animal as comfortable as

Identifying the Animal

possible. If it is not too large and surf conditions permit, it/
should be removed to shallow water where it is barely afloat.
The buoyancy of the water will reduce the stress to the animal
and will help to keep it cool and prevent overheatinw ti real
danger to stranded cetaceans.
Whether or not the ,initial can be floated, care should be
taken to protect it from sunburn, drying out, and
overheating. flit is afloat, exposed parts should be frequently
splashed down. Hit is high and dry, it should be covered with

ceans may be found during or shortly after the
stranding or many months later, when the carcass is bloated
or rotted nearly4eyond recognition. If the stranded animal is

alive or freshly dead, it can be identified by any of the
characteristics itemized in the text. But even if it is in an
advanced stage of decomposition it can be identified using the

key below. In general numbers and descriptions of teeth
(Table I) and numbers and descriptions of baleen plates
'Table 2) persist longest is reliable identifying characteris-

damp cloth, particularly on the dorsal fin, flippers, and
flukes, and the body and the terrain should be frequently

tics. II they are still detectable on the carcass, numbers and
lengths of ventral geoovs may also he used to separate the
balaenopterine whales.,
In order to use the key below, begin with t he first pair of

watered to prevent the animal from overheating in the areas
in contact with the sand or rock.
In any case, be careful to leave the blowhole free so that

the animal can breathe. Note also that the eyes are

opposing characteristicsone of the two will apply to the

particularly sensitive and susceptible to injury; they should
be covered with a wet cloth and treated with special care.
Wit
t his careful handling will In la warded with the
animal's being picked up and transported to an aquarium,
t.vhere it can receive pr(iper at tent ion lint even if the animal

specimen you are examining. (in the line following that state-'
ment t here will be a paragraph number, go to that paragraph.
There you will find two more paired, opposing characteristics.
Again, one of the two will ripply to the specimen you are examining. Select that one and go to the paragraph indicated on
the line following it_ Continue this procedure until lie' statement which is true for your specimen is followed by a species
name instead of a reference to another paragraph. This name
idvtifies the specimen. To verify your identification go to the
discussion of that species in the text. With a little practice and
careful attention to details, identification of whales,
dohihms, intl porpoises will become easier.

cannot be saved, collection and examination of the carcass can

provide valuable information to scientists working on the
biology of cetaceans, or on such problems as their disease
conditions and the effects of environmental pollutants on
them. Dead stranded cetaceans even in advanced stages of
decomposition are also an important source of materials for
museum study and display. Therefore, every attempt should

be made to get the carcass -into the best hands. Dead
cetaceans, like the live ones, are protected by law and may

not be removed without a permit. The procedure for

Iht tahi
supplemented

obtaining permission to collect t hem is the same as that
outlined for live stranding's. The majority of the institutions
t-.1 prn North At lam lc cot,a will

along t
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50-70 ventral grooves, longest often ending between Rippers: baleen less than 8 inches j2
mostly white'or yellowish white (some posterior plates may he dark) with 15-25 white bristles per

4.

centimeter; 300-325 plates trier side.
h.

Minke whale, p.
38=56 ventral grooves, longest ending well short of navel; baleen less than 31 inches (78.7 cm), black
some anteriormost plates may be white) and with35-60 t;ine silky white bristles pet yentimeter; 11th
340 plates per side.
S(i whale, p, :32

5.

a.

Flippers one= fourth to one-third ength of the body length and knobbed un leading edgc less than 32
broad and conspicuous ventral
wes, longest extending at least to navel; head covered with

numerous knobs; baleen less than 24 inches (61 cm), ash black to olive brown (sometimes whitish) wit h
10=3-5 grayish white bristles per centimeter; 270-400 plates per side.
Humpback whale, p. 40
b. ' Flippers less than on fifth body length;
knobs; from
fine ventral-grooves, longest
extending at least to navel; head lacks knobs
6. a.

h.

7.

a.

h.

Three ridges on head, one from blowholes, forward towards tip of snout, one auxiliary groove along
each side of main ridge; 40=50 ventral grooves; 250 -300 slate -gray baleen plates with 15-35 dirty gray
bristles per centimeter.
Bryde's whale, p, 37
Only one prominent ridge on head,3 from just in front
I wholes forward towards tip of snout; 5
100 ventral grooves

Go to 6

Go to 7

Head broad and 11 shaped: dorsal fin less thanTi inches (TI cm) and very far back on tail stock, baleen
all black with 10-30 black-bristles per centimeter: plates extremely broad relative to length.
Blue whale, p. 19
Head broad at gape Ind sharply pointed or tip; dorsal fin to 24 inches (61 cm) and slightly more than
one-third forward from tail, right front orte=fifth to one- third of baleen,i-vory white to yellowish white,
remainder dark gray to bluish gray streaked with yellowish whiitii; plates have 10=35 gray or white
bristles per cec timeter and are narrow relative to length.

Fin woe, p. 26
8.

a.

b.

Top of
m); pi{

ut
ed with callositi( 325-360 baleen plates peside,
ching 14 feet (4.3
black with black brisCes (anterior portion of some plates May he w Ofsh).
,;- A Towhead whale, p. 49
Top of snout covered with callosities, often including lice and/or 'barnacles: 2504390 baleen plates per
side, longest reaching 7.2 feet (2.2 rn); plates dirty or yellowish gray (some anterior plates ai] or part
white and some posterior plates brov,'n or !Illicit) wit 25-70 bristles per centimeter.
Right whale, p. 52
Upper paart of head

h.

it.

h.

11.

a.

ending appreciably past tip of lower jaw; lower jaw markedly
e
considerably narrower than upper jaw
Lipper part of head not extending appreciably p: tip of lower ;
lower jaw approximately same
width as upper jaw
Efocly more than 13 feet (4,0
d massive, to one- third of bode length; blowhole located far
forward of eyes and to left front of head; dorsal fin low, triangular or rounded followed by series of
knuckles or crenulations, 18-25 teeth in each lower jaw fit into sockets in upper jaw
upper
teeth rarely emerge).
Sperm whale, p. 57
Body less than 13 feet I-1.0 nil: head considerably less than one-third body length; blowhole located
approximately even with eves on top of head, slightly displaced to left but not on left, front of head;
conspicuous dorsal fin present; 8-16 teeth in each lower jaw fitting into sockets in upper jaw.

No creases thrra
each lower jaw.

sal fin ritall

located in latter third of back: 12-16 teeth (rarely

0-1

Pygmy sperm whale, p. 144

in

Inconspicuous (Teas
n throat; dorsal fin tall aatl falcate , resembling that of the Atlantic bottlenose(' dolphin, and located near middle of back:
rely 13) extremely sharp teeth in each lower

jaw: rarely 1 3 teth in each upper jaw,

rf sperm v hale, p. 148
'Blue ,r.vhillo has faint littra! ridge's,
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Got
Go to 12

Go to 11

12.

a,

Two conspicuous grooves on outer surface of throat forming V-shape pointed forward; notch absent
(Beaked whale)
or inconspicuous in flukes.

Go to 13

No conspicuous grooves op outer surface of throat; deep median notch on rear, margin of tail
Go to 18

flukes ...
13.

A pair of teeth located at the tip of the lower jaw (erupted only in adult males, concealed in females
and immature animals)
b. No teeth at the tip of the lower jaw

a.

NOTE: Immathre individuals of the speci"os covered in paragraphs 14 and
museuin preparation and examination.
14.

a_

Go to 14

Go to

y not be readily identifiable without

Two well-developed teeth, erupted or hidden beneath the gum, are compressed so they appear
elliptical in cross section; body to 16 feet 14.9 m); united portion of the lower jaws 4 more than onefourth the lengtZf the entire lower jaw.
True's beaked whale, p. 77
Two well-developed teeth substantially less flattened so that they appear more nearly rounded
Go to 15

in cross section
15.

a.

located in lateral crease behind
DiNtincesloRgated beak; pro uneed bulge to forehead; blowh
bulge; bZy to 32 feet 19.8 in); sometimes second pair of teeth be d first in lower jaw.
Northern bottlenosed whale, p. 67
.

b.

No distinct beak; forehead-slightly concave in front -of blowhole, increasing in concavitz with
increasing size; body to 23 feet 17.0 m); united portion of lower jaw less than one-fouikth the length of
I.
the entire lower jaw; head of adult males all white.
A
Goosebeaked whale. p. 70

16.

17.

18.

a-

A single pair of teeth in the united portion of the lower jaw, at the suture of the mandible (about onethird of the way from the tip of the snout t the ga e); length to 22 feet (6.7 m); flukes less than onefifth the body length.
Antillean beaked whale. p. 78
A single pair of teeth back of united portion of lower jaw; body less than 17 feet (5.2 m)

a.

Teeth not exceptionally large and located immediately back of united portion of lower jaw, about half
way from the tip of the snout to the gaps,
North Sea beaked whale, p. 82
Teeth exceptionally large, located on bony prominences near the corner of the mouth, and oriented
backwards; corners of mouth, particularly in adult males, have high-arching contour; flukes to onesixth or one fifth of the body length_
Dense-beaked whale, p. 80

a.
h.

Rostrum, if present, not sharply demarcated from forohead
Head has a distinct, though sometimes short rostrum separated from the forehead by a distinct crease angle

Go to 17

Go to 19
to 30

Teeth spades shaped. fat ally compressed and relatively, Mall: -body to only about 5 feet (1.5 m);
r
22 28 teeth in each upper and lower jaw.

Harbor porpoise, p. 150
Teeth conical and sharply polpi ed tin cross section circulars, or slightly flattened anteroposte=
Go to 20

I

a.

b.
2

,No distinct dorsal' fin; hack marked instead with small dorsal ridge near midpinnt-of back
Distinct dorsal fin, in middle or forward third of the back.

,

-

Go to 21

to to 22

"...

8-11 teeth in eacir upper jaw. 8-9 in each lower jaw: body of young_slate gray or brownish, adults
white; short broad rostrum.
Beluga, p. 99
No visible teeth (or two teeth) in upper jaw of adults only; in males and sometimes females one or both
of these may gror IM to 9-foot 12.7-m) tusk in left-hand (sinestral) spiral:, no rostrum.
Narwhal, p. 102 .
a

fly femink between the lower jaws on the ventral surface anti moving the finger forward towards thetip of the -snout, one can feet the point at which the

two lower jaws become united (called the symptlysisl. This ItAtion is an important reference pointin distinguishing among the species separated in
paragraphs 14, 15, and 16.
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'

22. a.
b.

Headlong and conical
Bead blunt

.

..........

......

.

Got° 23

. .... :

Go to 24

20-27 teeth in each upper and lower jaw; crowns of teeth often marked with many fine vertical
wrinkles; body to about 8 feet (2.4 m).
b.

Rough-toothed dolphin, p. 135
26=35 teeth in each upper and lower jaw; teeth smooth; body to about 5.6 feet (1.7 m); distribution

restricted to northern voast of South America, in the Guianas, and adjacent eastward territory
of Venezuela.

Guiana dolphin, p. 132

J

24.

a.

b.
25. a.

26.

a.
h.

Teeth usually at front end of lower jaw only, 2-7 pairs (rarely teeth in upper jaw); all teeth may have
fallen out of the lower jaw of older specimens or may be extensively worn; forehead with median
crease; dorsal fin tall and distinct to 15 inches (38.1 cm); Eiody to 13 feet (4.0 ml.
Grampus, p.
Teeth in both upper and lower jaws, 7 or more pairs, forehead with rAmedian crease

Go to 25,

Flippers large and paddle shaped, ovate, and rounded on the distal end; dorsal fin tall and erect, to
6 feet (1.8 ml in males and 3 feet (0.9 m) in females; 10-12 teeth in each jaw; teeth to 1 inch (2.5 cm) in
diameter.
Killer whale, p. 84
Flippers long and pointed

Go to 26

Dorsal fin located in forward one= third of body, very broad at the base; head bulbous.
(Pilot whale)
Dorsal fin located near midpoint of hark; head long

Flippers one-fifth of
b.

...

,

Go to 27
Go to 28

dy length, or more

Atlantic pilot whale, p. 91

Flippers one-sixth of body length, or less.

Short-finned pilot whale, p. 94
- 28.

a.

Flipper has distinctive .hump on forward ma

prominent teeth curved backwards and

inwards, in each upper itod lower jaw.
False killer whale, TY. 88

29.

1.

Flipper lacks distinctive hump on forward margin;

a.'

8-13 teeth in each jaw.

b.

20-25 teeth in each upper jaw, 21 -24 teeth in each low

teeth in each upper and lower jaw

Go

Pygmy killer whale. p. 138
4

30. a.
b.

31.

a.

h.

.

Many-toothed blackfish, p. 142

Beak short, usually less than about 1 inch (2.5 ern)
Beak more than 1 inch (2.5 ern)

Go to 31
Go to 33

Flippers very short; ddrsal fin small and triangular; 38-44 teeth in each jaw: body to at least 8 feet (2.4
m); distinct black stripe from beak to area of anus; in profile beak shows very little separation from
forehead.
Fraser's dolphin, p. 120
Flippers long relative to body lengt h; dorsal fin tall and distinctly falcate: 22=40 teeth in each jaw; in
profile, beak shows distinct separation from forehead, ( [Age norhynchus sp.)
.

32. a.

.

.. Go

22=28 teeth in each jaw; dorsal fin all black; body to about 10 feet (3.1
30=40 teeth in
-h jaw (some animals have gre;i
part gray, part black; body toAbout 9 feet (2.7 ml.
_

White=beaked dolphin, p. 126
r number in uppei than in lower jaw); dorsal lin

Atlantic white =sided dolphin, p. 123
33.

a.

20-26 teeth in the upper jaws! 18 -'24 in the lower
extensively worn,

body

12 feet (3.7 m1; teeth may be
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin, pt 128

26 OT more teeth in b

b upperraind lower jaws

Go to 34

107

%/

34. ,a.

2936 teeth in each upper jaw; 28-36 in each lower jaw.

Go to 35
Go to 36

(Spotted dolphins)

More than 40 teeth in each upper and Sower jaw

NOTE: Characters in paragraph 3.5 are usable only on fresh specimens. Spotted dolphins in advanced stages of
decomposition can be distinguished only with museum preparation and examination,
35. a.

Bridle present (dark lines from eye to rostrum and from flippers to corner of mouth); cape on head
distinct; no spinal blaze.

b.

Bridled-dolphin, p. 108
Bridle absent though there is a light line from the flipper to the eye; cape indistinct; spinal blaze.

Atlantic spotted dolphin. p. 104
From 46-65 small, sharply pointed teeth; body dark gray on back, tan to light gray on sides, white
on belly; beak dark gray or black above, white below, and often black-tipped; body to about 7 feet
(2.1 m).

b.

37. a.

Spinner dolphin, p. 110
Go to 37

From 40 to 50 teeth in each upper and lower jaw

Body to 9 feet (2.7 m; bla-ck to dark gray on back, gray on sides, white on belly; distinctive black
stripes from eye to anus, Ofe to flipper, and dark dorsal coloration to side above flipper.
Striped dolphin. p. 113
Body to 8.5 feet (2.6 m) but usually less than 7.5 feet (2.3 m); body dark on back with light thoracic

patch and crisscross or hourglass pattern on side: black stripe from middle of lower jaw to origin
of flipper.

Saddleback dolphin, p. 116

rt
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APPENDIX D
RECORDING AND REPORTING DATA ON STRANDED CETACEANS
So that measurements of cetaceans taken at different
times and-at widely divergent locations can be compared, the
measurements and the methods of taking them have been

standardized, although there is still some disagreement
about which of the measurements are most important. The
data form located at the end of this guide, usable on both
baleen and toothed whales; includes all the measurements
routinely taken by cetologists plus a few new ones the authors

consider important. The form and the directions for taking
measurements are synthesized from those currently in use by

the Naval Undersea Center, San Diego; the Fisheries
Research Board of Canada; the University of Rhode Island:

the. University of Florida; the U.S. National Museum.
Washington, D.C.; and the National Marine Fisheries
Service, La Jolla, Calif.

Data on stranded cetaceans should be collected by
someone experienced in handling and measuring cetaceans.
The legal problems associated with collection of a specillen
are discussed in Appendix C. In addition to having a permit or
knowing how to obtain permission to collect the specimen.
persons active in cetacean research will usually have access to
laboratory facilities where in-depth studies, including
postmortem examinations and collection of tissues for

specialized laboratory examinations, can be conducted.
Furthermore, specialized equipment. and the number of
steps required to do a complete job with the specimen, make

the procedure prohibitive for most noncetologists. Diligent
attempts should be made to contact one of the institutions
listed in Appendix E. If no one is available and no permit or
approval is obtainable, -you are limited to photographing,

1-11 ()WHOLES

LIROGF NITAL SU T(S)

Appendix Fiirme M.= Location. and details of important measurements.
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sketching. and measuring the specimen witlibut removing
the carcass or any part of the carcass from the beach.
Any person taking data on stranded cetaceans should
follow the instructions itemized below, being careful to take
measurements in the tanner prescribed and to record data in
as much detail as possible.

1.

Specimens should be preserved in 10% neutral

Forma lin, except for the stomach contents, which should be
kept in 70% ethyl or 40% isopropyl alcohol, or be frozen-,
Commercial rubbing alcohol will suffice. As a minimum, the
head, flippers, and reproductive tract should be preserved. If
no other method of handling the specimen is available, and
only as a last resort, it may be buried in the sand well above

the high tide line and carefully marked so it can later be
recovered_ Burying usually results in the loss of some vital
parts.
2. The carcass should be examined for external parasites
particularly in such areas as the blowhole(s), the eyes. any
wounds on the trailing edges of the dorsal fin, flippers, and

possible, and detailed shots of such features as baleen plates,

flukes, and
grooves_
unusual scars or coloration should be included! Including a
ruler for size reference may be helpful.
4. Although scientific data are usually expressed in metric
units, measurements should be taken in whatever units are
readily available. All measurements should be taken in a

mouth and teeth, ventral

straight line, as shown in the diagram, unless otherwise
noted. Measurements which refer to therostrum are taken
from the tip of the upper jaw. The external auditory meatus
(ear) is a small inconspicuous opening located just below and

Behind the eye. To locate the ear the observer must
sometimes scrape away some of the skin to expose the
unpigmented ear canal beneath it.
5. Throat grooves are short grooves found on the throat of

beaked whales, sperm whales, and dwarf sperm whales.
Ventral grooves are long grooves found only on
halaenopterine whales_ Ventral grooves should be counted
between the flippers.

It is difficult to overstress th importance of data from

flukes. Occasionally barnacles will be found on teeth or baleen

stranded cetaceans. For some species, the only data available

plates. Like the stomach contents, parasites should be

have come from stranded individuals. By carefUlly gleaning'
from each specimen all the data that can be collected, you will
make a valuable addition the body of knowledge on these
elusive animals.

preserved in alcohol.
3. Photographs and sketches are a valuable part of data

collection views of the animalis I from as many angles as

APPENDIX E
LIST OF

IONS TO CONTACT REGARDING STRANDED CETACEANS

The following list includes many of the institutions in the
area covered by this guide, Which are likely to respond to

-calls about .stranded cetaceans. The institutions on the
mainland are listed roughly in order from north to south,
following the contain of the coast. Several island institutions
and organizations are also listed.

These institutions are the ones thattcome to mind as
having taken an active interest in cetacean strandings in the

Massachusetts
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole.
New England Aquarium, Central Wharf, Boston,
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University,
Cambridge.
Rhode Island

Narragansett Marine Laboratdry. University of Rhode
Island, Kingston.

recent past. In addition to these, almost any university
biology or zoology department, State or Federal conserva-

tion agency or marine laboratow or local natural history
museum or society can recommend an interested biologist if

no staff member is interested. Such organions are widely
distributed on or near the coasts and are telly adequately
listed in local telephone directories.
It should he obvious that organizations such as oceanaria
are the most likely ones to he interested in live animals on an
emergency basis. Even so, these organizations often
cooperate with biologists with whom they are familiar and so

Connecticut
Mystic Marine Life Aquarium, Mystic.
New York
New York Aquarium, Coney Island, Brooklyn),

American Museum of Natural History, Department of
Mammals, New York City.

Jersey

will pick up dead animals for them as well. Conversely,
museums and the like are most interested in the dead Animals
as they have no facilities for handling live ones. Nevertheless,
they often cooperate with institutions equipped to handle live
anirillals and will usually help in making arrangements for

picking up the live ones_ Therefore, rather than the finder's
making a decision as to whether or not an institution should
be called because the animal is 'alive or dead, we would urge
that the nearest organization in the fdllowing list be Contacted
under any circumstances.

Space is provided at the end of the list for additions of
contacts inadvertently overloOked in compiling this list, or of
institutions which come into being after its publication.

Nova Scotia

Bedford Institute, Dartmouth,
Departments of Biology. Psycho' y and/or
Dalhousie University. Halifax_
Nova Scotia Museum', Halifax.

.arch Board of Canada, Ste.

Ontario
Department of Zoology. University of Guelph, Guelph

UNI'rED STATES

Delaware
see New York.

see New Jersey.
Mar

nd

Department of Pathobiology,Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore.
also see District of Columbia.

Virginia

city of New

foundland, St. John's.

'Quebec
Arctic Unit. Fishiscies IC(
Anne de Bellevue..

Brunswick_

also see New York.

net of Columbia
Division of Mammals, United States National Museum,

CANADA

Newfoundland
Department of Biology, Memorial Uni

Department of Biochemistry, Rutgers University, New

Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point.
also see District of Columbia.
North Carolina
Duke Marine Laboratory, Beaufort.

Institute of Fisheries Research, University of North
Carolina, Morehead City.
h Carolimu
Charleston Museum, Charleston,
Grice Marine Biological Laboratory, College of ('harleston. Charleston.
Georgia

The Georgia Conservancy, The Clusky Buildibg, 127
Abercorn Street, Savannah.
University of Georgia Marine Institute, Sapelo Island
(Darien).

Maine

see Massachu

New Hampshire
see Massachusetts,

Florida

Marineland of Florida, St. Augustine
University of Florida Biocommunication Jend.Marine
Mammal Research Facility, St. Augustine,

Department of Agriculture. Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, Santurce (San Juan).

Ocean World, Ft. Lauderdale.
Wometco Miami Seaquarium, Miami.
University of Miami School of Marine and Atmospheric

Virgin Islands
Caribbean Research Institute, Red Hook. St. Thomas.

Sciences, Miami.
Sea World, Orlando.
Mote Marine Laboratory. Placida.
Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota.

OTHERS

Aquatarium, St. Petersburg Beach.
Florida's G4Ifarium, Ft. Walton Beach.
Mexico

Institute Nacionale de Investigaciones Biologia
Pesquera, Division de Vertebrados Marinos, Mexico
7, D.P.
also see Texas.

am4
see Florida (Florida's Gulfarium).
see Mississippi.
Mississippi

Venezuela

if Coast Research Laboratory, Ocean Springs.

Universidad de Oriente, Nucleo de Nueva Esparta,
Isla Margarita.

Louisiaba
Museum of Natural Science, Louisiana State niversity,
Baton Rouge.
Marine Life Park, Gulfport_

Jamaica
Department of Zoology, University of the West Indies,
Mona (Kingston).
Science Museum. Institute of Jamaica, Kingston.

Texas
Sea-Arama Marineworld, Galveston.
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Texas
A&M University, College Station.
Dep4rtment of Zoology, University of Corpus Christi,
Corpus Christi.

Bahamas

Lerner Marine Laboratory, Bimini.
Nassau Aquarium, Nassau, New Providence.

University of Texas. Marine Science Institute, Port
I

Bermuda
Bermuda Biological Station, St. George's.

Aransas.

Government Aquafium and Museum. Flatts.
Puerto Rico
Commercial Fisheries Laboratory. Department of
Agriculture, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Maya-

Cuba

Laboratorio de Vertebrados, Institute de Biologia,
Academie de Ciencias de Cuba, Havana.

guez.
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SIGHTING INFORMATION
DATE AND LOCAL TIME

/
LOCATION

WEATHER CONDITIONS
OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

SPECIES

NUMB H OF ANIMAL(S)

HEADING OF ANIMAL(S)
(MAGNETIC)

SPEED OF ANIMAL(S)
(KNOTS)

ASSOCIATED ORGANISMS

TAGS OR UNUSUAL MARKINGS

CHARACTERISTICS OBSERVED WHICH RESULTED IN SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

BEHAVIOR OF ANIMAL(S)

SKETCHES

PHOTOS AVAILABLE YES
ADDITIONAL REMARKS

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OBSERVER (SHIP OR A/C)

173

NO

CETACEAN DATA RECORD

SEX

SPECIES

DATE /TIME DATA COLLECTED -

DATE/TIME STRANDED
LOCATION OF COLLECTION

OBSERVER NAME/ADDRESS
SPECIMEN SENT TO

MEASUREMENTS:
1. Tip of upper jaw to deepest part of uke notch
2.

Tip of upper jaw to center of anus

3.

Tip of upper jaw to center of genital slit

4.

Tip of lower jaw to end of ventral grooves

5.

Tip of upper w to center of umbilicus

6.

Tip of upper jaw to top of dorsal fin

7.

Tip of upper jaw to leading edge of dorsal fin

8a. Tip of upper jaw to anterior insertion of flipper (right)
b. Tip of upper jaw to anterior insertion of
9.
10.

pper (left)

Tip of upper jaw to center of hlowhole(s
Tip of upper jaw to anterior edge of blowhole(s)

11a. Tip of upper jaw to auditory meatus (right)
b. Tip of upper jaw to auditory meatus (left)
12a. Tip of upper jaw to center of eye (right)
h. Tip of upper jaw to center of eye (left)
Tip of upper jaw to angle of gape
14.

Tip of upper jaw to apex of melon

15.

Rostrum maximum width

16.

Throat grooves length

ENGTH

174

GHT

Straight W e walel
to the body eras

17.

Projection of lower jaw beyond upper (if reverse, so state)

18.

Center of eye to center of eye

19a. Height of eye (right)
b. Height of eye (left)

a. Length of eye (right)
b. Length of eye (left)
21a. Center of eye to angle of gape (right)
b. Center of eye to angle of gape (left)

22a. Center of eye to external auditory meatus (right)
b. Center of eye to external auditory meatus (left)
23a. Center of eye to center of blowhole (right)
b. Center of eye to center of blowhole (left)
24.

Blowhole length

25.

Blowhole width

26.

Flipper width (right)

27.

Fhppe

idth (left)

28a. Flipper length = tip to anterior insertion (right)

b. Flipper length tip to anterior insertion (left)
29a. Flipper length tip to axilla (right)
_b. Flipper length tip to axilla (left)
Dorsal fin height
31

Dorsal fin base

32.

Fluke span

33.

Fluke width

34.

Fluke depth of notch

Point to point

Straight line parallel
to the body &xis

Point to Alt if

Notch of flukes to center of ants
36.

Notch of flukes to center of genital aperture

37.

Notch of flukes to umbilicus

38.

Notch of flukes to nearestpoint on leading edge of fitkes

39.

Girth at anus

40.

Girth at

4L

Girth at eye

42.

Girth _ _ _

cm in front of notch of flukes

43a. Blubber thickness (middorsal)

b. Blubber thickness (lateral)
c.

Blubber thickness (midventral)

44.

Width of head at post-orbital process of -ontals

45.

Tooth counts: right upper

right lower
left upper
left lower
46.

Baleen co

right Upper

left upper
47.

Baleen plates, length longest

48.

Baleen plates, no. bristles /cm over 5 cm

49a. Mammary slit length (right)
b. Mammary slit length (left)
Genital slit length
51.

Anal slit length
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